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Facilitating Shared Use in the 3.1-3.55 GHz Band
Second Report and Order, Order on Reconsideration, and Order of Proposed Modification,
WT Docket No. 19-348
Background The Beat China by Harnessing Important, National Airwaves for 5G Act of 2020, which was
included in the Fiscal Year 2021 omnibus spending bill, requires the Commission to work with its Federal
partners to bring all of the 3.45 GHz band spectrum to market for next-generation wireless use through a system
of competitive bidding by December 31, 2021. Beginning the implementation of this Congressional mandate,
this item reallocates 100 megahertz in the 3.45 GHz band for flexible use wireless services and adopt rules to
implement the new 3.45 GHz Service, The framework adopted for the 3.45 GHz band will enable full-power
commercial use and provide flexibility to future licensees in deploying their networks in this band, while also
ensuring that federal incumbents are still protected where and when they require continued access to the band.
What the Second Report and Order Would Do:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make 100 megahertz of spectrum in the 3.45 GHz band available for flexible use wireless services
throughout the contiguous United States;
Add a co-primary, non-federal fixed and mobile (except aeronautical mobile) allocation to the band;
Create a regime to coordinate non-federal and federal use of spectrum by adopting Cooperative
Planning Areas and Periodic Use Areas and establishing coordination procedures;
Adopt a band plan and technical, licensing, and competitive bidding rules for the 3.45 GHz band,
including performance requirements benchmarks intended to promote rapid deployment;
Require non-federal radiolocation operators to sunset operations within 180 days after the grant of
new flexible-use licenses and provide for reimbursement of reasonable relocation costs; and
Require amateur operators to cease operations in the 3.45 GHz band within 90 days of the public
notice announcing the close of the auction, while allowing those operations to continue in the 3.33.45 GHz portion of the band pending future Commission action in that spectrum.

What the Order on Reconsideration Would Do:
•

Dismiss ARRL’s petition for reconsideration of the decision to sunset the amateur allocation in the
3.3-3.55 GHz band on procedural and substantive grounds.

What the Order of Proposed Modification Would Do:
•

*

Propose to modify the licenses of secondary, non-federal radiolocation operations operating in the
3.3-3.55 GHz band to reflect the new frequency assignment in the 2.9-3.0 GHz band.

This document is being released as part of a “permit-but-disclose” proceeding. Any presentations or views on the subject
expressed to the Commission or its staff, including by email, must be filed in WT Docket No. 19-348, which may be accessed
via the Electronic Comment Filing System (https://www.fcc.gov/ecfs/). Before filing, participants should familiarize
themselves with the Commission’s ex parte rules, including the general prohibition on presentations (written and oral) on
matters listed on the Sunshine Agenda, which is typically released a week prior to the Commission’s meeting. See 47 CFR §
1.1200 et seq.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

1.
Today, the Commission takes steps to advance Congressional and Commission objectives
to make more mid-band spectrum available for fifth generation wireless services, or 5G. Specifically, we
begin implementation of the Beat China by Harnessing Important, National Airwaves for 5G Act of 2020
(Beat CHINA for 5G Act of 2020), which requires the Commission to start an auction to grant new initial
licenses subject to flexible use in the 3450-3550 MHz (3.45 GHz) band by December 31, 2021. Together
with its federal partners in the Executive Branch, including the White House Office of Science and
Technology Policy and National Economic Council, the National Telecommunications and Information
Administration (NTIA), and the Department of Defense (DoD), the Commission has worked with
unprecedented speed and collaboration to make 100 megahertz of mid-band spectrum in the 3.45 GHz
band available for flexible use. The framework we adopt today will enable full-power commercial use 1 of
this band and require that future licensees deploy their networks quickly, so that that this spectrum is in
put in service of the American people. We also take steps to balance the needs of federal incumbents
where and when they require continued access to the band and relocate important non-federal weather
forecasting services so that they are not adversely impacted by our actions. Collectively, the 3.45 GHz
band and the neighboring 3.5 GHz and 3.7 GHz bands will offer 530 megahertz of contiguous mid-band
spectrum for 5G services.
II.

BACKGROUND

2.
During the last few years, standards setting organizations and other countries have
focused on the 3.3-3.55 GHz band as a core, globalized band for 5G use. Portions of this band are already
globally harmonized or in the process of being studied for that purpose. There has been a broad and
consistent effort by international governing bodies and global standards setting organizations to review
the suitability of several frequency bands for next-generation 5G wireless services, including the lower 3
GHz band. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has allocated portions of the 3 GHz band
for primary fixed and secondary mobile use in all three ITU regions. 2 3GPP, the global industry
standards organization for mobile technology, has specified two spectrum operating bands for 5G that
overlap with the 3.45 GHz band: band n77 between 3.3-4.2 GHz, and band n78 between 3.3-3.8 GHz. 3
1

References to commercial use in this item refer to non-federal, primary, flexible use of the 3.45 GHz band and do
not preclude use of the band for private mobile radio services. See 47 U.S.C. § 332(d)(3); 47 CFR § 20.3.
2

See 47 CFR § 2.106 (allocating 3400-3600 MHz for fixed and mobile, except aeronautical mobile, in all three ITU
regions, and 3300-3400 MHz for fixed and mobile in Region 2).

3

3GPP TS 38.104, NR; Base Station (BS) Radio Transmission and Reception. Note: 3GPP specifications refer to
5G as New Radio (NR).
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In addition, the Radio Spectrum Committee of the European Commission issued a mandate to the
European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT) that the 3.4-3.8 GHz
band be the first primary band for 5G. 4 Further, CEPT released a report that recommends updating the
European regulatory framework for this band to support introducing 5G wireless systems. 5
3.
Despite significant international progress in making mid-band spectrum in the 3.3-3.55
GHz band available for 5G use, 6 progress in the United States has lagged. Congress addressed the
pressing need for additional spectrum in the United States to support broadband, including mid-band
spectrum, in the Fiscal Year 2018 omnibus spending bill, which included the Making Opportunities for
Broadband Investment and Limiting Excessive and Needless Obstacles to Wireless Act (MOBILE NOW

4

See European Commission Directorate-General for Communications Networks Content & Technology, Radio
Spectrum Committee, Opinion of the RSC: Mandate to CEPT to develop harmonised technical conditions for
spectrum use in support of the introduction of next-generation (5G) terrestrial wireless systems in the Union,
RSCOM16-40rev3 (Dec. 7, 2016) available at http://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/document.cfm?doc_id=42093.
5

See European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations, CEPT Report 67 (2019),
https://docdb.cept.org/download/561367fd-1ac6/CEPT%20Report%2067.pdf; see also European Conference of
Postal and Telecommunications Administrations, CEPT Roadmap for 5G (Mar. 2019),
https://cept.org/files/18334/ECC(19)042%20Annex%2032_CEPT%20Roadmap%205G.docx.
6

47 U.S.C. § 303(y)(1). For example, Australia has licensed spectrum in the 3.425-3.4925 GHz and 3.5425-3.575
GHz ranges for 5G and is looking at reconfiguring the 3.4-3.575 GHz band in order to make more spectrum
available for wireless broadband. See Australian Communications and Media Authority, Optimising the 3400-3375
MHz Band – Consultation 12/2019 (2019), https://www.acma.gov.au/consultations/2019-08/optimising-3400-3575mhz-band-consultation-122019. In Canada, an auction of spectrum in the 3.45-3.65 GHz range is scheduled to
begin on June 15, 2021. Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada, 3500 MHz band Spectrum
Auction, https://www.canada.ca/en/innovation-science-economic-development/news/2020/03/3500-mhz-bandspectrum-auction.html. China has awarded 5G licenses to two mobile network operators in the 3.4-3.6 GHz band.
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of China, China 5G Development and Policy at 5 (2019),
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5bf2b77d75f9eefcd937cb5c/t/5d1a20eb11a9570001f95d65/1561993455970/5.
+Julin+LIU.pdf. The French telecommunications regulator, ARCEP, auctioned 5G licenses in the 3.4-3.8 GHz band
in October 2020. ARCEP, Final Results of the Award Procedure for 3.4 – 3.8 GHz Band Spectrum (Nov. 4, 2020),
https://en.arcep.fr/news/press-releases/p/n/5g-7.html. In Germany, an auction of the 3.4-3.7 GHz range (for
nationwide use) was completed in June 2019. Bundeznetzagentur, Frequency auction 2019,
https://www.bundesnetzagentur.de/DE/Sachgebiete/Telekommunikation/Unternehmen_Institutionen/Breitband/Mob
ilesBreitband/Frequenzauktion/2019/Auktion2019.html?nn=267664. Hong Kong completed an auction of the 3.43.6 GHz band in October 2019. Office of the Communications Authority, Successful Conclusion of Auction of 5G
Spectrum in the 3.5 GHz Band (Oct. 14, 2019),
https://www.ofca.gov.hk/en/media_focus/press_releases/index_id_2005.html. Although Italy had previously
licensed the 3.4-3.6 GHz band for WiMAX services, AGCOM is considering whether to reconfigure the band into a
TDD arrangement, which would be suitable for 5G. 5G Mid-Band Spectrum Report at A-15. Japan licensed the
3.48-3.6 GHZ band in December 2018. 5G Mid-Band Spectrum Report at A-17. In February 2018, Qatar assigned
two 100 MHz licenses for 5G services in the 3.4-3.6 GHz band. Communications Regulatory Authority, The
Preliminary Frequency Bands Plans for 5G Mobile Services (Feb. 22, 2018), https://cra.gov.qa/document/thepreliminary-frequency-bands-plans-for-5g-mobile-services. In 2018, licenses in the 3.42-3.7 GHz range were
auctioned in South Korea for 5G use. 5G Mid-Band Spectrum Report at A-21. Spain has already licensed spectrum
in the 3.4-3.6 GHz band for 5G use. Ministry of Economy and Business, Informative note on the 3600-3800 MHz
band spectrum auction (July 24, 2018), https://portal.mineco.gob.es/enus/comunicacion/Pages/180717_np_Subasta5G.aspx. Sweden approved four applicants for participation in an
auction of licenses in the 3.4-3.8 GHz band for 5G in November 2020. Swedish Post and Telecom Authority, Four
companies approved for participation in the 3.5 GHz and 2.3 GHz auctions (Oct. 20, 2020),
https://www.pts.se/en/news/press-releases/2020/four-companies-approved-for-participation-in-the-3.5-ghz-and-2.3ghz-auctions/. The United Kingdom completed an auction of licenses in the 3.4-3.6 GHz band in 2018. OFCOM,
Award of 2.3 and 3.4 GHz Spectrum by Auction (Apr. 25, 2018), https://www.ofcom.org.uk/spectrum/spectrummanagement/spectrum-awards/awards-archive/2-3-and-3-4-ghz-auction.

3
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Act) under Title VI of RAY BAUM’S Act. 7 The MOBILE NOW Act mandated that the Secretary of
Commerce, working through NTIA: (1) submit, in consultation with the Commission and the head of
each affected federal agency (or a designee thereof), a report by March 23, 2020, on the feasibility of
“allowing commercial wireless service, licensed or unlicensed, to share use of the frequencies between
3100 megahertz and 3550 megahertz,” 8 and (2) identify, with the Commission, “at least 255 megahertz of
Federal and non-Federal spectrum for mobile and fixed wireless broadband use” by December 31, 2022. 9
4.
Shortly before Congress enacted the 2018 omnibus spending bill, NTIA announced that it
had identified the 3.45 GHz band for study for potential repurposing to spur commercial wireless
innovation. 10 NTIA identified the top 100 megahertz in the 3.1-3.55 GHz band as the most promising
portion for sharing in the near term, but it confirmed in July 2019 that it was conducting an assessment, in
collaboration with the DoD, 11 on the feasibility of sharing in the entire 3.1-3.55 GHz band. 12 In January
2020, NTIA released its feasibility study, which found, subject to further analysis, that spectrum sharing
that provides both sufficient protection to incumbent operations and attractive opportunities for
commercial business appeared feasible in the 3450-3550 MHz band. 13
5.
In July 2020, NTIA submitted a report to Congress, pursuant to the MOBILE NOW Act,
that examined the shared use of spectrum between federal incumbents and commercial wireless services
in the 3.1-3.55 GHz band under the assumption that there would be no changes to incumbent operations. 14
7

See Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2018, Pub. L. 115-141, Division P, the Repack Airwaves Yielding Better
Access for users of Modern Services (RAY BAUM’S) Act, Title IV (the Making Opportunities for Broadband
Investment and Limiting Excessive and Needless Obstacles to Wireless Act or MOBILE NOW Act).

8

MOBILE NOW Act § 605(a).

9

Id. § 603(a).

10

The 3100-3500 MHz band was initially identified as a potential band for spectrum sharing in NTIA’s 2010 Ten
Year Plan, see NTIA, Plan and Timetable to Make Available 500 Megahertz of Spectrum for Wireless Broadband
(2010), https://www.ntia.doc.gov/files/ntia/publications/tenyearplan_11152010.pdf, and in 2016, NTIA’s
Quantitative Assessment found that potential opportunities for sharing spectrum existed in the 3505-3550 MHz
band, see NTIA, Quantitative Assessments of Spectrum Usage (2016),
https://www.ntia.gov/files/ntia/publications/ntia_quant_assessment_report-no_appendices.pdf. NTIA’s 2020 Report
called for further studies but acknowledged that the 3450-3550 MHz band may be suitable for sharing. See Edward
Drocella et al., Technical Feasibility of Sharing Federal Spectrum with Future Commercial Operations in the 34503550 MHz Band, NTIA Technical Report 20-546 (Jan. 2020), https://www.ntia.gov/report/2020 /technicalfeasibility-sharing-federal-spectrum-future-commercial-operations-3450-3550.
11

Our Wireless Future: Building a Comprehensive Approach to Spectrum Policy: Hearing Before the Subcomm. On
Comms. And Technology of the H. Comm. on Energy and Commerce, 116th Cong. (July 16, 2019) (Testimony of
Derek Khlopin, Senior Policy Advisor, NTIA) (“We started aggressively looking at [the 3.1-3.55 GHz] range, what
we found in the short-term is the upper 100, the 3450-3550, presents the opportunity in the near-term to make
spectrum available. Having said that, we’ll continue to look for the larger block as well . . . [w]e’re very, very
optimistic about it.”); see also Keith Gremban, ITU Adopts NTIA Software as Global Standard for Coordinating
Spectrum Sharing (May 29, 2019), https://www.ntia.doc.gov/blog/2019/itu-adopts-ntia-software-global-standardcoordinating-spectrum-sharing (“[NTIA] software also is being used to assess feasibility of spectrum sharing in the
3.45 to 3.55 GHz band, which is under study for sharing with military radars.”).
12

See U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Annual Report on the Status of Spectrum Repurposing at 20 (Aug. 2019),
https://go.usa.gov/xparp.

13
Edward Drocella et al., Technical Feasibility of Sharing Federal Spectrum with Future Commercial Operations in
the 3450-3550 MHz Band, NTIA Technical Report 20-546 (Jan. 2020), https://www.ntia.gov/report/2020 /technicalfeasibility-sharing-federal-spectrum-future-commercial-operations-3450-3550.
14

Wilber L. Ross et al., Feasibility of Commercial Wireless Services Sharing with Federal Operations in the 31003550 MHz Band at 1 (July 2020) (NTIA July 2020 Report),
https://www.ntia.doc.gov/files/ntia/publications/ntia_3100-3550_mhz_mobile_now_report_to_congress.pdf.
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The report concluded that the 3.45 GHz band “is a good candidate for potential spectrum sharing,
including at the commercial system power levels sought by the wireless industry.” 15 The report further
concluded that some sharing below 3.45 GHz might be possible, but that additional analysis of the entire
band would be necessary to assess the various sharing mechanisms and to determine whether incumbent
relocation of operations below 3.45 GHz is possible. 16 The report recommended moving forward with a
focus on four principal efforts for the full 3.1-3.55 GHz band: (1) a more in-depth assessment of the
extent to which each of the federal systems is used; (2) the development of a reliable mechanism for
commercial operations to coordinate when federal systems are operating; (3) assessment of the potential
for relocating federal systems, such as nationwide airborne systems; and (4) consideration of improved
out-of-band emission limits for future commercial operations in the band. 17 As directed by section 605(d)
of the MOBILE NOW Act, the Commission sought comment on the July 2020 NTIA report and
specifically on its findings concerning possible sharing of the 3.45 GHz band with commercial wireless
services. 18 No commenters specifically addressed the July 2020 NTIA report in their comments.
6.
In 2020, the White House and the DoD formed the America’s Mid-Band Initiative Team
(AMBIT), with the goal of making 100 megahertz of contiguous mid-band spectrum available in the 3.45
GHz band for commercial use. 19 Under the agreement that was reached as part of the AMBIT process,
the DoD expected to enable commercial 5G systems to operate at full power throughout almost all the
contiguous United States by: (1) adjusting its concept of operations within the band; (2) coordinating
network planning with new commercial operators in certain areas near the DoD’s operations; (3)
periodically coordinating with new commercial operators for use of the spectrum during certain discrete
time periods in specific areas; (4) relocating certain airborne systems out of the band; and (5) developing
and deploying a supplemental radar capacity that operates outside the band. 20 The study also concluded
that the DoD would require access to the spectrum during times of national emergency. 21
7.
In December 2020, Congress adopted the Beat CHINA for 5G Act of 2020. The Act
requires NTIA, no later than June 25, 2021, to “begin the process of withdrawing or modifying the
assignments to Federal Government stations of the [3.45 GHz band] as necessary” for the Commission to
reallocate and auction the band for flexible commercial use. 22 The Act further requires the Commission
to “begin a system of competitive bidding . . . to grant new initial licenses for the use of a portion or all of
the [3.45 GHz band], subject to flexible-use service rules,” no later than December 31, 2021. 23 Finally,
the Act provides an exemption to the 18-month FCC auction notification requirement in the Commercial
Spectrum Enhancement Act. 24
8.
15

Id.

16

Id.

17

Id. at 10-11.

Current Allocation and Use of the 3.45 GHz Band and Adjacent Bands.—The 3.45 GHz

18

Facilitating Shared Use in the 3100-3550 MHz Band, WT Docket No. 19-348, Report and Order and Further
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 35 FCC Rcd 11078, 11093-94, para. 44 (2020) (3.45 GHz R&O and FNPRM); see
also MOBILE NOW Act § 605(d).
19

See 3.45 GHz R&O and FNPRM, 35 FCC Rcd at 11082, para. 12.

20

Letter from Charles Cooper, Associate Administrator, NTIA, to Ronald T. Repasi, Acting Chief, OET, FCC and
Donald Stockdale, Chief, WTB, FCC, WT Docket No. 19-348, at 2-3 (filed Sept. 8, 2020) (NTIA 2020 Ex Parte
Letter).
21

Id. at 2.

22

Beat CHINA for 5G Act of 2020 § 905(c)(1).

23

Id. § 905(d)(1)(B).

24

Id. § 905(d)(2); 47 U.S.C. § 923(g)(4)(A).
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band currently is allocated on a primary basis for federal radiolocation services. 25 The 3.5-3.55 GHz
portion of that band also is allocated for federal aeronautical radionavigation services on a primary
basis. 26
9.
Until now, the 3.45 GHz band has been predominantly a federal band with limited nonfederal use of the band. The band is situated within the 3.1-3.55 GHz band, which is designated for both
federal and non-federal radiolocation services. Currently, the 3.45 GHz band is used by federal
radiolocation services that operate on a primary basis, with non-federal radiolocation users operating on a
secondary basis. 27 The federal radiolocation allocation in this band is one part of a broader federal
primary allocation for radiolocation in the 2.9-3.65 GHz band. 28 The DoD operates high- and lowpowered defense radar systems on a variety of platforms in the 3 GHz band, including fixed, mobile,
shipborne, and airborne operations. 29 Among the non-federal users operating in the 3.1-3.55 GHz band
are holders of hundreds of non-federal experimental licenses, including special temporary authorizations
(STAs). 30 These non-federal experimental licensees are not protected from harmful interference from the
operation of the primary federal users and secondary non-federal users, and they may not cause
interference to the primary federal users and secondary non-federal users.
10.
From 3.1-3.3 GHz, the band is allocated on a secondary basis for federal and non-federal
space research (active) and earth exploration satellite (active). These allocations are in addition to the
primary allocation for federal radiolocation services, and the secondary allocation for non-federal
radiolocation services. 31 There are 17 non-federal radiolocation licenses in the portion of the band below
3.3 GHz, which are held by power companies and municipalities. 32 Between 3.3 and 3.55 GHz, there are
only seven active non-federal radiolocation licenses, which are used for several different commercial and
25

See 47 CFR § 2.106.

26

See id.

27

See 47 CFR § 2.106 and US108; id. § 90.103(b), (c)(12). The Commission removed the secondary, non-federal
allocations from the 3.3-3.55 GHz band in the First Report and Order. However, it allowed secondary non-federal
licensees operating as of the effective date of the First Report and Order to continue to operate in the 3.45 GHz
band while the Commission finalized plans to reallocate spectrum in the band. See Facilitating Shared Use in the
3100-3550 MHz Band, WT Docket No. 19-348, Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 35
FCC Rcd 11078, 11085-86, para. 19 (2020) (3.1-3.55 GHz R&O and FNPRM).
28

47 CFR § 2.106.

29

See NTIA Compendium of Federal Spectrum Use, https://www.ntia.doc.gov/other-publication/2017/federalgovernment-spectrum-compendium; NTIA Special Publication 00-40, Federal Radar Spectrum Requirements at 26
(May 2000) (explaining why certain radar systems are in certain bands),
https://www.ntia.doc.gov/report/2000/federal-radar-sepctrum-requirements.
30

The total number of active experimental authorizations is always changing. Experimental STAs, for example,
may be requested for a temporary period of no longer than six months. See 47 CFR §§ 5.54(a)(2), 5.61. Current
active experimental authorizations throughout the 3.1-3.55 GHz band can be found via the Office of Engineering
and Technology’s Experimental Licensing System Generic Search, https://apps.fcc.gov/oetcf/els/
reports/GenericSearch.cfm. We note that the Commission’s 2019 Report and Report did not alter, nor are we
altering here, our existing rules for experimental use of the 3.45 GHz band. See 3.1-3.55 GHz R&O and FNPRM.
Thus, experimental license applicants will continue to have access to the band to conduct experimentation consistent
with our rules. See 47 CFR §§ 1.931; 5.1 et seq. Applications for experimental licenses, including STAs, will be
considered by the Commission and coordinated with NTIA consistent with our rules. See Aerospace Industries
Association Reply at 1 (asking for reliable and continued access the spectrum in the 3100-3550 MHz range to
conduct testing supporting radars and other advanced systems).
31

See 47 CFR § 2.106.

32
Specifically, Alabama Power Company holds eight licenses, Georgia Power Company holds seven, and the city
and county of Denver/Denver International Airport hold two.
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industrial radiolocation services. 33 For example, some licensees employ Doppler radar to provide weather
information to broadcast viewers; others provide security radar service to critical infrastructure entities.
In addition, non-federal amateur services operate in the 3.3-3.5 GHz portion of the band under a
secondary allocation, 34 and the Radio Astronomy Service operates on 3260-3267 MHz, 3332-3339 MHz,
and 3345.8-3352.5 MHz. 35 The primary allocation for federal radiolocation operations continues below
3.1 GHz, with secondary non-federal radiolocation operations in this spectrum as well.
11.
The Commission has authorized the band immediately above 3.1-3.55 GHz for
commercial wireless operations. In 2015, the Commission established the Citizens Broadband Radio
Service in the 3.55-3.7 GHz band (3.5 GHz band) for shared use between commercial wireless operations
and incumbent operations—including military radar systems, non-federal FSS earth stations, and, for a
limited time, grandfathered wireless broadband licensees in the 3.65-3.7 GHz band. 36 To facilitate the
Citizens Broadband Radio Service sharing arrangement, the Commission established a three-tier access
and authorization framework, consisting of Incumbent Access, Priority Access, and General Authorized
Access (GAA) users. 37 Several entities have already deployed in the GAA tier, which is licensed-by-rule
throughout the 150 megahertz of the 3.5 GHz band. 38 Bidding in Auction 105—the auction of Priority
Access Licenses (PALs) in the Priority Access tier of the 3.5 GHz band—closed on August 25, 2020. 39
The Commission currently is in the process of reviewing long-form applications. 40
12.

In addition, in February 2020, the Commission established the 3.7 GHz Service in the

33

Since the FNPRM, one licensee, the Town of Warrensburg, New York, cancelled its license. Of the seven
remaining licenses, NBC Telemundo License LLC holds three, and Station Venture Operations, LP, I.O.U.
Acquisitions, Air-Tel, LLC, and Nexstar Broadcasting, Inc each hold one. We note that these licenses only
authorize the licensees to provide radiolocation service and should the licensee use the frequency band for other
services, enforcement action may result. See IOU Acquisitions, Inc., Air-Tel, LLC, Notice of Apparent Liability for
Forfeiture, 33 FCC Rcd 8919 (2018) (Air-Tel and IOU NAL). The present rulemaking is without prejudice to any
enforcement proceeding. Although the Commission removed the secondary, non-federal allocations from the 3.33.55 GHz band in the First Report and Order, it allowed secondary non-federal licensees operating as of the
effective date of the First Report and Order to operate in the 3.45-3.55 GHz band during the pendency of this
proceeding. See 3.1-3.55 GHz R&O and FNPRM, 35 FCC Rcd at 11085-86, para. 19.
34

Non-federal amateur services operating in the 3.3-3.5 GHz portion of the band must not cause harmful
interference to operations such as radio astronomy stations and stations authorized by other nations for radiolocation
service. See 47 CFR §§ 2.106, 97.303(d), (f).
35

Id. § 2.106, US Footnote 342. This footnote indicates that all practicable steps should be taken to protect the
Radio Astronomy Service from harmful interference in these bands.
36

See Amendment of the Commission’s Rules with Regard to Commercial Operations in the 3550-3650 MHz Band,
GN Docket No. 12-354, Report and Order and Second Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 30 FCC Rcd 3959
(2015) (3.5 GHz R&O and FNRPM).
37
3.5 GHz R&O and FNRPM, 30 FCC Rcd at 3962, para. 4. Incumbent users receive interference protection from
Citizens Broadband Radio Service users; Priority Access operations receive protection from GAA operations; and
GAA operations receive no interference protection from other Citizens Broadband Radio Service users.
38
Id. Specifically, the Commission concluded that a maximum of 70 megahertz may be reserved for Priority Access
Licensees (PALs) in any given license area and the remainder of the available frequencies would be made available
for GAA use. Id. at 3981, para. 63. Under this approach, GAA users would potentially have access to all 150
megahertz in the band in areas where there are no PALs issued or in use and up to 80 megahertz where all PALs are
in use. Id. at 3981, 64.
39

See Auction of Priority Access Licenses in the 3550-3650 MHz Band Closes, Public Notice, 35 FCC Rcd 9287
(WTB 2020).

40

See Wireless Telecommunications Bureau Announces that Applications for Auction 105 Licenses are Accepted for
Filing, Public Notice, 35 FCC Rcd 14080 (WTB 2020); Wireless Telecommunications Bureau Announces
Additional Applications, Public Notice, DA 21-84 (WTB Jan. 19, 2021).
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3.7-4.2 GHz band (C-Band) for flexible use. 41 Within the C-band, the 3.7-4.0 GHz portion of the band is
allocated for mobile use, 42 while the 4.0-4.2 GHz portion continues to be allocated for FSS operations.
The 3.98-4.0 GHz portion will serve as a guard band while existing satellite operations are repacked into
the upper 200 megahertz of the band (4.0-4.2 GHz). 43 The Commission began auctioning the 280
megahertz (3.7-3.98 GHz) flexible-use portion for wireless services in the contiguous United States on
December 8, 2020. 44 The clock phase of bidding in the C-band auction (Auction 107) closed on January
26, 2021. 45
13.
Procedural History.— In light of the statutory provisions contained in the MOBILE
NOW Act, 46 the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau in February 2019 suspended the acceptance of
applications for new or expanded part 90 Radiolocation Service operations in the 3.1-3.55 GHz band in
order to “maintain a stable spectral environment in a band that is under active consideration for possible
alternative use.” 47 The Commission issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in December 2019
proposing to clear non-federal secondary allocations from the 3.3-3.5 GHz band as a preliminary step
toward potential future shared use between federal incumbents and commercial users of the band. 48 In
June 2020, the Commission, consistent with the Commercial Spectrum Enhancement Act, notified NTIA
of its plan to commence an auction in 2021 for licenses in 100 megahertz of the 3400-3550 MHz band. 49
14.
In September 2020, the Commission released a Report and Order and Further Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking. The Report and Order adopted the Commission’s 2019 proposal to remove the

41

See Expanding Flexible Use of the 3.7 to 4.2 GHz Band, GN Docket No. 18-122, Report and Order and Order of
Proposed Modification, 35 FCC Rcd 2343 (2020) (3.7 GHz Service Order), aff’d PSSI Global Services v. FCC, No.
20-1142 (D.C. Cir. Dec. 8, 2020) (per curiam).
42

Id. at 2370, para. 54.

43

Id. at 2358, para. 31.

44

Id. at 2353, para. 22.

45

Close of Clock Phase Bidding in Auction 107 (3.7 GHz Service), AU Docket No. 20-25, DA 21-80 (OEA/WTB
Jan. 26, 2021).
46
As previously discussed, the MOBILE NOW Act requires NTIA and the Commission to identify at least 255
megahertz of Federal and non-Federal spectrum for mobile and fixed wireless broadband use by December 31,
2022.
47
Temporary Freeze on Non-Federal Applications in the 3100-3550 MHz Band, WT Docket No. 19-39, Public
Notice, 34 FCC Rcd 19 (WTB Feb. 22, 2019) (3.1-3.55 Freeze PN). Two pending applications for new stations are
subject to this freeze. See Application of Fort Myers Broadcasting Company, ULS File No. 0008282472 (filed July
12, 2018); Application of Southern California Edison Company, ULS File No. 0008495115 (filed Jan. 17, 2019).
Dynetics, Inc., filed requests for modification and waiver of the freeze to allow certain continued operations in the
3.1-3.3 GHz band; these petitions remain pending. See Dynetics, Inc. Request for Modification of Temporary
Freeze on Non-Federal Applications in the 3100-3550 MHz Band, WT Docket No. 19-39 (filed May 17, 2019);
Dynetics, Inc. Request for Limited Waiver of Temporary Freeze on Non-Federal Applications in the 3100-3550
MHz Band, WT Docket No. 19-39 (filed May 17, 2019). Dynetics reiterates its request in its comments. See
Dynetics Comments at 3-4.
48

Facilitating Shared Use in the 3.1-3.55 GHz Band, WT Docket No. 19-348, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 34
FCC Rcd 12662 (2019) (3.1-3.55 GHz NPRM). The Commission sought comment on what alternative spectrum
would be available for non-federal incumbents’ future operations, what transition mechanisms would be appropriate,
what the cost of relocating those secondary operations might be, if and how relocating operations should be
compensated, and whether their secondary status should affect the extent or nature of their compensation for
relocation.
49
47 U.S.C. § 923(g)(1)-(2), (4). As noted above, the Beat CHINA for 5G Act later obviated the need for any such
notification. Beat CHINA for 5G Act of 2020 § 905(d)(2).
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secondary, non-federal allocations from the 3.3-3.55 GHz band. 50 The FNPRM proposed: (1) allocation
changes to the 3.3-3.55 GHz band to enable future commercial use; (2) coordination between future
flexible-use licensees and federal incumbents that remain in the band; (3) relocation logistics for nonfederal secondary users; and (4) the technical, licensing, and operating rules that would create a
successful coordination regime both within the band and with federal and non-federal operations in
adjacent bands. 51
III.

SECOND REPORT AND ORDER

15.
In this Second Report and Order, we establish rules to create a new 3.45 GHz Service
operating between 3.45-3.55 GHz. By creating service and technical rules for this band that will enable
operators to provide full power commercial operations, we promote the public interest by making this
valuable mid-band spectrum available for next-generation use. The 3.45 GHz Service will provide
licensees maximum flexibility in deploying networks and offering services, while still protecting
remaining federal operations when and where necessary. The Commission is continuing to work with
NTIA and other federal agencies on potential opportunities for commercial use of some or all of the
remainder of the 3.1-3.55 GHz band and may consider additional actions in a future Further Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking.
16.
The record in this proceeding reflects the importance of the 3.45 GHz Service to
operators’ ability to provide robust wireless service to their customers and the potential of harmonized
spectrum for delivering benefits for equipment and device users. 52 As commenters note, the 3 GHz band
is “the preferred band for 5G globally,” 53 and there are benefits in aligning the rules for this band with
those of other core 5G bands. 54 The record further reflects that by leveraging rules that apply to other
U.S. spectrum bands with federal incumbents, like the AWS band or other 3 GHz spectrum, we will
enable providers to pair 3.45 GHz spectrum with other spectrum through equipment harmonization and
spectrum aggregation. 55 This promotes the objectives of section 309(j) to support investment, minimize
harmful interference, and align with international agreements, as discussed further below.
A.

Allocating the 3.45 GHz Band for Commercial Wireless Use

17.
Consistent with the Beat CHINA for 5G Act of 2020, 56 we adopt our proposal to add a
primary non-federal fixed and mobile, except aeronautical mobile, allocation to the 3.45 GHz band
nationwide. 57 As the Commission noted in the FNPRM, section 303(y) provides us with authority to
50

See 3.1-3.55 GHz R&O and FNPRM, 35 FCC Rcd 11085, para. 19.

51

See id. at 11091, para. 38.

52

See, e.g., T-Mobile Comments at 29 (noting that harmonization of the band with the 3.7 GHz Service would
“ensure that operations in the 3.45-3.55 GHz band are consistent with industry standards for mobile devices and
adequate for robust 5G deployments”); Verizon Comments at 12 (supporting “3.7 GHz-style technical and service
rules” because they will “support robust deployment of 5G services in the band” in contrast to “restrictive rules that
would limit the suitability of the band for large-scale 5G deployments or otherwise negate equipment harmonization
and carrier aggregation opportunities”); see also CTIA Dec. 18, 2020 Ex Parte at 1.
53

5G Americas Comments at 2.

54

As U.S. Cellular notes, aligning the rules for the 3.45 GHz band with those of the AWS band and the 3.7 GHz
band not only will promote international harmonization, but also will create network efficiencies and foster greater
use. U.S. Cellular Reply at 24.
55

See, e.g., T-Mobile Comments at 29; Verizon Comments at 12.

56

The Beat CHINA for 5G Act of 2020 required the Commission to “revise the non-Federal allocation for the [3.45
GHz band] to permit flexible-use services.” Beat CHINA for 5G Act of 2020 § 905(d)(1)(A).

57

At this time, however, we only make licenses available in the contiguous United States, due to lack of DoD
analysis at this time of the adjustments that may be necessary to its operations outside of the contiguous United
States.
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allocate spectrum for flexible use if: “(1) such use is consistent with international agreements to which
the United States is a party; and (2) the Commission finds, after notice and opportunity for public
comment, that (A) such an allocation would be in the public interest; (B) such use would not deter
investment in communications services and systems, or technology development; and (C) such use would
not result in harmful interference among users.” 58
18.
Our proposed non-federal allocation is consistent with and furthers these goals for several
reasons. First, the allocation is consistent with international agreements.59 Indeed, it will harmonize the
Commission’s allocation for the 3.45 GHz band with international allocations. 60 As 5G Americas notes,
there is now a critical mass of countries that have auctioned or otherwise made spectrum available in the
3.3-4.2 GHz range (band n77). 61 Second, the proposed allocation will make more critical mid-band
spectrum available for 5G and other advanced wireless services. 62 For example, AT&T notes that
adopting a primary non-federal fixed and mobile (except aeronautical mobile) allocation for the 3.45 GHz
band will “serve the public interest by advancing U.S. leadership in next-generation 5G networks.” 63 The
allocation will foster more intensive 5G use of mid-band spectrum to facilitate and incentivize investment
in next-generation wireless services. Third, we expect that the allocation will promote investments in the
band by flexible-use licensees. 64 Mid-band spectrum is particularly well-suited for 5G buildouts due to its
desirable mix of coverage, capacity, and propagation characteristics, and we anticipate that this spectrum
will attract significant investment from 5G network operators.65 Finally, the actions we take in this
Second Report and Order will promote effective coordination between new flexible-use licensees and
remaining incumbent federal operations. 66 No commenter disagrees with our proposed flexible-use
allocation under section 303(y). Accordingly, we adopt the Commission’s proposal to add a primary nonfederal fixed and mobile, except aeronautical mobile, allocation to the 3.45 GHz band nationwide.
19.
Today we allocate the 3.45 GHz band for non-federal fixed and mobile (except
aeronautical mobile) operations nationwide. However, at this time, as discussed below, we will only
58

See 47 U.S.C. § 303(y); 3.1-3.55 GHz R&O and FNPRM, 35 FCC Rcd at 11092, para. 41.

59

The U.S. is a signatory to the United Nations International Telecommunication Union Radio Regulations treaty,
which is seeing growing interest in using band n77, which includes 3.45-3.55 GHz, for mobile broadband. See 5G
Americas Comments at 4. In addition, the U.S. is a member of the Organization of American States and is active in
its Inter-American Telecommunications Commission (CITEL), which has recommended the use of 3.4-3.5 GHz for
secondary mobile broadband and of 3.5-3.7 GHz for primary mobile broadband. Id. at 5.
60

See supra note 6.

61

5G Americas Comments at 2; see also CommScope Comments at 4-5 (noting that globally, the 3.4-4.2 GHz
frequency range has emerged as the ‘sweet spot’ for 5G mid-band services); Verizon Comments at (i); US Cellular
Reply at 3.
62

See 5G Americas Comments at 2; AT&T Comments at 4; CBRS Alliance Comments at 2; Charter & Cox
Comments at 1; CommScope Comments at 4; CCA Comments at 2-3; CTIA Comments at 5; Dynamic Spectrum
Alliance Comments at 2; Ericsson Comments at 17; Microsoft Comments at 6; Moise Advisory Comments at 1;
Nokia Comments at 1; Qualcomm Comments at 2; Sony Comments at 1; Southern Linc Comments at 1; T-Mobile
Comments at 1; T-Mobile Reply at 3; U.S. Territories Service Providers Comments at 2; Verizon Comments at 4;
WISPA Comments at 1.

63

AT&T Comments at 4; see also CTIA Reply at 1-2.

64

See CTIA Comments at 5 (noting that making this spectrum available would create “a substantial opportunity for
global harmonization, which drives robust equipment markets, speeds deployments, reduces costs for service, and
enables global roaming”).

65

See Microsoft Comments at 1 (noting that mid-band spectrum is viewed as the sweet spot for balancing coverage
and capacity); Verizon Comments at (i) (noting 3.45 GHz band is a sweet spot for 5G given its optimal combination
of coverage and capacity).
66

See US431B, Appendix A.
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license this band for non-federal operations in the contiguous United States because the AMBIT efforts
limited their focus to the contiguous United States. 67
B.

Cooperative Sharing Regime in the 3.45 GHz Band

20.
The 3.45 GHz band currently is used by the DoD for high- and low-powered radar
systems on a variety of platforms in the 3 GHz band, including fixed, mobile, shipborne, and airborne
operations. Both NTIA and the AMBIT efforts identified the 3.45 GHz band for cooperative sharing
between incumbent DoD operations and new commercial operators, 68 under which commercial providers
will be able to use the band on an unrestricted basis, except under a few limited circumstances (described
below). Consistent with the conclusions of our federal partners, we adopt a cooperative sharing regime
for the 3.45 GHz band.
21.
Under this framework, non-federal systems generally will have unencumbered, fullpower use of the entire band across the contiguous United States and, with limited exceptions, federal
systems operating in the band may not cause harmful interference to non-federal operations in the band.
In limited circumstances and in locations where current incumbent federal systems will remain in the
band, however, non-federal systems will not be entitled to protection against harmful interference from
federal operations (and limited restrictions will be placed on non-federal operations). 69 These exceptions
will occur only in geographic areas specifically identified as Cooperative Planning Areas and Periodic
Use Areas. 70 NTIA describes these areas as “key military training facilities, important test sites, and
strategically significant Navy home ports and shipyards.” 71 NTIA stresses that these areas are not
exclusion zones. 72 We emphasize that commercial operations are not precluded within Cooperative
Planning Areas and Periodic Use Areas. Rather, incumbent federal operations 73 and new flexible-use
operations must coordinate with each other to facilitate shared use of the band in these specified areas and
during specified time periods. 74 The coordination regime we adopt today is intended to minimize the
impacts from incumbent federal operations on future commercial operations while still enabling effective
federal operations where and when necessary, given the need to preserve military readiness and
capabilities and support real-world operations when required. 75
67

3.1-3.55 GHz R&O and FNPRM, 35 FCC Rcd at 11111, para. 97.

68
See NTIA July 2020 Report; NTIA 2020 Ex Parte Letter at 2; Letter from Charles Cooper, Associate
Administrator, NTIA, to Ronald T. Repasi, Acting Chief, OET, FCC and Joel Taubenblatt, Acting Chief, WTB,
FCC, WT Docket No. 19-348, at 1 (filed Feb. 19, 2021) (NTIA 2021 Ex Parte Letter).
69

Some commenters note that the DoD has sought comment on opportunities and possible mechanisms for sharing
spectrum below 3.45 GHz on a commercial basis. See AIA Comments at 16 (citing Defense Spectrum Sharing,
Notice, Request for Information, Department of Defense (Sept. 18, 2020),
https://beta.sam.gov/opp/4851a65e2b2d4d73865a0e9865b0c28a/view?keywords=dod&sort=modifiedDate&index=&is_active=true&page=1); T-Mobile Comments at 7-8. We note that in the context of this
proceeding, federal operations refer to operations by federal agencies pursuant to their federal allocations and do not
include leasing by federal agencies to other entities.
70

See US431B, Appendix A. In addition, we note that, as in any other service, 3.45 GHz Service licensees will be
subject to the requirements of section 706(c) of the Communications Act. 47 U.S.C. § 606(c).

71
NTIA 2021 Ex Parte Letter at 2 (Cooperative Planning Areas and Periodic Use Areas “are not exclusion zones,
but are areas where military systems require protection from harmful interference from new non-federal operations,
either indefinitely (in CPAs) or episodically (in PUAs), in support of national security missions and to meet
readiness requirements.”)
72

Id. at 2.

73

Incumbent operations include all current and planned federal use in the 3450-3550 MHz band.

74

See NTIA 2020 Ex Parte Letter at 1-2.

75

See id. at 2.
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22.
This coordination regime builds upon the AWS-3 framework and incorporates lessons
learned from AWS-3 and other shared services, such as the Citizens Broadband Radio Service. As with
those services, and with AWS-3 in particular, new flexible-use 3.45 GHz Service licensees must
coordinate with DoD incumbents to facilitate shared use of the band, here within Cooperative Planning
Areas and Periodic Use Areas. But beyond simply coordinating within those areas, federal and nonfederal operators are encouraged to enter into mutually acceptable operator-to-operator agreements to
permit more extensive flexible use within Cooperative Planning and Periodic Use Areas by agreeing to a
technical approach that mitigates the interference risk to federal operations. The current parameters of
Cooperative Planning and Periodic Use areas, as discussed further below, are the default, but in practice
should be a starting point for negotiations between flexible-use licensees and federal incumbents; more
expansive use by the flexible-use licensee can be agreed to in areas and under circumstances or
parameters acceptable to the federal incumbent. We adopt this progression in coordination regimes to
unleash mid-band spectrum for next-generation wireless services. Further, our approach is consistent
with the AMBIT’s goal of providing immediate, full power, commercial access to 100 megahertz of
contiguous spectrum between 3.45-3.55 GHz, to the maximum extent possible. 76 The coordination
framework we adopt today will benefit consumers as well as federal agencies and the military, as they can
also take advantage of these additional commercial broadband and 5G networks and the economies of
scale they create.
1.

Cooperative Planning Areas and Periodic Use Areas

23.
Definitions.—During the AMBIT efforts, the DoD identified a list of “Cooperative
Planning Areas,” within which it anticipates that federal operations will continue after the assignment of
flexible-use licenses in the band. These areas are limited in size and scope and include military training
facilities, test sites, Navy home ports, and shipyards. We define Cooperative Planning Areas as
“geographic locations in which non-federal operations shall coordinate with federal systems in the band to
deploy non-federal operations in a manner that shall not cause harmful interference to federal systems
operating in the band.” 77 In these areas, “operators of non-Federal stations may be required to modify
their operations (e.g., reduce power, add filters adjust antenna pointing angles, install shielding, etc.) to
protect Federal operations against harmful interference and to avoid, where possible, interference and
potential damage to the non-Federal operators’ systems.” 78 Further, “[i]n these areas, non-Federal
operations may not claim interference protection from Federal systems.” 79 However, “Federal and nonFederal operators may reach mutually acceptable operator-to-operator agreements to permit more
extensive non-Federal use by identifying and mutually agreeing upon a technical approach that mitigates
the interference risk to Federal operations.” 80 To the extent that high-powered federal operations will
remain that may cause harmful interference to commercial operations, NTIA has recommended that
federal operators should share information about these risks with the commercial operators in the context
76

Id. at 1; see also Hon. Dana Deasy, Department of Defense Chief Information Officer, Department of Defense
Statement on Mid-Band Spectrum, Aug. 10, 2020,
https://www.defense.gov/Newsroom/Speeches/Speech/Article/2307288/department-of-defense-statement-on-midband-spectrum/.
77

See US431B, Appendix A. Harmful interference is defined in part 2 of our rules as, “[i]nterference which
endangers the functioning of a radionavigation service or of other safety services or seriously degrades, obstructs, or
repeatedly interrupts a radiocommunication service operating in accordance with [the ITU] Radio Regulations.” 47
CFR § 2.1(c). The source of this definition is the Annex to the Constitution of the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU). Id. § 2.1(b). We note that “[w]here a term or definition appears in this part of
the Commission's Rules, it shall be the definitive term or definition and shall prevail throughout the Commission's
Rules.” Id. § 2.1(a).

78

See US431B, Appendix A.

79

See id.

80

See id.
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of coordination agreements. 81 NTIA states that, “[t]o the extent possible, Federal use in Cooperative
Planning Areas will be chosen to minimize operational impact on non-Federal users.” 82
24.
In response to numerous commenters’ requests for additional clarity regarding
Cooperative Planning Areas, 83 we include in part 2 of the Commission’s rules the more detailed list of
parameters for such areas that NTIA has provided. 84 For each Cooperative Planning Area, we provide
either a point and radius or a series of geographic coordinates (which create a polygon) to define the
boundary of the area. Using this information, potential bidders will be able to determine precisely which
areas will require coordination with the DoD. NTIA states that the DoD will create a workbook, similar
to the one that it created in the AWS-3 transition, to provide potential bidders with additional information
about these areas before bidding commences in the Commission’s auction. 85
25.
In addition, the DoD has identified several “Periodic Use Areas” that overlap with certain
Cooperative Planning Areas. In these Periodic Use Areas, the DoD will need episodic access to all or a
portion of the band in specific, limited geographic areas, 86 in which it will coordinate with affected
licensees for specific times and bandwidths. 87 Accordingly, we define Periodic Use Areas as “geographic
locations in which non-Federal operations in the band shall not cause harmful interference to Federal
systems operating in the band for episodic periods.” 88 Moreover, “during these times and in these areas,
Federal users will require interference protection from non-Federal operations.” 89 As with Cooperative
Planning Areas, within Periodic Use Area, “[o]perators of non-Federal stations may be required to
temporarily modify their operations (e.g., reduce power, filtering, adjust antenna pointing angles,
shielding, etc.) to protect Federal operations from harmful interference, which may include restrictions on
non-Federal stations’ ability to radiate at certain locations during specific periods of time.” 90 During such
episodic use, “non-Federal users in Periodic Use Areas must alter their operations to avoid harmful
interference to Federal systems’ temporary use of the band, and during such times, non-Federal operations
may not claim interference protection from Federal systems.”91 However, “Federal and non-Federal
operators may reach mutually acceptable operator-to-operator agreements such that a Federal operator
may not need to activate a Periodic Use Area if a mutually agreeable technical approach mitigates the

81

NTIA 2021 Ex Parte Letter at 4; see also US431B, Appendix A.

82

NTIA 2020 Ex Parte Letter at Enclosure 1; see also US431B, Appendix A.

83

See 5G Americas Reply at 5; AT&T Comments at 7-9; CommScope Comments at 6-7; CTIA Comments at 9;
CTIA Reply at 3, 14; Ericsson Comments at 8; Google Comments at 6; T-Mobile Reply at 17.

84

See NTIA 2021 Ex Parte Letter at Enclosure 1; 47 CFR part 2, Appendix A.

85

NTIA 2021 Ex Parte Letter at 4; see also Wireless Telecommunications Bureau Informs Potential Auction 97
Applicants of Updated Department of Defense Workbook Posted to NTIA’s Website, Public Notice, 29 FCC Rcd
10602 (WTB 2014); Wireless Telecommunications Bureau Informs Potential Auction 97 Bidders of Department of
Defense Data on Experimental Operations Posted to NTIA’s Website, Public Notice, 29 FCC Rcd 11656 (WTB
2014).
86

NTIA 2020 Ex Parte Letter at Enclosure 3. Such uses are typically known well in advance and involve use of the
spectrum for variable periods of duration, e.g., equipment testing, periodic exercises. Short notice requirements
could occur and would need to be coordinated with licensees.

87

“To the extent possible, federal use in Periodic Use Areas will be chosen to minimize operational impact to nonfederal users.” NTIA 2020 Ex Parte Letter at Enclosure 1.
88

See US431B, Appendix A; see also 47 CFR § 2.1 (definition of harmful interference).

89

See US431B, Appendix A.

90

See id.

91

See id.
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interference risk to Federal operations.” 92 NTIA notes that, “[t]o the extent possible, Federal use in
Periodic Use Areas will be chosen to minimize operational impact on non-Federal users.” 93 We note that
“[r]estrictions and authorizations for the Cooperative Planning Areas remain in effect during periodic use
unless specifically relieved in the coordination process.” 94
26.
In response to commenters’ requests, 95 we include a list of Periodic Use Areas in part 2 of
the Commission’s rules. 96 As with Cooperative Planning Areas, we provide either a point and radius or a
series of coordinates (which create a polygon) to define the boundaries of the area within which future
licensees must coordinate with the DoD. In both Cooperative Planning and Periodic Use Areas, the
coordination procedures we adopt in this Second Report and Order will ensure maximum possible use of
flexible-use licenses while allowing the DoD to continue to operate in these areas with protection against
harmful interference adequate to preserve military readiness, capabilities, and national security.
27.
Parameters.—NTIA and the DoD identified 33 Cooperative Planning Areas, 23 of which
overlap with Periodic Use Areas. 97 In defining each area, the DoD’s analysis employed certain
assumptions and parameters, including: (1) 5G networks operating at a maximum power of 1640
watts/MHz in urban environments and 3280 watts/MHz in non-urban environments; (2) an EMI threshold
of -35dBm/m2 peak power density from the nearby radar; and (3) damage to 5G networks calculated at a
threshold of +35dBm/m2 peak power density from the nearby radar. 98 In the event that the DoD modifies
its use in any existing Cooperative Planning or Periodic Use Area so as to decrease the size of such area,
we delegate authority to the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau and the Office of Engineering and
Technology, in coordination with NTIA, to reflect such smaller areas in our rules. In this regard, we note
that the existing Cooperative Planning and Periodic Use Areas identified by the rules adopted in this
Second Report and Order cannot be increased in size, and no Cooperative Planning Area or Periodic Use
Area not so identified can be added in the contiguous United States.
28.
In general, 3.45 GHz Service licensees will be able to operate within each Cooperative
Planning Area, but may need to plan their network layout, choose power levels and antennas, and install
filters and shielding, to maximize flexible use of the band, consistent with operator-to-operator
agreements they enter into with DoD operators. In certain locations, the DoD operates high-powered
radars. 99 Flexible-use licensees must accept interference from these high-powered DoD radars within the
Cooperative Planning and Periodic Use Areas, “unless the operators are able to reach an agreement that
provides additional assurances or protections to each operator.” 100 NTIA recommends that “to the extent
that higher power DoD radars located at the CPAs labeled in [part 2, Appendix A of the Commission’s
rules] may cause harmful interference to commercial operations within these zones, . . . DoD and
licensees [should] include in coordination agreements language that acknowledges the risks of harmful
interference inside of these zones (along the lines set forth in the AWS-3 coordination agreement

92

See id.

93

NTIA 2020 Ex Parte Letter at Enclosure 1; see also US431B, Appendix A.

94

See US431B, Appendix A.

95

See AT&T Comments at 7-9; CommScope Comments at 6-7; CTIA Comments at 9; Ericsson Comments at 8;
Google Comments at 6.

96

See 47 CFR pt. 2, Appendix A.

97

See US431B, Appendix A.

98

See NTIA 2020 Ex Parte Letter, Enclosure 5.

99

High-powered radars are denoted in Appendix A to part 2. See Appendix A to part 2, Appendix A.

100

NTIA 2021 Ex Parte Letter at 4.
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template).” 101 In other areas where the DoD operates low-power radars, we expect that the DoD will
coordinate with flexible-use licensees for an agreeable path forward. An operator-to-operator agreement
could include network deployment plans that minimize impacts on DoD operations, while enabling the
widest flexible-use deployments possible. We note that, unless the entire 3.45 GHz Service licensed area
falls within a Cooperative Planning Area or Periodic Use Area, cooperative sharing will only take place in
those portions of a licensee’s geographic licensed area that fall within the defined boundaries of a
Cooperative Planning Area or Periodic Use Area, and not across the entire licensed area. 102 In other
words, outside of the defined boundaries of the Cooperative Planning Area or Periodic Use area, the 3.45
GHz Service licensee will have unencumbered use of the band.
29.
We reiterate that the Cooperative Planning and Periodic Use Areas are not exclusion
zones, because licensees will be permitted to operate in these areas subject to the coordination
requirements, and these zones were developed based on the Commission’s proposed power limits and
assuming relatively high antenna heights. 103 In practice, we expect that the areas in which flexible-use
licensees may need to adjust their networks will be smaller than the areas encompassed by the
Cooperative Planning and Periodic Use Area boundaries we are adopting. First, actual flexible-use
operations are likely to use lower towers and lower power than the maximum tower heights and power
levels permitted under our rules, which NTIA and the DoD used in their analyses to generate the
Cooperative Planning Areas and Periodic Use Areas. NTIA expects that this “should result in greater
industry access to the spectrum in and around the CPAs and PUAs.” 104 Second, non-federal licensees can
coordinate with federal users and enter into operator-to-operator agreements “so that new commercial
operations would not interfere with protected incumbent federal systems, or so that any risk of harmful
interference to non-federal operations is mitigated so long as the non-federal users are operating pursuant
to the agreement.” 105 For example, as NTIA notes, the “DoD could agree to not activate a PUA if a
mutually agreeable technical interference mitigation approach is identified.” 106 Absent an operator-tooperator agreement permitting more extensive use within a Cooperative Planning or Periodic Use Area, a
3.45 GHz Service licensee must protect federal incumbents against harmful interference within the area
parameters denoted in Appendix A to part 2 of our rules.
30.
Fort Bragg and Little Rock.—In all but two of the Cooperative Planning and Periodic Use
Areas, 3.45 GHz Service licensees must coordinate with the DoD across all 100 megahertz of the
spectrum within the areas. In the Fort Bragg, North Carolina, Cooperative Planning Area and Periodic
Use Area, in contrast, licensees will only need to coordinate in the lower 40 megahertz of the band, i.e.,
between 3450-3490 MHz. NTIA indicates that the DoD will only use the lower 40 megahertz of the band
in this area, leaving the upper 60 megahertz unencumbered and available for full-power, flexible-use
operations in accordance with the rules adopted herein.107 Thus, licensees in the upper portion of the
band, i.e., between 3490-3550 MHz, need not coordinate with the DoD in these areas. 108
31.

In the Little Rock, Arkansas Cooperative Planning Area, for approximately the first 12
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Id. (citing Coordination Procedures in the 1695-1710 MHz and 1755-1780 MHz Bands); FCC/NTIA Joint Public
Notice, GN Docket No. 13-185, 29 FCC Rcd 8527, 8567 Appendix C-3 (FCC/NTIA Jul. 18, 2014); see also 79 Fed.
Reg. 54710 (Sept. 12, 2014).
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months following the close of the auction for this band, licensees will have to coordinate with the DoD
across all 100 megahertz of the spectrum within those areas. 109 After this time period, however, licensees
will only need to coordinate in the lower 40 megahertz of the band, as the DoD states that it will vacate
the upper 60 megahertz, i.e., between 3490-3550 MHz, by that time. 110
32.
Federally Authorized Contractor Test Facilities.—Consistent with the FNPRM and with
NTIA authorizations, Federally Authorized Contractor Test (FACT) facilities that operate within a
Cooperative Planning Area or Periodic Use Area pursuant to a NTIA authorization will be treated the
same as other federal facilities within such areas. 111 NTIA authorizes radio stations belonging to and
operated by the United States. 112 To the extent that NTIA has authorized such stations to operate within a
FACT, those operations should be entitled to the same protections as other federal operations within
Cooperative Planning Areas or Periodic Use Areas, consistent with their NTIA authorizations. 113
33.
In this context, we note that the Aerospace Industries Association asks us to refine our
coordination requirements to include protection for future non-federal experimental operations at facilities
located within Cooperative Planning Areas, as well as experimental operations at the small number of
non-federal facilities that are located outside of Cooperative Planning Areas. 114 NTIA notes that several
radar manufacturing and integration facilities require access to the 3.45 GHz band to perform
experimentation and testing for radionavigation and other systems contracted for by federal agencies.115
According to NTIA, these facilities typically operate outdoors to accommodate physically large
operational systems and NTIA states that these facilities must retain access to the spectrum for testing and
experimentation to ensure that agencies’ contracting requirements can be fulfilled. 116 NTIA requests that
the Commission continue to work with NTIA, the DoD, and other concerned stakeholders to develop a
coordination framework to ensure that these non-federal experimental licensees in the 3.45 GHz band are
able to continue to access spectrum to support their critical functions in support of the DoD, in a way that
minimizes potential impacts to the 3.45 GHz Service.117
34.
We recognize that the DoD has expended significant time and resources to craft limited
Cooperative Planning Areas or Periodic Use Areas that maximize new commercial operations while still
109

Id.
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Id.
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allowing effective mission-critical DoD uses. While the DoD’s calculations and assessments do not
consider future operations by non-federal radiolocation experimental licensees within or outside these
areas, we agree that these contractor facilities have requirements to access the spectrum for testing and
experimentation under the Commission’s part 5 experimental authorizations. Protection of such
operations by rule is outside the scope of the AMBIT efforts. Further, expanding protection to future
non-federal operations at FACT facilities would create uncertainty for potential bidders considering
commercial deployments in the band. We note, however, that non-federal entities will continue to be able
to obtain experimental licenses for such testing under our part 5 rules, which limit experimental use to
operations on a non-interference basis and generally require licensees to notify or coordinate with
incumbent spectrum users to avoid causing harmful interference. 118 Accordingly, we do not extend
coordination obligations on commercial licensees for existing or future non-federal radiolocation
operations authorized under part 5 of the rules regardless of whether they are located either inside or
outside of Cooperative Planning Areas or Periodic Use Areas. We expect all future commercial licensees
to cooperate with part 5 licensees when presented with requests for experimentation and testing in the
3.45 GHz band to enable continued development and upgrades of essential DoD systems. 119 Moreover,
we encourage all stakeholders to work with the National Defense Industrial Association Spectrum
Working Group to develop mutually agreeable practices regarding experimental use of the band for
defense radar testing and development. 120 The Commission will monitor the results of this approach, and
may revisit it as necessary based on the experience of experimental and 3.45 GHz Service licensees. To
that end, we encourage parties to provide the Commission with information on this approach if needed.
2.

National Emergencies

35.
In light of NTIA’s February 2021 letter stating that no specific provision in US431B is
needed for federal use during time of national emergency, 121 we do not adopt such a provision. We agree
with NTIA that section 706(c) of the Communications Act and other relevant authorities provide
sufficient ability for the DoD to access the band in the extraordinary circumstances under which a
national emergency might necessitate access to the 3.45 GHz band. Accordingly, we need not modify the
existing regulatory framework that applies generally to all bands in this regard.
36.
In the FNPRM, the Commission, noting that the DoD may require access to the band
during times of national emergency to fulfill military operational needs, 122 proposed that federal users
should be authorized to operate within the band pursuant to existing radiolocation authorizations as
required to meet operational mission requirements during national emergencies. 123 Numerous
commenters ask that we clearly delineate the boundaries of this use and any related coordination
procedures. 124 Ericsson, for example, maintains that the coordination framework should “identify what
118

See 47 CFR § 15.5 “General conditions of operation” for experimental licenses.
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See T-Mobile Reply at 19 (opposing extension of coordination requirement for FACT facilities outside of
Cooperative Planning Areas); AT&T Reply at 14.
120
See Aerospace Industries Association Comments at 5 (noting that radar manufacturers, 5G carriers and 5G OEMs
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for [a] consensus approach on the use of the band by priority flexible use licensees and aerospace and defense
industry contractors for testing and other experimental operations); Aerospace Industries Association Reply at 3;
Letter from Karina Perez Molina, Manager, Unmanned and Emerging Aviation Technologies, Aerospace Industries
Association, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, WT Docket No. 19-348 at 2-3 (filed Feb. 18, 2021).
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would qualify as a national emergency, the entities that have authority to declare national emergencies,
and the requirements of commercial licensees (including the scope of frequencies that commercial
operators must surrender during a national emergency).” 125 AT&T adds that the process must include
timely communication of relevant information to licensees.126 And some commenters question whether a
separate requirement authorizing DoD use during such times is necessary in light of section 706(c) of the
Communications Act. 127
37.
In response to these comments and upon further review of this issue, NTIA and the DoD
now agree that a specific national emergency provision in footnote US431B is not necessary. 128 We agree
with this assessment. Instead of imposing a specific provision for national emergencies, in the extremely
rare circumstances under which such operational needs may arise, NTIA states that such operational
needs can be accommodated in the 3.45 GHz band (as well as other bands) under and consistent with
section 706(c) of the Communications Act and other relevant authorities. 129 Under section 706(c), a
national emergency would be triggered by a “proclamation by the President that there exists a war or
threat of war or a state of public peril or disaster or other national emergency.” 130 While similar language
was proposed by NTIA for footnote US431B to the Table of Allocations, NTIA now states that this bandspecific provision in an allocation footnote is not required in light of existing statutory authorities. 131
38.
We agree with commenters and NTIA that a band-specific national emergency provision
in US431B is not required and accordingly, we will not adopt the Commission’s proposal in this regard.
We remind future 3.45 GHz Service licensees, however, that pursuant to section 309(h) of the
Communications Act, every FCC license “shall be subject in terms to the right to use or control conferred
by section 706 of this Act.” 132 Similarly, nothing under the Commission’s auction authority or in the use
of competitive bidding shall limit or otherwise affect the requirements of section 309(h), section 706, or
any other relevant provisions of the Communications Act. 133 Although NTIA recognizes prospective
bidders’ need for adequate information to assess risks and prepare business plans for the band, it
acknowledges that it would be difficult to provide “absolute certainty and predictability regarding the
situations under which section 706 (or other authorities) might be invoked. 134 Nonetheless, NTIA notes
that additional information may be provided through upcoming workshops or other appropriate venues. 135
3.

Coordination Procedures

39.
Before a commercial licensee commences operations in a Cooperative Planning Area or
Periodic Use Area, it must first successfully coordinate with the federal incumbent. The purpose of
125
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coordination is to facilitate shared use of the band in these specified areas and during specified time
periods. The coordination procedures outlined here will apply to all 3.45 GHz Service licensees seeking
to operate in a Cooperative Planning Area or Periodic Use Area, unless the 3.45 GHz Service licensee and
the DoD have reached a mutually agreeable coordination arrangement that provides otherwise. Such
arrangements could, for example, document specific notification and activation procedures. 136 While we
provide a general description of these procedures here, additional coordination requirements, procedures,
and scenarios may be developed, consistent with any Administrative Procedure Act or other legal
requirement that may apply, in future public notices, specific operator-to-operator agreements, or other
mechanisms.
40.
We expect 3.45 GHz Service licensees and federal incumbents to negotiate in good faith
throughout the coordination process (e.g., sharing information about their respective systems and
communicating results to facilitate commercial use of the band). This approach resulted in successful
coordination and positive experiences for federal and non-federal operators in the AWS-3 band, and we
believe that it will yield the same results in this band.
41.
Contact.—The DoD will create an online portal through which a 3.45 GHz Service
licensee must initiate formal coordination requests for its relevant systems within associated Cooperative
Planning Areas and/or Periodic Use Areas. 137 In addition, according to NTIA, an Incumbent Informing
Capability (IIC) also could be developed to facilitate coordination within the Periodic Use Areas. 138 The
DoD would use the IIC to schedule the time and frequency span for each episodic use. 139
42.
Informal Discussions.—Before a 3.45 GHz Service licensee submits a formal
coordination request, it may share draft proposals or request that federal incumbent coordination staff
discuss draft coordination proposals. These discussions are voluntary, informal, and non-binding and can
begin at any time. 3.45 GHz Service licensees may discuss their proposed deployments and seek
guidance on appropriate measures to ensure that electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) analyses produce
positive results. 3.45 GHz Service licensees and federal representatives also may develop an analysis
methodology that reflects the characteristics of licensees’ proposed deployments and the federal
incumbents’ operation. These discussions also can involve developing a process for identification and
resolution of interference.
43.
Informal discussions are intended to allow the federal incumbent and 3.45 GHz Service
licensee to share information about their respective system designs and to identify potential issues before
a formal coordination request is submitted through the DoD online portal. The federal incumbents
involved, unless they specify otherwise in writing, would not be committing to any final determination
regarding the outcome of the formal coordination. We strongly encourage parties to use informal, nonbinding discussions to minimize or resolve basic methodological issues upfront, before having the 3.45
GHz Service licensees submit formal coordination requests. Federal incumbents’ transition plans will
identify a point of contact that a licensee may contact to initiate informal discussions.
44.
Formal Coordination.—Coordination shall be initiated by the 3.45 GHz Service licensee
by formally requesting access to operate within a Cooperative Planning Area and/or Periodic Use Area.
136
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This request should be made directly through the DoD online portal. The 3.45 GHz Service licensee must
set up its portal account and, once established, the 3.45 GHz Service licensee will receive a user guide
and training on the use of the portal and, if applicable, the IIC.
45.
Initiation, Timing, and Affirmative Concurrence.—Unless otherwise agreed between a
3.45 GHz Service licensee and the relevant federal incumbent, no formal coordination requests may be
submitted until nine (9) months after the date of the auction closing Public Notice. 3.45 GHz Service
licensees may request informal discussions during this nine-month time period, however, using the point
of contact identified in the applicable Transition Plan.
46.
After the first nine (9) months following the close of the auction, we expect that NTIA
will require federal incumbents to review and respond to formal coordination requests made through the
portal in a timely manner. We encourage licensees and incumbents, through informal discussions, to
prioritize formal coordination requests as appropriate to avoid an overwhelming influx of coordination
requests at the conclusion of the nine (9) month quiet period. This will help maximize the quick and
efficient review of coordination requests.
47.
Unless otherwise agreed to in writing, the requirement to reach a coordination
arrangement is satisfied only by obtaining the affirmative concurrence of the relevant federal
incumbent(s) via the portal. This requirement is not satisfied by omission. We expect that contact
information and further details on federal notification and coordination requirements will be included in a
future public notice jointly issued by the Commission and NTIA. 140
48.
Submission Information.—To submit a formal coordination request, the 3.45 GHz
Service licensee must include information about the technical characteristics for its base stations and
associated mobile units relevant to operation within the Cooperative Planning Area and/or Periodic Use
Area. This information should be provided in accordance with the instructions provided in the DoD’s
online portal user’s guide. We expect that the data fields in the portal will include basic technical
operating parameters (e.g., system technology, mobile EIRP, frequency block, channel bandwidth, site
name, latitude, and longitude). We also anticipate that the portal will accept attachments that include
narratives that explain area-wide deployments.
49.
3.45 GHz Service licensees must prioritize their deployments in the Cooperative Planning
Area and/or Periodic Use Area for each federal incumbent when submitting a formal coordination
request. If a licensee is seeking to coordinate with multiple systems or multiple locations of operation
controlled by one federal incumbent, it must specify the order in which it prefers the federal incumbent
process the request (i.e., the order of systems or geographic locations).
50.
Coordination Analysis.—If a 3.45 GHz Service licensee has questions about the result of
a coordination request, it may contact the federal incumbent to propose network design modifications to
help address EMC issues raised by the federal incumbent. The federal incumbent, where feasible, may
review revised technical proposals from the 3.45 GHz Service licensee. Once the 3.45 GHz Service
licensee has revised its network design, it must resubmit a formal coordination request, and the 3.45 GHz
Service formal coordination process begins again.
51.
We stress again the benefits of informal discussions among 3.45 GHz Service licensees
and federal incumbents, including during the formal coordination process. While in many cases, federal
incumbent staff may be unable to provide specific information about the protected federal operations 141
140
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and are not responsible for designing the 3.45 GHz Service system, they may offer some suggestions on
how to address or mitigate the issue, given the limited information that can be made available on some
federal systems.
52.
Dispute Resolution.—If disputes arise during the coordination process, we strongly
encourage parties to negotiate in good faith to resolve them. If a 3.45 GHz Service licensee believes that
a federal incumbent is not negotiating in good faith, the licensee may seek the assistance of NTIA or it
can inform the Commission. If a federal incumbent believes that a 3.45 GHz Service licensee is not
negotiating in good faith, it could nonetheless timely respond to a formal request and would have the
option to seek assistance from NTIA and/or the Commission. We encourage parties to enter into
operator-to-operator agreements that have dispute resolution provisions for any or all possible disputes. If
a dispute arises between an incumbent federal entity and a 3.45 GHz Service licensee over an operator-tooperator agreement, provisions calling for informal negotiation, mediation, or non-binding arbitration
efforts between the parties will help to clearly define and narrow the issues for formal agency resolution
by NTIA, the Commission, or both agencies acting jointly, as applicable.
53.
Sharing of Sensitive and Classified Information.—In the FNPRM, the Commission
sought comment on whether to adopt a process for sharing sensitive and classified information between
federal and commercial stakeholders and whether to base such procedures on the ones previously used for
AWS-3. 142 Commenters generally support such a process. 143 Wireless carriers advocate for a “Trusted
Agent” process in which industry members with the requisite clearance (e.g., Public Trust, Secret, Top
Secret, etc.), may gain access to discrete classified information in advance of any auction of licenses in
the band. 144 Verizon maintains that such a process “would allow for closer cooperation between the DoD
and industry stakeholders and lead to more efficient use of this valuable spectrum band.” 145 Given the
classified and sensitive nature of some of the information to be shared by the DoD for effective
coordination in the band, we expect that NTIA and the DoD will develop procedures, methods, and means
for sharing such information (e.g., through the “Trusted Agent” process). 146
54.
Notification Procedures for Periodic Use Areas.—We anticipate that NTIA will establish
notification procedures to govern the DoD’s required episodic access to the 3.45 GHz band in Periodic
Use Areas. Specifically, we expect that the 3.45 GHz Service licensee(s) and the federal incumbent will
establish operator-to-operator agreements that detail notification processes and timelines prior to the
initiation of commercial operations within the Periodic Use Area. The operator-to-operator agreement
could, for example, specify the notification process, content, and timelines (i.e., the starting and ending
dates and times of such use). The agreements also may specify that the 3.45 GHz Service licensee(s) and
the federal incumbent may use a scheduling tool to complete the notification process or agree to technical
limitations to commercial operations (e.g., reduced power levels and antenna pointing angles in lieu of a
notification process). 147 We believe that this approach will provide maximum flexibility for the 3.45 GHz
142
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Service licensee and the federal incumbent to develop tailored solutions. We also find that this process is
consistent with Verizon’s request that licensees be given as much advance notice as possible before the
DoD begins operations. 148
55.
Interference Resolution Process.—The introduction of non-federal, flexible-use licenses
increases the possibility that interference will occur between the new entrants and incumbent federal
users. As reflected in the new footnote US431B to the Table of Allocations, flexible-use licensees in both
types of coordination areas (Cooperative Planning Areas and Periodic Use Areas) must not cause harmful
interference to federal users, and federal users should minimize the operational impact on non-federal
users. 149 Furthermore, 3.45 GHz Service licensees cannot claim interference protection within the
coordination areas, absent an operator-to-operator agreement that specifies otherwise. In instances of
identified harmful interference occurring between a federal and non-federal operator not addressed by the
coordination procedures or operator agreements, the 3.45 GHz Service licensee shall first attempt to
resolve the interference directly. If that effort is unsuccessful, the 3.45 GHz Service licensee, if adversely
affected, may escalate the matter to the Commission.
56.
Future Workshops and Workbooks.—Commenters widely support the use of workshops
to collaborate and coordinate between industry stakeholders and the DoD. 150 NTIA states that it will
work with the DoD will make additional information available via a variety of means, including the
posting of approved transition plans and a workbook similar to the DoD’s AWS-3 Workbook, as well as
through “upcoming workshops.” 151 According to NTIA, such supplemental information will likely
include updates on the coordination portal and IIC developments and procedures, as well as guidance on
anticipated received power levels from the DoD’s high-powered operations, methods and means for
sharing proprietary and classified information (e.g., through “Trusted Agents”), and descriptions of
potential national emergency scenarios. 152
57.
Federal use of the radio spectrum is generally governed by NTIA while non-federal use is
governed by the Commission. 153 Accordingly, NTIA and the Commission may decide that jointly issued
further guidance or details concerning federal/non-federal coordination, particularly federal aspects of
such coordination is warranted. Such guidance could consist of additional coordination procedures,
coordination timelines, notice of complete or incomplete submissions, coordination analysis, and
streamlined coordination options. In this regard, to the extent needed, we delegate authority to the
Wireless Telecommunications Bureau to work with NTIA staff, in collaboration with affected federal
agencies, to develop a joint FCC and NTIA public notice with additional information on notification and
coordination procedures in the 3.45 GHz band as proposed in prior Notices in this proceeding and
outlined here in this Second Report and Order.
C.

3.45 GHz Band Plan
1.

Block Sizes

58.
We adopt our proposal to license the 3.45 GHz band in 20 megahertz blocks to promote
efficient and robust use of the band for next-generation wireless technologies, including 5G. 154 We will
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designate these 20 megahertz blocks as A through E and they will be licensed according to the following
channel plan:
Figure 1: Band Plan

59.
We agree with those commenters that argue that 20 megahertz blocks provide sufficient
flexibility for manufacturers and licensees to tailor applications in this band to suit future needs, including
for 5G networks. 155 In addition, for frequencies below 6 GHz, 3GPP has specified 20 megahertz among
the 13 channel bandwidths suitable for 5G deployments. 156 3GPP band n77 specifications, which cover
the 3.7 GHz band, also support 20 megahertz blocks. 157 We agree with Ericsson and other commenters
that U.S. 5G prospects would be well served by this configuration. 158
60.
We decline to adopt 10 megahertz blocks instead of 20 megahertz blocks for this
spectrum, as some commenters suggest. 159 We agree with Verizon that 20 megahertz blocks will better
support the deployment of wide-area mobile services than 10 megahertz blocks. 160 As mentioned, 20
megahertz blocks increase the possibilities for spectrum aggregation and equipment harmonization across
these core 5G bands, as these are consistent with the 3.7 GHz Service. While we recognize that licensing
spectrum in smaller blocks may help to preserve opportunities for small carriers to compete with the
nationwide carriers and to promote broadband deployment of this spectrum in rural areas,161 in this
Second Report and Order, we adopt bidding credits for both small and rural carriers and adopt an in-band
155
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spectrum aggregation limit of 40 megahertz, creating a more level playing field for small and rural
entities to compete in the spectrum auction. We also reject Lockheed Martin’s suggestion that we assign
licenses “in the largest possible block size, preferably one 100-megahertz block,” to “simplify planning
and coordination” between radar manufacturers such as itself and new flexible-use licensees. 162 Lockheed
argues that coordination with holders of 20 megahertz blocks would be “complex and costly.” 163 As
discussed in the context of experimental licensing and Federally-Authorized Contractor facilities, we
believe that our experimental licensing rules are sufficient to ensure continued access to this spectrum for
radar testing without the need to restrict the number of flexible-use licensees to one per market. We are
unpersuaded that the logistical and financial burdens of coordination outweigh the benefits of ensuring
spectrum access to a larger number of potential providers, thereby increasing competition in the wireless
marketplace. We find that 20 megahertz blocks strike the appropriate balance among minimizing
coordination issues, maximizing wide-band services, and increasing competition in the band. 164
2.

Spectrum Block Configuration

61.
Unpaired Channels.—We adopt the Commission’s proposal to allocate the 3.45 GHz
band on an unpaired basis to promote a consistent spectral environment with the adjacent 3.5 GHz and
3.7 GHz bands, which are also unpaired in the United States. 165 Verizon and Nokia agree with this
approach. 166 In contrast to a paired channel configuration that assumes frequency division duplex
operations, an unpaired spectrum configuration is technology neutral—it thus enables Time Division
Duplex (TDD) operations, which has become increasingly prevalent in deployments of digital broadband
networks. In light of this, the Commission in recent years has licensed spectrum used for mobile
broadband services on an unpaired basis. 167 This more recent approach is consistent with industry
standards and supported by the record. 168 We therefore adopt unpaired channels for this band. 169
62.
TDD Synchronization.—We recognize the benefits to all operators that come from TDD
synchronization both within and across bands. To minimize the potential for causing or receiving harmful
interference while maintaining deployment flexibility and efficiency, we encourage intra-band
synchronization where possible and we require that 3.45 GHz Service licensees negotiate in good faith
with requesting Citizens Broadband Radio Service operators 170 to enable TDD synchronization across
these services.
63.
The record indicates that TDD synchronization, where feasible, may assist in avoiding
harmful interference between 3.45 GHz Service and Citizens Broadband Radio Service operations. For
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example, NCTA argues that TDD synchronization will provide interference protection for low-power
Citizens Broadband Radio Service uploads from high-powered 3.45 GHz Band Service downloads. 171
Federated Wireless agrees that synchronization can “avoid much of the interference that is anticipated”
between the two services. 172 In light of these concerns, we require 3.45 GHz Service licensees to
negotiate in good faith with Citizens Broadband Radio Service neighbors to enable TDD synchronization
efforts.
64.
Specifically, a Citizens Broadband Radio Service operator may request information from
a 3.45 GHz Service licensee to enable cross-service TDD synchronization if the Citizens Broadband
Radio Service operator provides service, or intends to provide service, in the same or adjacent geographic
area as that of the 3.45 GHz Service licensee. A request by a Citizens Broadband Radio Service operator
for TDD synchronization will obligate the 3.45 GHz Service licensee to provide sufficient technical
information to allow the Citizens Broadband Radio Service operator to synchronize its system with the
3.45 GHz band system and to keep such information current if its network operations change. 173
Negotiations over the information to be provided must be conducted in good faith, with the goal of
enabling synchronization between the relevant systems; but there is no obligation on the 3.45 GHz
Service licensee to make any changes to its operations or proposed operations. Parties are free to
negotiate changes to either or both networks as part of their efforts. Commission staff will be available to
assist with negotiations as needed to resolve disputes and ensure good faith cooperation. We similarly
encourage industry to keep the Commission apprised of the effectiveness of the good faith requirement
adopted today, and we may revise further this rule or the rules governing the Citizens Broadband Radio
Service in a future proceeding if necessary to encourage further TDD synchronization efforts among the
various services in our mid-band allocations.
65.
In order to streamline these negotiations and reduce the administrative burdens on 3.45
GHz Service operators, we encourage industry to develop collaborative means of sharing necessary
information among licensees and operators. For example, Spectrum Access System administrators may
be well-positioned to assist in this effort because they will be collecting extensive data on Citizens
Broadband Radio Service operations in order to fulfill their duties. These administrators may be able to
act as a clearinghouse for information necessary to effect synchronization. We similarly expect industry
to determine the information necessary for such synchronization efforts in order to protect proprietary
information of all parties and to facilitate maximum flexibility on the part of licensees, while still
ensuring that the interference mitigation objectives of synchronization are achieved. We also encourage
industry to identify for the Commission any challenges they face in negotiations.
66.
We decline at this time to take the additional step of requiring TDD synchronization
between networks operating in this band and those in the adjacent Citizens Broadband Radio Service, as
some commenters suggest. 174 Mandated synchronization could undermine operator flexibility in
determining the best use of this spectrum, especially as use-cases and technologies change over time.175
While the Commission takes seriously the need to protect operations in the adjacent Citizens Broadband
Radio Service from new high-powered uses, we believe the framework we adopt today will accomplish
that goal while preserving operator flexibility. However, the Commission will monitor the results of this
171
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approach, and may revisit it as necessary based on the experience of operators. To that end, we
encourage parties to continue to provide the Commission with information on this approach.
67.
Guard Bands.—The 3.45 GHz band will be situated between two active bands. At the
upper edge of the band, the Citizens Broadband Radio Service operates in the 3.55-3.7 GHz band, and
federal incumbents use the 3.55-3.65 GHz band. At the lower edge of the band, the primary allocation for
federal radiolocation operations will continue below 3.45 GHz. As the Commission noted in the FNPRM,
the creation of guard bands is one option for protecting adjacent systems, but such a use of valuable
spectrum is inefficient and could be avoided using other technical solutions. 176 As discussed below, we
find that adoption of the technical rules we proposed in the FNPRM as modified herein will sufficiently
protect adjacent operations at both edges of the band.177 No commenters support the use of guard bands
in this band and we decline to create guard bands here. 178
D.

Technical Issues

68.
We adopt below technical rules for the 3.45 GHz Service. We find that these rules will
encourage efficient use of spectrum resources and promote investment in the band, while protecting
incumbent operations in the band and in adjacent bands.
1.

Power Levels

69.
Base Station Power.—To support robust deployment of next-generation mobile
broadband services, the Commission in the FNPRM proposed to allow base stations in non-rural areas to
operate at an effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) of up to 1640 watts per megahertz. 179 In addition,
consistent with other broadband mobile services in nearby bands (e.g., AWS-1, AWS-3, and AWS-4,
PCS, and 3.7 GHz), the Commission proposed to permit base stations in rural areas to operate with
double the non-rural EIRP limit, with a maximum of 3280 watts per megahertz. Further, the Commission
proposed, consistent with the rules adopted in the 3.7 GHz Service, that the adopted power spectral
density limit would apply to emissions of all bandwidths, including those of less than one megahertz, to
facilitate uniform power distribution across a licensee’s authorized band regardless of whether it deploys
wideband or narrowband technologies. In this Second Report and Order, we adopt these proposals.
Because advanced antenna systems often have multiple radiating elements in the same sector, these power
limits will apply to the aggregate power of all antenna elements in any given sector of a base station, as
proposed in the FNPRM. 180 We find that these power levels will provide licensees with the flexibility to
optimize their network designs for wide-area coverage while still enabling successful coexistence with
incumbent and adjacent band operations.
70.
As noted in the FNPRM, these power levels are the same as those adopted in the 3.7 GHz
Service, but they are higher than those permitted in the adjacent Citizens Broadband Radio Service. 181
CTIA states that harmonizing the 3.45 GHz Service power limits with those of the 3.7 GHz Service is
essential for this band to achieve its full potential. 182 Verizon asserts that these higher power limits will
176
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allow robust deployment of 5G services. 183 These are important considerations as we move forward with
the rules for this band.
71.
We are not persuaded by the arguments of those commenters opposing higher power
limits. They argue that higher power base stations operating in the 3.45 GHz band will cause harmful
interference to federal and non-federal operations in the 3.5 GHz band. In particular, they note the
potential for receiver blocking effects and the reduction in the spectrum utilization and spatial reuse
caused by higher base station transmission power. 184 Commenters also expressed concerns about
interference to the Environmental Sensing Capability (ESC), which is an integral part of the Citizens
Broadband Radio Service. 185 They argue that, if an out-of-band signal from a 3.45 GHz Service device is
received by an ESC with sufficient power to trigger it to alert the system as if an incumbent radar system
is in operation, it would have the effect of interfering with Citizens Broadband Radio Service
operations. 186
72.
While we agree that the asymmetry in power levels between the 3.45 GHz Service and
the Citizens Broadband Radio Service creates the potential for harmful interference, we find that the
protection mechanisms we adopt herein, including the out-of-band emissions limits adopted below, will
minimize such interference. In particular, we believe that harmful interference can be avoided through
careful network planning and coordination among spectrum users, including through the requirement we
adopt today that 3.45 GHz Service licensees negotiate in good faith regarding requests from Citizens
Broadband Radio Service users for technical information necessary to enable TDD synchronization
among radio systems. We expect operations in both bands to be diverse and complex, stemming from the
use of unpaired blocks resulting in downlink and uplink occurring on the same frequencies, as well as
dynamic access in the Citizens Broadband Radio Service. This means that base station power reductions
to prevent intra- and inter-service interference will be commonplace, regardless of overall power limits
imposed by the Commission. As a result, coordination between users within and across bands will be
required for successful coexistence and efficient operation of systems in both bands. Such coordination
will also facilitate continued effective ESC operation in and near a 3.45 GHz Service licensee’s license
area.
73.
For this reason, we do not believe the concerns expressed by some commenters justify
lowering the power levels proposed in the FNPRM for the 3.45 GHz Service. 187 We expect 3.45 GHz
Service licensees and Citizens Broadband Radio Service licensees, Spectrum Access Systems, and ESCs
to work together to ensure coexistence among systems at the edge of the band. Because the reliable
operation of ESCs is essential to enabling spectrum access for licensees of the Citizens Broadband Radio
Service, ESCs are subject to protection from harmful interference from adjacent-channel operations as
licensee operations. Harmful interference caused to ESC operations will be considered harmful
interference to a primary service under our rules and dealt with accordingly.
74.
Mirroring the approach adopted for the 3.7 GHz Service, the Commission also proposed
to extend the same power spectral density limit to emissions with a bandwidth less than one megahertz to
facilitate uniform power distribution across a licensee’s authorized band regardless of whether wideband
or narrowband technologies are deployed. Ericsson argues that the Commission should allow licensees to
use both conducted and radiated power measurements for advanced antenna systems. 188 Others, such as
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Verizon, oppose this proposal, because a limit based on EIRP alone is technology neutral. 189 Verizon also
argues that EIRP provides the clearest method for determining the interference impact to a receiver. 190
We see merit in further study of the most appropriate power limits for advanced antenna systems, as
embodied in the hybrid approach proposed by Ericsson, and encourage further submissions related to this
proposal for further analysis. We will continue to consider this question as the technology surrounding
advanced antenna systems develops. However, we find that the current EIRP limit allows for flexibility
in measurement, permitting testers to measure conducted power and apply the relevant antenna gain
adjustment, as well as direct over-the-air EIRP measurement. This is consistent with how equipment
certification testing is performed in other bands. We therefore decline to adopt Ericsson’s proposal at this
time.
75.
Mobile Power.—We adopt a 1 Watt (30 dBm) EIRP power limit for mobile devices, as
proposed in the FNPRM 191 and as adopted for the 3.7 GHz Service. 192 The record is largely unanimous in
supporting the proposal to align the mobile power limit for the 3.45 GHz Service with those of the 3.7
GHz Service. 193 For the same reasons that we are adopting our proposed higher power levels in the case
of base station power, we do so for mobile devices as well.
76.
We find that this mobile power limit will provide an adequate range for operation of
different mobile and fixed broadband deployments across a wide variety of use cases. Additionally, this
limit will permit operation of mobile power classes as outlined in the 3GPP standards. We also believe a
1 Watt limit is more appropriate for the 3.45 GHz Service than the lower limits imposed in the Citizens
Broadband Radio Service due to the expected wider channels and the increased use of advanced antenna
systems. As with base station power limits, we believe that providing consistency between mobile 5G
deployments in the 3.45 GHz Service and other bands that will be used for these operations is crucial for
the band to reach its full potential. 194 Given that mobile stations typically have low duty cycles and are
power controlled by their base stations, the effect of mobile operations in the 3.45 GHz Service on
operations in the Citizens Broadband Radio Service should be not be significant.
77.
We decline to adopt WISPA’s proposal that we add a higher power user device category
to support fixed wireless deployments. 195 Introducing such a class of device, and its deployment in the
band, may complicate coordination with federal users in this and adjacent bands to prevent harmful
interference to their operations. In addition, we believe that our mobile power limits will provide
sufficient power for fixed wireless broadband operations.
2.

Out-of-Band Emissions

78.
Base Station Out-of-Band Emissions.—We adopt base station out-of-band emission
(OOBE) requirements based on the proposed limits from the FNPRM, which are similar to those in the
AWS services and the 3.7 GHz Service. 196 Specifically, base stations will be required to suppress their
emissions beyond the edge of their authorization to a conducted power level of -13 dBm/MHz.
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Commenters support this proposal. 197
79.
Further, the FNPRM proposed a requirement that 3.45 GHz Service base stations meet an
additional two-step limit of -25dBm/MHz and -40dBm/MHz at the upper and lower band edges. 198 These
limits are consistent with the OOBE limits specified for the Citizens Broadband Radio Service (as
implemented for 3GPP band n48). 199 As the Commission noted in the FNPRM, these OOBE limits are
intended to ensure effective coexistence with mission-critical federal and other non-federal services
operating in the adjacent bands. 200 We adopt a two-step limit, but modify it slightly from the original
proposal.
80.
Commenters are divided on this proposed two-step limit at the band edges. Some oppose
the two-step additional limit; they contend that there is no need to apply any additional limit on OOBE
beyond the band edge. 201 These commenters note that our rules for the 3.7 GHz Service do not provide
for additional OOBE limits 202 and argue that none are needed here. Other commenters note the
significant impact that relaxed OOBE beyond the edges of the band might have on incumbent federal
operations and Citizens Broadband Radio Service, and they urge the Commission to provide extra
protection as proposed. 203
81.
Nokia acknowledges the need to provide additional protection to adjacent operations and
offers two variations of the OOBE limit mask. 204 Nokia considers its stricter OOBE mask option to be
“achievable” and describes its more relaxed mask to be “preferable.” 205 We agree with Nokia’s
assessment in principle and find that the public interest would be served by a middle ground between
these two options, keeping the limit steps at 10 megahertz. This approach strikes an appropriate balance
between optimizing use of the 3.45 GHz band and providing protection to adjacent Citizens Broadband
Radio Service operations. We also note that adjusting our proposal in this manner will more closely align
our rules with 3GPP band n48 by shifting the two-step additional limits by 10 megahertz.
82.
Specifically, in addition to the OOBE limits within the 3.45 GHz band, the following
limits will apply:
•

Equal or less than -13 dBm/MHz limit from edge of the band to 10 megahertz down
(3440 MHz) and up (3560 MHz);

•

Equal to or less than -25 dBm/MHz beyond the 10 megahertz offset from the band edge
between 3440 and 3430 megahertz and between 3560 and 3570 megahertz;

•

Equal to or less than -40 dBm/MHz below 3430 megahertz and above 3570 megahertz.

We summarize our final approach in Figure 1 below.
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Figure 2: Emissions Mask

83.
We disagree with the suggestion from some commenters that a single -13 dBm/MHz
OOBE limit would be sufficient. While both the 3.7 GHz and 3.45 GHz bands are adjacent to the
Citizens Broadband Radio Service, coexistence scenarios for the 3.45 GHz band are more complicated
than those in 3.7 GHz band. This is due to the location of critical federal operations in many coastal and
inland areas at the lower edge of the 3.5 GHz band, as well as the increasingly widespread deployment of
Citizens Broadband Radio Service operations, especially Priority Access Licensees in the lower portion of
the 3.5 GHz band.
84.
Further, while we acknowledge the concerns raised by some commenters about the
impact of OOBE on ESCs in the Citizens Broadband Radio Service, 206 we believe the lower emissions
limits adopted here will sufficiently protect ESC operations.
85.
Mobile Out-of-Band Emissions.—As with base station OOBE limits, we adopt mobile
emission limits similar to our standard emission limits that apply to mobile services. Specifically, mobile
units must suppress the conducted emissions to no more than -13 dBm/MHz outside their authorized
frequency band. Most commenters agree with the proposed OOBE limits for mobile stations. 207 We find
that stricter limits, such as those used in Citizens Broadband Radio Service to protect the FSS
incumbents, are not warranted here because the impact of mobile stations on both commercial and federal
systems in adjacent bands should be insignificant.
86.
Emission Measurement.—For determining OOBE, we apply the part 27 measurement
procedures and resolution bandwidth that are used for AWS devices outlined in section 27.53(h), with a
slight refinement. 208 Specifically, a resolution bandwidth of 1 megahertz or greater will be used, except in
the 1 megahertz bands immediately outside and adjacent to the licensee’s frequency block where a
resolution bandwidth of at least 1% of the emission bandwidth may be employed. Nokia argues that the
1% of emission bandwidth would not be appropriate for very wideband carriers—i.e., the 100 megahertz
supported by 5G systems. 209 Instead, Nokia suggests that we consider capping the
206
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measurement/resolution bandwidth at 200 kilohertz, so that the measurement bandwidth does not increase
for channel bandwidths greater than 20 megahertz. We agree with this observation and refine the
measurement procedure to specify the use of a resolution bandwidth such that, at the 1 megahertz bands
immediately outside and adjacent to the licensee’s frequency block, a resolution bandwidth of at least 1%
of the emission bandwidth—but limited to a maximum of 200 kilohertz —may be employed. Other
commenters did not address this issue.
3.

Measures to Minimize Effects on Adjacent Channel Operations

87.
Protection of Ongoing Federal Operations in the 3.55-3.65 GHz Band.—As the
Commission noted in the FNPRM, the new 3.45 GHz Service will be adjacent to federal inland and
shipborne radar operations in the 3.55-3.65 GHz portion of the 3.5 GHz band. 210 Because these federal
systems often operate in a mobile manner, the Cooperative Planning Area and Periodic Use Area model
we adopt for in-band interference mitigation will not be effective at providing protection to ongoing
federal operations in the adjacent 3.5 GHz band.
88.
We believe that the OOBE limits we adopt above will provide significant protection from
harmful interference for these operations, but that additional measures may be necessary to ensure that
flexible-use operations at the upper edge of the 3.45 GHz band do not cause harmful interference to these
critical federal operations, particularly in the form of aggregate interference. For that reason, the
Commission sought comment in the FNPRM on whether additional protection measures are necessary.211
89.
The record does not provide any suggestions for specific mechanisms to ensure
protection of these federal systems. 212 Commenters point to the work being done by NTIA on an
incumbent-informing capability, which would take the place of the ESC sensors used in the Citizens
Broadband Radio Service. 213 When implemented, this functionality could also be used to ensure that 3.45
GHz Service operations do not cause interference to federal operations in the 3.5 GHz band as well as
those below 3.45 GHz.
90.
Given the uncertainty and need for licensee cooperation with federal users, we believe
that the best way to address this issue will be through the workshops between the DoD and industry, as
well as through the ongoing coordination efforts that will arise from those workshops. We anticipate that
these flexible, collaborative discussions will lead to the development of the most innovative and least
burdensome methods for preventing harmful interference to adjacent federal operations, balancing
deployment flexibility and reliability.
91.
Protection of Ongoing Federal Operations below 3.45 GHz.—We expect that dynamic
spectrum use by federal users will continue below 3.45 GHz in the form of airborne, shipborne, and
ground-based radars. As with protection of radar systems in the 3.55-3.65 GHz band, we believe
interference mitigation for DoD systems below 3.45 GHz is best handled as part of future workshops and
active coordination efforts between industry and the DoD, rather than through proscriptive rules adopted
at this stage.
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Other Technical Rules

92.
Field Strength Limit and Market Boundaries.—As proposed in the FNPRM, we adopt the
-76 dBm/m2/MHz power flux density (PFD) limit—at a height of 1.5 meters above ground—at the border
of the licensees’ service area boundaries, and we also permit licensees operating in adjacent geographic
areas to voluntarily agree to higher levels at their common boundaries. 214 Commenters agree with this
approach. 215 We agree with Verizon that this approach promotes “market-based solutions that will
maximize efficient spectrum use and help achieve reliable service along market boundaries.” 216
93.
Antenna Height Limits.—Consistent with the proposal in the FNPRM, we will not restrict
antenna heights for 3.45 GHz band operations beyond the requirements necessary to ensure physical
obstructions do not impact air navigation safety. 217 This approach is consistent with part 27 AWS rules,
which generally do not impose antenna height limits on antenna structures, and is supported by the
record. 218
94.
Rather than using antenna height limits to reduce interference between mobile service
licensees, as has been done in the past, the Commission more recently has used field strength limits at
service boundaries to provide licensees more flexibility to design their systems while still ensuring
harmful interference protection between systems. 219 As this has proven successful in other services, we
adopt that same approach in the 3.45 GHz Service. Further, we believe that such limits would have
limited practical effect because we expect that licensees generally will deploy systems predicated on
lower tower heights and increased cell density, in order to achieve maximum 5G data throughput to as
many consumers as possible. In rural areas where higher antennas may be used to provide longer range to
serve sparse populations, the field strength limit at service area boundaries we adopt here will ensure that
adjacent area licensees are protected from harmful interference; licensees wishing to use higher antennas
must ensure that they do not exceed these limits and cause harmful interference to other licensees. We
note, however, that antenna heights may need to be reduced as part of coordination within Cooperative
Planning Areas and Periodic Use Areas in order to protect federal operations.
95.
Canadian and Mexican Coordination.—We adopt the proposal from the FNPRM to
apply section 27.57(c) of our rules to this band, 220 which requires all part 27 operations to comply with
international agreements for operations near the Mexican and Canadian borders. This requirement is
consistent with all other part 27 services. Under this provision, licensed operations must not cause
harmful interference across the border, consistent with the terms of the international agreements currently
in force. 221 We note that modification of the existing rules might be necessary in order to comply with
any future agreements with Canada and Mexico regarding the use of these bands.
96.
General Part 27 Rules.—As proposed in the FNPRM, we apply all general part 27 rules
to all 3.45 GHz Service licenses, including those acquired through partitioning or disaggregation. 222
Specifically, we apply to the 3.45 GHz Service sections 27.51 (equipment authorization), 27.52 (RF
safety), 27.53(i) (protection of adjacent channels), 27.54 (frequency stability), 27.56 (antennas structures;
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air navigation safety), and 27.63 (disturbance of AM broadcast station antenna patterns). The record
supports this decision, 223 and the application of these general wireless service rules will further the
standardization of the 3.45 GHz Service with other commercial wireless services and promote cross-band
operability in order to ensure a robust equipment market for licensees and streamline regulatory
compliance.
E.

Licensing and Operating Rules; Regulatory Issues

97.
As required by the Beat CHINA for 5G Act of 2020, 224 and as part of the Commission’s
broader comprehensive mid-band strategy to advance 5G networks, we generally align our licensing and
operating rules for the 3.45 GHz Service with other flexible-use services. Building on the Commission’s
previous experience introducing mobile service in bands shared with federal incumbents and adjacent to
services with different technical rules, we adopt rules to license new mobile operations under our part 27
rules. With the goal of encouraging intensive investment in, and robust deployment of, wireless networks
in the 3.45 GHz band, we adopt rules to afford licensees the flexibility to align their operations with those
in other flexible-use bands. Our goal is to harmonize the rules for this band with the rules for other bands
that are governed by part 27—most notably, the nearby 3.7 GHz band—as well as other bands that host
flexible-use services but are governed by other rule parts, such as the adjacent Citizens Broadband Radio
Service. This flexible-use approach will allow licensees to provide any fixed or mobile (except
aeronautical mobile) service consistent with the permitted allocations, subject to rules necessary to
prevent or minimize harmful interference. If and when areas outside the contiguous United States are
made available by the DoD, and if PEAs were subsequently licensed by the Commission, these same
licensing rules adopted below would apply.
1.

Eligibility

98.
As the Commission proposed in the FNPRM, we adopt an open eligibility standard for
licenses in the 3.45 GHz Service, consistent with established Commission practice. This open eligibility
standard does not affect required qualifications, such as citizenship, character, alien ownership, or other
generally applicable qualifications that may apply under our rules. 225 The only commenter to address this
issue, T-Mobile, supports the Commission’s proposal. 226 This standard will encourage the development
of new technologies, products, and services, while helping to ensure efficient use of this spectrum. We
will apply the ineligibility provision of our part 27 rules, however, under which a person who, for reasons
of national security, has been barred by any agency of the federal government from bidding on a contract,
participating in an auction, or receiving a grant “is ineligible to hold a license that is required by [the
Spectrum Act] to be assigned by a system of competitive bidding under Section 309(j) of the
Communications Act.” 227
2.

Mobile Spectrum Holding Policies

99.
Spectrum is an essential input for the provision of mobile wireless services, and the
Commission has developed policies to ensure that spectrum is assigned in a manner that promotes
competition, innovation, and efficient use. The FNPRM proposed to not adopt a pre-auction, bright-line
limit on the ability of any entity to acquire spectrum in the 3.45 GHz band through competitive bidding. 228
It also sought comment on reviewing holdings on a case-by-case basis when long-form applications for
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initial licenses are filed. 229 The FNPRM further sought comment on whether the 100 megahertz of
spectrum that we make available in the 3.45 GHz band should be included in the spectrum screen. 230
100.
After careful consideration of the record, and in our expert judgment, we find that it is
appropriate to adopt a bright-line, pre-auction limit of 40 megahertz in the 3.45 GHz band, in line with
what a diverse group of commenters have proposed. 231 We agree that adopting an in-band spectrum
aggregation limit will effectively balance the statutory objectives informing the Commission’s design and
implementation of competitive bidding systems because this limit will, for example, help to promote
spectrum access and encourage competition in the provision of 5G services, while still supporting the
efficient and intensive use of spectrum. Specifically, the Communications Act requires the Commission
to examine closely the impact of spectrum aggregation on competition, innovation, and the efficient use
of spectrum to ensure that spectrum is assigned in a manner that serves the public interest, convenience,
and necessity. 232 Section 309(j)(3) of the Act provides that, in designing systems of competitive bidding,
the Commission must “include safeguards to protect the public interest in the use of the spectrum,” and
must seek to promote various objectives, including “promoting economic opportunity and competition
and ensuring that new and innovative technologies are readily accessible to the American people by
avoiding excessive concentration of licenses and by disseminating licenses among a wide variety of
applicants,” and promoting the “efficient and intensive use” of spectrum. 233 Furthermore, for auctions
like this one that are subject to the CSEA, the Commission must promote the objective of “the recovery of
110 percent of estimated relocation or sharing costs as provided to the Commission” by NTIA and federal
users; without meeting the reserve price, the Commission cannot conclude the auction. 234 We find that
this pre-auction spectrum limit we adopt today will meet our objectives for this band more effectively
than the proposed case-by-case review of post-auction long-form applications. 235
101.
We acknowledge that the Commission has come to somewhat different conclusions about
the application of pre-auction, in-band spectrum aggregation limits to different bands at different times.
Our balancing of the various Section 309(j) factors in determining whether and what limits to apply in
this band reflects, in part, the importance Congress assigned to rapid deployment of this particular band
and the timetable set forth in the Beat China to 5G Act. By replacing case-by-case review with a brightline ex ante limit, we will be able to expedite the licensing of, and deployment by, winning bidders. This
approach also reflects our increased emphasis on the statutory factor of promoting dissemination of
licenses among a wider variety of applicants, particularly in the rollout of the next generation of wireless
broadband service that is expected to play a much greater role in the nation’s economy. In this situation,
a pre-auction limit of 40 megahertz effectively balances these statutory factors.
102.
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band, 236 the 3.7 GHz band, 237 or in the Spectrum Frontiers proceedings, 238 for the various reasons
discussed therein, it did establish such limits in other proceedings, based on the assessment that, under the
operative circumstances there, such limits would serve the public interest. For example, it established a
spectrum reserve of up to 30 megahertz in the 600 MHz Broadcast Incentive Auction to ensure against
excessive concentration of below-1-GHz spectrum. 239 In the CBRS 3.5 GHz band auction, the
Commission set a 40 megahertz limit on the aggregation of PALs in order to ensure against excessive
concentration within that band, particularly given the unique dynamic sharing scheme in that band, which
included federal and non-federal sharing. 240 The 3.45 GHz band also will involve a mechanism for
sharing by federal and non-federal users in specific areas. We find that, on balance, the public interest is
best served by adopting such a pre-auction spectrum aggregation limit in the 3.45 GHz band. We
conclude that a limit of 40 megahertz out of the total of 100 megahertz in the context of the 3.45 GHz
band will facilitate competitive access, promote innovation, and lead to a greater diversity of bidders,
while at the same time ensuring that the reserve price is met.
103.
Various commenters argue that an in-band limit would help facilitate competitive access,
encourage participation, promote competition in the provision of 5G services, and further the ability of a
wider variety of applicants to obtain licenses. 241 For example, T-Mobile argues that this approach
provides greater predictability to bidders, simplifies the Commission’s post-auction work, and avoids
delays in licensing spectrum. 242 We agree with the various commenters’ proposed approach of an in-band
limit for this spectrum band. We reject Verizon’s and AT&T’s alternative proposal that we should not
establish a pre-auction limit. 243 We find that adopting a pre-auction limit for the 3.45 GHz band provides
236
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greater certainty and predictability as to which licenses a bidder could win and retain, 244 helps provide
more opportunities for smaller carriers to compete, and should thereby encourage greater participation by
a wider variety of bidders. The approach we take for this auction provides an important opportunity to
get additional mid-band spectrum to the market to be put to use quickly, which should help the United
States be the global leader in 5G.
104.
In addition, in order to prevent any post-auction undermining of in-band limits, and the
balancing of statutory factors that they further, we retain the 40 megahertz cap for four years following
the auction. 245 We acknowledge that our public interest goals in adopting a bright-line limit for this band
could be undermined if entities that win 40 megahertz of spectrum at auction could then acquire more
3.45-3.55 GHz spectrum post-auction in the secondary market. While the Commission has a general
policy of promoting flexibility in secondary market transactions, we find that adopting a holding period of
four years, which correlates to the first performance benchmark for 3.45 GHz Service licensees,
appropriately balances our public interest goals in setting the pre-auction limit while still retaining
flexibility in the secondary market over the medium term.246 Accordingly, we conclude that no entity can
hold more than 40 megahertz of 3.45-3.55 GHz spectrum for a period of four years after conclusion of the
auction.
105.
In the mobile wireless marketplace, the Commission has consistently defined the product
market as a combined “mobile telephony/broadband services” market that is comprised of mobile voice
and data services, including mobile voice and data services provided over advanced broadband wireless
networks. 247 In this item, we adopt flexible use rules to enable just that—terrestrial mobile use of this
spectrum for the deployment of 5G and other upcoming advanced wireless services. As noted, spectrum
is an essential input in the provision of wireless services, and we find that including the 100 megahertz of
spectrum in the 3.45 GHz band in the input market for spectrum best supports the public interest.
Including the 3.45 GHz band in the spectrum screen is appropriate because the spectrum will become
“suitable and available in the near term for the provision of mobile telephony/broadband services,248 and
we will add these 100 megahertz to the spectrum screen once the auction closes. 249 Most commenters
244
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support this approach. 250
106.
We disagree with T-Mobile’s argument that the 3.45 GHz band, as “greenfield” spectrum
with no existing mobile operations, should not be included in the spectrum screen. T-Mobile argues that
a carrier “acquiring spectrum without customers does not alter the competitive landscape” insofar as the
spectrum will be deployed to deliver services rather than be warehoused to prevent use by competitors. 251
We note the main purpose of the spectrum screen is to act as an analytical tool in helping to identify those
markets in which: (1) there could be an increased likelihood that rival service providers or potential new
entrants would be foreclosed from expanding capacity, deploying mobile broadband technologies, or
entering the market; and (2) rivals’ costs could be increased to the extent that they would be less likely to
compete robustly. 252 As such, what is critical is whether the spectrum is suitable and available in the near
term, and not whether it is currently deployed. We find that the 100 megahertz of 3.45-3.55 MHz
spectrum will be suitable and available upon conclusion of the auction, and therefore, should be included
in the screen at that point.
3.

Geographic Licensing

107.
Use of Geographic Licensing.—Consistent with the Commission’s approach in several
other bands used to provide fixed and mobile services, we find that it is in the public interest to license the
3.45 GHz Service on an exclusive, geographic area basis. 253 Geographic area licensing provides
flexibility to licensees, promotes efficient spectrum use, and facilitates rapid assignment of licenses when
using competitive bidding because mutually exclusive applications are received. 254 There is wide support
in the record for licensing the 3.45GHz band flexible-use spectrum on an exclusive, geographic basis,255
and we find that such an approach will give certainty to licensees and provide the efficiencies of scale and
scope that drive innovation, investment, and rapid deployment of next generation services.
108.
Geographic License Area.—In the FNPRM, the Commission proposed to issue licenses
on a Partial Economic Area (PEA) basis for the 3.45 GHz Service.256 Based on the record and consistent
with the Commission’s proposal, we find that PEAs are the appropriate license area for the technical rules
we adopt in this band. In particular, we agree with commenters that, given our decision to adopt higherpowered operation in this band, PEAs will better assist carriers in making the most of the capabilities of
5G networks 257 and encourage investment in furtherance of the goals found in section 303(y) of the
Communications Act. 258 These higher power levels allow larger coverage areas and encourage providers
to take advantage of macro-cell deployments where possible, which are better suited to PEAs than a
smaller license area. T-Mobile notes in particular that higher power levels combined with PEA license
areas will promote service in rural areas. 259
109.

Similarly, the availability of spectrum aggregation across other bands with similar
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technical rules make PEAs a better choice for the 3.45 GHz Service. The 3.7 GHz band, as well as
several other recently licensed services, are licensed on a PEA basis, and we find that the goal of
facilitating 5G service in the 3.45 GHz band is best served by aligning the band’s rules with those of these
bands. 260 Several commenters support this decision and agree that aligning the 3.45 GHz band’s rules
further with other 5G bands will allow for easier aggregation of these bands by wireless carriers. 261
110.
For this reason, we are not persuaded that we should license the 3.45 GHz band by
counties or by census tracts. Commenters that support licensing by county argue that smaller license
areas would allow a wider range of entities to participate in the auction, 262 and could benefit small and
rural entities by potentially allowing them to obtain spectrum rights at lower prices than if they were
required to purchase an entire PEA. 263 While we recognize that there are benefits of smaller license areas
as a general matter, we decline to adopt license areas smaller than PEAs for the 3.45 GHz band, given our
decision to allow higher-powered operations in this band. In this item, we provide other means for small
and rural entities to face a more level playing field in the 3.45 GHz band auction, including by adopting a
40-megahertz in-band spectrum aggregation limit and bidding credits for small and rural entities.
111.
Non-CONUS Geographies and the Gulf of Mexico. —As was noted in the FNPRM, the
AMBIT efforts focused on licensing the 3.45 GHz band within the contiguous United States only, and for
that reason the Commission proposed to exclude Alaska, Hawaii, and the U.S. territories from 3.45 GHz
band licensing at this time. 264 NTIA recently affirmed that the Gulf of Mexico should not be considered
for auction at this time. 265 While the DoD may conduct further analysis at a later date, its transition plans
filed with NTIA do not include areas outside of the contiguous United States or the Gulf of Mexico. As
such, the Commission will not issue 3.45 GHz Service licenses in Alaska, Hawaii, the U.S. territories, or
the Gulf of Mexico at this time. While many commenters urge us to license this and other mid-band
spectrum in areas outside the contiguous United States, 266 we believe it would be premature and unwise
for the Commission to move beyond the AMBIT agreement in licensing the 3.45- GHz band in areas
where the DoD has not committed to clearing or coordinating in the band to allow for its use. 267
112.
We recognize, however, that over time more areas may become available for 3.45 GHz
band use. In the FNPRM, the Commission noted that additional analysis by NTIA and the DoD, in
cooperation with industry stakeholders may identify additional Cooperative Planning Areas and Periodic
Use Areas outside the contiguous United States. 268 To take advantage of any such future analysis that
260
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takes place, the Commission sought comment on whether it should delegate authority to the Wireless
Telecommunications Bureau and the Office of Engineering and Technology to make any future
adjustments to these areas as they deem appropriate 269 and several commenters support our doing so. 270
In order to maximize future opportunities for 3.45 GHz band access, including in areas not otherwise
licensed by our rules, such as PEAs in Alaska, Hawaii, the Gulf of Mexico, and other areas outside the
contiguous United States, we therefore delegate authority to the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau
and the Office of Engineering and Technology, in coordination with NTIA, to create additional
Cooperative Planning Areas and Periodic Use Areas as necessary to facilitate commercial network
expansion into areas outside the contiguous United States. These new areas may be created upon
notification from NTIA that non-federal operations can occur, either alongside ongoing federal operations
or in areas cleared of those operations. We further authorize the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau
and the Office of Economics and Analytics to consider applications and assign licenses for the PEAs
associated with such additional Cooperative Planning Areas and Periodic Use Areas consistent with the
licensing, technical, and competitive bidding rules we adopt today, as such new areas are created for the
3.45 GHz band. Insofar as it becomes necessary to authorize non-federal fixed and mobile (except
aeronautical mobile) operations in these new license areas on the basis of rules that differ from the rules
adopted here, we delegate authority to the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau and Office of
Engineering and Technology to conduct a rulemaking proceeding to make necessary changes to
accommodate federal operations and impose requirements on licenses for those new areas as needed.
4.

License Term and Renewal

113.
License Term.—In the FNPRM, the Commission proposed 15-year license terms for the
3.45 GHz Service, which would be consistent with those adopted for the 3.7 GHz Service. As with the
3.7 GHz Service, we believe that additional time for licensees to engage in, and recoup costs for, longterm investments may be necessary here given the need to coordinate federal spectrum usage in this band
with affected licensees. We adopt the Commission’s proposal to grant 3.45 GHz Service licenses for 15year terms. Commenters widely support a 15-year license term. 271 5G Americas explains that a longer
term adds predictability, which in turn supports planned network expansion and densification. 272
Commenters note that Canada has granted 20-year terms for new 5G licenses in its 3.45-3.65 GHz
band, 273 and Qualcomm suggests that a 15-year term “will position U.S. providers to be competitive with
mobile providers serving other countries and better support the delivery of improved 5G services and
security enhancements in the U.S.” 274 We find that the application of our standard 15-year license term
for flexible-use licenses to the 3.45 GHz Service supports our overall goal of providing uniform licensing
rules for this band and other flexible-use bands that predominantly host next-generation wireless
networks. We also agree with U.S. Cellular Corporation that providing sufficient time for licensees to
realize reasonable returns on their investments is particularly important for spurring investment in rural
areas, where returns on investment take longer to achieve as a result of lower population densities in such
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areas. 275
114.
While no commenter specifically argues for any term other than 15-years, several
commenters argue generally for 3.45 GHz licensing rules aligned with the Citizens Broadband Radio
Service, which has 10-year license terms. We do not believe that a shorter 10-year license term is
appropriate here. The 10-year license term used for the Citizens Broadband Radio Service 276 reflected the
unique licenses structure in that band which was particularly suited for innovative use cases, including
private networks. A 15-year license term best serves the public interest by providing time needed to
recoup investments, especially given the time and effort required to coordinate with the DoD. 277
115.
Renewal.—As proposed in the FNPRM, we will apply our general part 27 renewal
requirements for wireless licenses to the 3.45 GHz Service, as the Commission has for the 3.7 GHz
Service and the Citizens Broadband Radio Service. We will include the 3.45 GHz Service in the unified
renewal framework for Wireless Radio Services. This means that 3.45 GHz Service licensees must
comply with section 1.949 of our rules and demonstrate that, over the course of their license term, they
either (1) provided and continue to provide service to the public, or (2) operated and continue to operate
the license to meet the licensee’s private, internal communications needs.278 Satisfaction with this
requirement may be demonstrated either through the renewal showing in section (f) of that rule or the
relevant safe harbor found in section (e). 279
116.
As with other licensing rules we adopt in this item, we find that the application of this
renewal standard to the 3.45 GHz Service will help create uniform licensing rules for across flexible-use
bands likely to host next-generation wireless networks. We believe the likely use of this band for 5G and
other wireless broadband services is well-suited to this renewal framework. 280 Commenters support
applying part 27 renewal rules to the 3.45 GHz Service. 281
5.

Performance Requirements.

117.
Traditional Performance Benchmarks. —In addition to adopting renewal standards, the
Commission also establishes performance requirements to ensure that spectrum is used intensely and
efficiently. Performance requirements play a critical role in ensuring that licensed spectrum does not lie
fallow. The Commission has applied different performance and construction requirements to different
bands on a case-by-case basis, based on the unique circumstances surrounding deployment in that
spectrum. In the FNPRM, the Commission sought comment on what requirements should be applied to
the 3.45 GHz Service, proposing to adopt the same requirements as it had applied in the 3.7 GHz Service.
275

U.S. Cellular Corporation Reply at 5.

276

47 CFR § 96.25(b)(3).

277

See Verizon Comment at 19 (noting that coordination for systems that remain in the band on a permanent or
temporary basis will still take time, which “militates in favor of a longer initial license term to ensure that
prospective licensees are incentivized to invest in the band, knowing they will have adequate time to deploy their
services and seek a return on that investment”).
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47 CFR § 1.949.
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Id. § 1.949 (e) and (f).
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Some commenters refer to their support of a “renewal expectancy.” See, e.g., 5G Americas Comments at 21;
CTIA Comments at 17; Verizon Comments at 19. We remind future 3.45 GHz Service licensees that we no longer
refer to a “renewal expectancy” in our Wireless Radio Service Rules. Instead, a licensee must meet the renewal
standard in section 1.949 of our rules. See Amendment of Pts 1, 22, 24, 27, 74, 80, 90, 95, & 101 To Establish
Uniform License Renewal, Discontinuance of Operation, and Geographic Partitioning and Spectrum
Disaggregation Rules and Policies for Certain Wireless Radio Services, Report and Order and FNPRM, 32 FCC
Rcd 8874, 8878-79, para. 11, n. 19 (2017).
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See, e.g., 5G Americas Comments at 21; AT&T Comments at 4-5; CTIA Comments at 17; Verizon Comments at
19.
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118.
Specifically, in the FNPRM, the Commission proposed that 3.45 GHz Service licensees
offering mobile or point-to-multipoint service provide reliable signal coverage and offer service 282 to at
least 45% of the population in each of their license areas within eight years of the license issue date (first
performance benchmark), and at least 80% of the population in each of their license areas within 12 years
of the license issues date (second performance benchmark). For licensees providing fixed service, it
proposed that they must demonstrate within eight years of the license issue date that they have four links
operating and are providing service where the population within each license area is equal to or less than
268,00 people; where population within the license area is greater than 268,000, it must show that at least
one link is in operation and providing service, either to customers or for internal use, for every 67,000
persons within a license area (first performance benchmark). By 12 years after the license issue date, the
Commission proposed that point-to-point licensees must have eight links operating and providing service,
either to customers or for internal use, if the population within the license area is equal to or less than
268,000, or if the population is greater than this, that it is providing service and has at least two links in
operation per every 67,000 persons within a license area (second performance benchmark).
119.
While commenters like AT&T and CTIA support the proposal to extend the 3.7 GHz
Service performance requirements to licensees in the 3.45 GHz band,283 other commenters argue more
generally that the licensing rules for this band should align with those governing the Priority Access
Licenses in the Citizens Broadband Radio Service.284 For the 3.45 GHz Service, we determine that
accelerated performance requirements, as compared to what was proposed in the FNPRM, are
appropriate. While we will maintain the proposed signal coverage and link benchmarks, we reduce the
timelines under which 3.45 GHz Service licensees must meet the first and second benchmarks.
Specifically, 3.45 GHz Service licensees must meet the first performance benchmark at four years after
the license issue date and must meet the second performance by at eight years after the license issue date.
We find the four- and eight-year timeline will better serve the public interest for several reasons.
120.
First, the 3.45 GHz band is not necessarily “greenfield” spectrum, a fact that the
Commission has considered when it has adopted longer performance requirement deadlines. 285 Rather,
much of the 3 GHz band—including the 3.45 GHz band—has already been allocated for 5G use globally,
with standard setting and global harmonization well underway and “the technology for 5G deployment in
the 3.45[-3.55] GHz band [is] already available in the marketplace.” 286 As discussed above, 3GPP has
specified two spectrum operating bands for 5G that overlap with the 3.45 GHz band: band n77 (3.3-4.2
GHz) and band n78 (3.3-3.8 GHz). 287 We believe that the potential for economies of scale in the
282

Service includes service to customers or for internal use.

283

See, e.g., AT&T Comments at 4-5 (supporting application of part 27 licensing and operating rules to the 3.45
GHz band generally); CTIA Comments at 17 (supporting adoption of “flexible interim and final performance
requirements that are consistent with the provisions of the part 27 rules and the requirements adopted for other
services,” which will ensure that spectrum is intensively and efficiently used).
284

See, e.g., Charter and Cox Comments at 1-2; Federated Wireless Reply at 2-6; WISPA Comments at 2-5. Priority
Access Licensees must provide “substantial service” to their license area by the end of their license term. 47 C.F.R.
§ 96.25(b)(4). A “safe harbor” allows, but does not require, these licenses to demonstrate such service by showing
they (1) provide signal coverage over 50% of the population in their license area (for mobile or point-to-multipoint
service) or (2) have a certain number of links based on the population of the license area. Id.
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See, e.g., Use of Spectrum Bands Above 24 GHz for Mobile Radio Services, Report and Order and Further Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking, 31 FCC Rcd 8014, 8088-90, paras. 203-210 (2016) (adopting performance requirements
that must be fulfilled by the end of the license term for greenfield millimeter wave spectrum without any mobile
operations in the United States).
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Letter from Harold Feld, Senior Vice President, Public Knowledge, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, WT
Docket No. 19-348 at 2 (Feb. 17, 2021) (Public Knowledge Ex Parte).
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deployment of equipment in this band and adjacent bands can facilitate the widespread deployment of
devices and services in this band in the near-term. 288 As a result, we anticipate that licensees can meet our
revised performance benchmark deadlines.
121.
Second, we believe that these reduced timelines will better encourage robust investment
and deployment and ensure that this valuable mid-band spectrum does not lie fallow. As discussed, the
Commission is working swiftly to be ready to auction this spectrum in 2021 and it has set aggressive
timelines for the clearing of secondary, non-federal incumbents; and the DoD is similarly working
quickly to prepare this band for rapid deployment. In addition, we believe that our more aggressive
performance timelines will further the clear Congressional intent in the Beat CHINA for 5G Act of 2020
not only to make this spectrum available to industry, but also to position it for rapid deployment.289
Making the most of these efforts requires 3.45 GHz licensees to be similarly focused on building out
these networks as quickly as possible. As recognized by the wireless industry, rapid deployment using
radio spectrum is critical to the U.S. achieving the benefits of 5G. 290 Indeed, as Public Knowledge states,
the “race to 5G requires not merely a race to allocate spectrum, but a race to actually deploy networks.” 291
Public Knowledge supports a four- and eight-year timeline, arguing this is “entirely reasonable for
deployment.” 292 Third, such aggressive timelines for deployment have been applied to mid-band
spectrum before, most recently in the 2.5 GHz band, where the Commission noted that “the critical role of
mid-band spectrum in today’s spectrum environment warrants such an approach.” 293
122.
Internet-of-Things (IoT) Performance Benchmarks.—In the FNPRM, the Commission
also proposed to adopt the IoT alternate performance requirements used for the 3.7 GHz Service 294 to give
licensees the flexibility to provide services potentially less suited to a population coverage metric. 295
Specifically, the Commission proposed that 3.45 GHz Service licensees providing IoT-type services could
demonstrate that they offer geographic area coverage of 35% of the license area at the first performance
benchmark 65% of the license area at the second performance benchmark.296 Several commenters
support the use of alternate IoT performance requirements. 297 We agree with Verizon that adopting
288

See, e.g., Verizon Reply at 2-3 (noting that a 3.45 GHz band harmonized with the 3.7 GHz band and n77 global
standards would “lead to economies of scale, lower costs for deployment, and more rapid roll-out of new services.”
(citing to Global mobile Suppliers Association White Paper, 3300-4200 MHz: A Key Frequency Band for 5G, at 5
(2020)).
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Beat CHINA for 5G Act of 2020 § 905.
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See, e.g., Letter of Scott K. Bergman, Senior Vice President, Regulatory Affairs, CITA, to Marlene H. Dortch,
Secretary, Federal Communications Commission, WT Docket No. 19-348 (Feb. 9, 2021) at attachment, Building the
5G Economy at 26 (noting that “every six-month delay in 5G deployment means missing out on $25 billion of the
potential benefits”) and Verizon Reply at 22 (noting that “5G deployments in the 3.45-3.55 GHz band are critical to
ensuring that the United States maintains its leadership role.). See also Eric Schmidt, The US’s flawed approach to
5G threatens its digital future, Financial Times, Feb. 6, 2021 (arguing that “We need aggressive innovative
strategies to prompt rapid infrastructure buildout.” And that “if the US auctions more spectrum, insist on getting
infrastructure…Future auctions must set stringent build requirements, with penalties for underperformance.”).
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See id. at 2 (arguing in favor of a requirement that 40% and 80% of the geographic area be served at four and
eight years post-issuance, and for penalties for failure to meet performance benchmarks).
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Transforming the 2.5 GHz Band, Report and Order, WT Docket No. 18-120, 34 FCC Rcd 5446, 5485 para. 106
(2019). While the mature ecosystem of equipment that existed for the 2.5 GHz band in 2019 does not yet exist for
the 3.45 GHz band, equipment standards have been specified for ranges of spectrum that include the 3.45 GHz band.
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specific quantifiable benchmarks for different types of operations, as the Commission adopted in 3.7
GHz, “should similarly provide flexibility to new licensees in satisfying the performance requirements,
while ensuring the spectrum is timely and robustly put to use.” 298
123.
We adopt the proposed alternative IoT performance metrics but reduce the timeline under
which 3.45 GHz Service licensees must meet them, consistent with the timeline we adopt for traditional
performance benchmarks. For the same reasons that we reduce the timeline for meeting the first and
second population coverage and link-based benchmarks, we likewise reduce the timeline for meeting the
alternative IoT performance benchmarks to four and eight years after the license issues date, respectively.
124.
Some commenters argue that the specific geographic area benchmarks proposed for the
alternative IoT performance requirements are too high, 299 or that we should adopt the “safe harbor”
approach taken in the Citizens Broadband Radio Service 300 rather than impose “bright-line minimums.” 301
We find that the metrics proposed are appropriate 302 and will ensure robust use of the 3.45 GHz spectrum.
We decline to adjust the requirements down or change their nature. If individual licensees believe their
unique deployment situation justifies different standards, they have the option to seek waiver from these
rules on a case-by-case basis.
125.
Failure to Meet Performance Requirements.—Alongside the performance benchmarks
we adopt in this item, we also adopt meaningful and enforceable penalties for failing to meet those
benchmarks. In the FNPRM, the Commission proposed that, in the event a licensee fails to meet the first
performance benchmark, its second benchmark and license term would be reduced by two years, thereby
requiring it to meet the second performance benchmark two years sooner and its license term would be
reduced by two years. 303 If a licensee fails to meet the second performance benchmark, the Commission
proposed that its authorization for each license area in which it fails to meet the performance requirement
would terminate automatically without Commission action.
126.
Given the four- and eight-year timeline we have adopted, we modify slightly this
proposal. Accordingly, if the 3.45 GHz Service licensee fails to meet the first performance benchmark (at
four years), its second benchmark period will be reduced by one year (i.e., must be met at seven years
after the issues date). 304 Similarly, failure to meet the first performance benchmark will likewise reduce
the license term by one year—i.e., the license term would be reduced to 14 years. Consistent with the
FNPRM, if a 3.45 GHz Service licensee fails to meet the second performance benchmark, its
authorization for each license area in which it fails to meet the performance requirements will terminate
automatically without Commission action.
127.
We also adopt our proposal that, in the event a 3.45 GHz Service licensee’s authority to
operate terminates, its spectrum rights should become available for reassignment pursuant to the
competitive bidding provisions of section 309(j). Consistent with the Commission’s rules for other part
298

Verizon Comments at 19.
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Southern Linc Reply at 8; UTC Comments at 7-8.

300
Promoting Investment in the 3550-3700 MHz Band, Report and Order, GN Docket 17-258, 33 FCC Rcd 10598,
10637 para. 69 (2018).
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Southern Linc Comments at 8
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See 3.1-3.55 GHz R&O and FNPRM, 34 FCC Rcd at 11113, para. 102.
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See id. at 11113, para. 104.
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While we recognize that circumstances may justify adjustments to this timeline, we are not inclined to grant
requests for waiver of this initial benchmark, given that a failure to meet the first benchmark results in acceleration
of the second benchmark to seven years post-issue date. We anticipate that licensees unable to meet the initial
requirement should be able to meet the final one. Licensees that require a waiver of that second benchmark will be
able to request one if necessary.
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27 licenses, any 3.45 GHz Service licensee that forfeits its license for failure to meet its performance
requirements shall be precluded from regaining that license. 305 T-Mobile supports our proposal to adopt
penalties for failing to meet performance benchmarks and specifically supports our approach to relicense
spectrum in areas where the licensee failed to meet the performance requirement.306
128.
Compliance Procedures.—As it did in the 3.7 GHz Service, the Commission in the
FNPRM proposed to require 3.45 GHz Service licensees to submit electronic coverage maps that
accurately depict both the boundaries of each licensed area and the coverage boundaries of the actual
areas to which the licensee provides service or, in the case of a fixed deployment, the locations of the
fixed transmitters associated with each link. 307 We adopt this proposal. Each coverage filing must
include supporting documentation certifying the type of service that the licensee is providing for each
licensed area within its service territory and the type of technology used to provide such service.
Supporting documentation must include the assumptions used to create the coverage maps, including the
propagation model and the signal strength necessary to provide reliable service with the licensee’s
technology. Consistent with our proposed rule, to demonstrate compliance with these performance
requirements, licensees must use the most recently available decennial U.S. Census Data at the time of
measurement and must base their measurements of population or geographic area served on areas no
larger than the Census Tract level. 308 API/ENTELEC, the only commenter to address compliance
procedures, supports adopting the compliance procedure framework established for the Citizens
Broadband Radio Service. 309 We note that those requirements largely mirror the rules we adopt today.
6.

Licensed-By-Rule Use

129.
In the FNPRM, the Commission sought comment on potentially authorizing “license-byrule” operations in the 3.45 GHz band. 310 It noted that such opportunistic use of spectrum is permitted in
the General Authorized Access tier of the adjacent Citizens Broadband Radio Service. The Commission
asked whether this should be permitted generally or where not all spectrum licenses are sold at auction.
The Commission asked commenters to explain the effect of allowing such operations on the
Commission’s efforts to ensure adequate protection of incumbent and licensee operations from harmful
interference, and whether a database or other coordination techniques would create unnecessary burdens
on licensees or hinder incumbent protection.
130.
Some commenters support this proposal and note that opportunistic access can help to
ensure this spectrum is put to immediate and intensive use. 311 These comments make clear, however, that
implementing opportunistic use would require the use of some type of automated frequency coordination
305

See, e.g., 47 CFR § 27.14(a) (AWS-1 and AWS-3), (q)(6) (AWS-4), (r)(4) (H Block); 3.7 GHz Service Order, 35
FCC Rcd at 2389, para. 103.
306
T-Mobile Comments at 28-29. T-Mobile believes that the Commission should not cancel an entire license if a
provider is serving customers in part of the license area, but not in others. Instead, T-Mobile recommends a “keepwhat-you-serve” approach, under which unserved areas can be relicensed to other providers that believe they can
provide service in those areas. We decline to adopt this modification recommended by T-Mobile.
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mechanism, such as the Spectrum Access System that is used in the Citizens Broadband Radio Service,
and many commenters oppose such a mechanism because of the burden it places on licensees. 312 We
agree with commenters that the differences between that service and the anticipated 3.45 GHz Service
warrant taking a different approach here and not managing coordination efforts through an automatic
frequency coordination system such as a Spectrum Access System at this time.
131.
In the Citizens Broadband Radio Service band, federal incumbent use is constantly
changing, requiring a dynamic spectrum sharing environment and using automated coordination
mechanisms to enable that environment. This approach allows the provision of a General Authorized
Access tier without imposing additional requirements on Priority Access Licensees. Here, because the
DoD and the Commission have worked collaboratively to simplify sharing in the band, the limited federal
operations that remain indefinitely in the band will not require dynamic spectrum sharing. The goal
shared by the Commission and the Executive Branch, including the DoD, has been to minimize
requirements on licensees to coordinate their operations with third-party systems, thereby allowing
maximum opportunities for flexibility in deployment and operational design. Permitting licensed-by-rule
operations would require implementing coordination mechanisms similar to the Spectrum Access
Systems found in the Citizens Broadband Radio Service, thereby adding complexity to this band not
otherwise required. We believe that doing so is not in the public interest. In light of the work that the
DoD has done to plan for clearing the band, and our statutory mandate to begin a system of competitive
bidding to auction some or all of the 3.45 GHz band by December 31, 2021, we believe that adding this
complexity to the band is not in the public interest at this time.
132.
Similarly, permitting licensed-by-rule operations near Cooperative Planning Areas and
Periodic Use Areas would limit the ability of the DoD to work directly with licensees to ensure continued
access as needed while minimizing the burden on commercial wireless operations. The DoD’s work on
determining the boundaries of these areas relies on its ability to cooperate with licensees to design and
plan its use of the 3.45 GHz band. Allowing operations of an unknown number of licensed-by-rule users
would add unnecessary and counterproductive complexity and could have the detrimental effect of
diverting DoD resources from working with auction winners to expeditiously deploy their networks to
dealing with an unspecified number of requests from potential license-by-rule users. For all of these
reasons, we decline at this time to adopt any proposal that would involve licensed-by-rule use in this
band. Nevertheless, we recognize that there may be potential opportunities in the future to consider steps
we might take, in cooperation with NTIA and other federal partners, to effect an overall rationalization of
the non-federal services in the 3 GHz band.
7.

Applicability of Other Part 27 Rules

133.
In the FNPRM, the Commission proposed to apply licensing and operating rules that are
applicable to all part 27 services to the 3.45 GHz Service. 313 Specifically, these are part 27 rules
governing regulatory status, foreign ownership reporting, compliance with construction requirements,
permanent discontinuance of operations, partitioning and disaggregation, and spectrum leasing. We adopt
this proposal and apply these rules to 3.45 GHz Service licenses and operations. Commenters support
applying general part 27 rules to the 3.45 GHz Service. 314 Verizon maintains that harmonized rules across
bands serves the public interest “by ensuring that market forces, not the disparate impact of varying rules,
drive the growth of wireless services.” 315
312
See, e.g., T-Mobile Comments at 10 (“Automated spectrum access mechanisms should be the exception and not
the rule when facilitating commercial access to a band.”); Verizon Comments at 16 (arguing that opportunistic
access through a “CBRS-type” system would “complicate and delay full-power 5G deployments”).
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Competitive Bidding Rules

134.
The Communications Act requires that we resolve any mutually exclusive applications
for new flexible-use licenses in this band through a system of competitive bidding. 316 Consistent with the
competitive bidding procedures used by the Commission in previous auctions, we adopt the proposal in
the FNPRM to conduct any auction for licenses in this band in conformity with the general competitive
bidding rules set forth in part 1, subpart Q, of the Commission’s rules. 317 These part 1 rules govern
competitive bidding design, application and certification procedures, reporting requirements, and the
prohibition on certain communications regarding the auction. 318 In addition, our part 1 rules address
designated entity preferences and unjust enrichment, and provide a framework for the auction process. 319
The commenters that address this issue generally support the proposal. 320 Consistent with our part 1 rules,
we separately consider a Public Notice seeking comment on procedures for an auction of new licenses in
this band, thereby beginning the separate pre-auction process. 321
135.
Given the record and our experience in successfully conducting auctions pursuant to the
part 1 rules, we adopt the Commission’s proposal to employ those rules when developing the auction for
new licenses in this band. Should the Commission subsequently modify its general competitive bidding
rules, the modifications would apply here as well. If and when areas outside the contiguous United States
are made available by the DoD, the part 1 rules would similarly apply to any PEAs licensed by
competitive bidding in those areas.
136.
As the Commission observed in the FNPRM, under the Commercial Spectrum
Enhancement Act (CSEA), federal entities operating on certain frequencies that have been reallocated
from federal to co-primary federal and non-federal use and assigned by the Commission through auction
are eligible for reimbursement for the cost of relocating or sharing their operations. 322 In order to provide
for such reimbursement, the Communications Act requires that the “total cash proceeds” from the auction
of these frequencies must equal at least 110% of the estimated relocation or sharing costs of incumbent
federal operations. 323 Based on the current allocation of the 3.45 GHz band for uses by the DoD and the
DoD’s planned sharing arrangements and relocation of some operations out of the band to make way for
commercial use as part of the AMBIT agreement, this spectrum qualifies as eligible frequencies under the
CSEA. Accordingly, the reserve price for any auction of 3.45 GHz band licenses at a minimum will be
110% of expected federal relocation costs, based on the estimate of relocation costs provided to the
Commission by NTIA consistent with the CSEA. 324 In the public notice seeking comment on procedures
for an auction of new licenses in this band being separately considered, we seek comment on setting that
316
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aggregate reserve price at $14,775,354,300. 325
137.
Designated Entity Provisions.—In the FNPRM, the Commission sought comment on
whether to offer bidding credits to designated entities in any auction of new licenses in this band. 326
When authorizing the Commission to use competitive bidding, Congress required that the Commission
“ensure that small businesses, rural telephone companies, and businesses owned by members of minority
groups and women are given the opportunity to participate in the provision of spectrum-based
services.” 327 Based on the Commission’s prior experience with the use of bidding credits in spectrum
auctions, we find that using bidding credits is an effective tool to achieve the statutory objective of
promoting participation of designated entities in the provision of spectrum-based services. 328
138.
Small Businesses.—One way the Commission fulfills this mandate is through the award
of bidding credits to small businesses. In the Competitive Bidding Second Memorandum Opinion and
Order, the Commission stated that it would define eligibility requirements for small businesses on a
service-specific basis, taking into account the capital requirements and other characteristics of each
particular service in establishing the appropriate threshold. 329 Further, in the Part 1 Third Report and
Order and the more recent Competitive Bidding Update Report and Order, the Commission, while
standardizing many auction rules, determined that it would continue to use a service-by-service approach
to defining small businesses. 330 In the FNPRM, the Commission proposed to adopt bidding credits for the
larger two of the three designated entity business sizes provided in the part 1 rules. 331
139.
In adopting competitive bidding rules for other spectrum bands that will be used for 5G
services, the Commission included provisions for designated entities to promote opportunities for small
businesses, rural telephone companies, and businesses owned by members of minority groups and women
325
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eligible for a 35%bidding credit, businesses with average annual gross revenues for the preceding three years not
exceeding $20 million would be eligible for a 25%bidding credit, and businesses with average annual gross revenues
for the preceding three years not exceeding $55 million would be eligible for a 15%bidding credit. 47 CFR
§ 1.2110(f)(2); see also Competitive Bidding Update Report and Order, 30 FCC Rcd at 7524, para. 74.
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to participate in the provision of spectrum-based services. 332 For example, the Commission adopted two
small business definitions for the auction of licenses in the 3.7 GHz band. 333 These two small business
definitions are the higher two of the three small business average gross revenues thresholds in the
Commission’s standardized schedule of bidding credits. 334
140.
We adopt the proposal in the FNPRM to apply the two small business definitions with
higher average gross revenues thresholds to auctions of overlay licenses in the 3.45 GHz band. 335
Accordingly, an entity with average annual gross revenues for the preceding five years not exceeding $55
million will qualify as a “small business,” while an entity with average annual gross revenues for the
preceding five years not exceeding $20 million will qualify as a “very small business.” Since their
adoption in 2015, we have used these gross revenue thresholds in auctions for licenses likely to be used to
provide 5G services in a variety of bands. 336 The results in these auctions indicate that these gross
revenue thresholds have provided an opportunity for bidders claiming eligibility as small businesses to
win licenses to provide spectrum-based services at auction. 337 Furthermore, by adopting thresholds that
332

See 3.7 GHz Service Order, 35 FCC Rcd at 2374-76, paras. 65-69, 2016 Spectrum Frontiers Order and FNPRM,
31 FCC Rcd at 8100-01, paras. 65-69; 2016 Spectrum Frontiers Order and FNPRM, 31 FCC Rcd at 8100-01, paras.
249-50 (defining a small business qualifying for a 15% bidding credit as one with no more than $55 million in
average annual gross revenues for the preceding three years and a very small businesses qualifying for a 25%
bidding credit as one with no more than $20 million in average annual gross revenues for the preceding three years);
see also 47 U.S.C. § 309(j)(4)(D).

333

See 3.7 GHz Service Order, 35 FCC Rcd at 2374-76, paras. 65-68.

334

See 47 CFR § 1.2110(f)(2)(i).

335
The Commission sought U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) consultation on these proposed size
standards, as required by the Small Business Act, 15 U.S.C. § 632(a)(2)(c), and 13 CFR §§ 121.901-903. See Letter
from Gary D. Michaels, Deputy Chief, Auctions Division, Office of Economics and Analytics, FCC, to Khem R.
Sharma, Chief, Office of Size Standards, U.S. Small Business Administration (Sept. 14, 2020); Letter from Khem R.
Sharma, Chief, Office of Size Standards, U.S. Small Business Administration, to Gary D. Michaels, Deputy Chief,
Auctions and Spectrum Access Division, Wireless Telecommunications Bureau, FCC (Jan. 8, 2021). The
standardized schedule of bidding credits provided in section 1.2110(f)(2)(i) defines small businesses based on
average gross revenues for the preceding three years. In December 2018, Congress revised the standard set out in
the Small Business Act for categorizing a business concern as a “small business concern,” by providing as a general
matter that a federal agency cannot propose to categorize a business concern as a “small business concern” for Small
Business Act purposes unless the size of the concern is based on its annual average gross receipts “over a period of
not less than 5 years.” 15 U.S.C. § 632(a)(2)(C)(ii)(II), as amended by Small Business Runway Extension Act of
2018, Pub. L. 115-324 (Dec. 17, 2018). In December 2019, the SBA adopted new rules implementing the
requirements of the Small Business Runway Extension Act and modifying its method for calculating average annual
receipts used to prescribe size standards for small businesses from a 3-year to a 5-year average period. Small
Business Administration, Small Business Size Standards: Calculation of Annual Average Receipts, 84 FR 66561
(Dec. 5, 2019). To implement the proposal in the FNPRM consistent with this statutory requirement and with
SBA’s new rules, average annual gross revenues for purposes of small business bidding credits in this band will be
based on the preceding five years.
336

See Incentive Auction of Upper Microwave Flexible Use Service Licenses in the Upper 37 GHz, 39 GHz, and 47
GHz Bands for Next-Generation Wireless Services, AU Docket No. 19-59, Public Notice, 34 FCC Rcd 2656, 266061, paras. 12-14 (2019) (Auction 103 Comment Public Notice); Auctions of Upper Microwave Flexible Use Licenses
for Next-Generation Wireless Services, AU Docket No. 18-85, Public Notice, 33 FCC Rcd 4103, 4113-14, para. 30
(2018) (Auctions 101 and 102 Comment Public Notice); Competitive Bidding Update Report and Order, 30 FCC
Rcd at 7523, para. 72 (noting the thresholds adopted in that Order would be used in the auction of 600 MHz licenses
that was part of the broadcast incentive auction).
337

See 47 U.S.C. § 309(j)(4)(D) (bidding preferences for small businesses used to create opportunities to participate
in the provision of spectrum-based services); see also Auction of 24 GHz Upper Microwave Flexible Use Service
Licenses Closes, AU Docket No. 18-85, Public Notice, 34 FCC Rcd 4294, Attach. A (WTB/OEA 2019) (six of 29
winning bidders claimed eligibility for small business bidding credits); Winning Bidders Announced for Auction of
(continued….)
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are not overly inclusive of qualified bidders, we preserve the effectiveness of designated entity benefits
for the parties that our designated entity rules are intended to benefit. 338
141.
We decline to adopt Lockheed Martin’s proposal to offer a bidding credit to 3.45 GHz
Service licensees that agree to accommodate experimental operations in the band. 339 As the Commission
stated in the FNPRM, we expect future licensees to negotiate with experimental authorization applicants,
consistent with the regulatory status afforded primary users versus experimental licenses under our
rules. 340 Our experimental authorization process affords the opportunity to develop new technologies
while protecting incumbent services and Lockheed Martin has not shown why this process should be
modified through the use of bidding credits. 341
142.
We also adopt the proposal in the FNPRM to provide qualifying “small businesses” with
a bidding credit of 15% and qualifying “very small businesses” with a bidding credit of 25%, consistent
with the standardized schedule in part 1 of our rules. 342 This proposal, supported by WISPA, 343 was
modeled on the small business size standards and associated bidding credits that the Commission adopted
for a range of other services. 344 We believe that this two-tiered approach has been successful in the past,
and we will employ it once again. We believe that use of the small business tiers and associated bidding
credits set forth in the part 1 bidding credit schedule will provide consistency and predictability for small
businesses. No commenter provides any alternative or reason why the bidding credit thresholds or small
business definitions that we adopt would not work in this service.
143.
Rural Service Providers.—In the FNPRM, the Commission also sought comment on a
proposal to offer a bidding credit for rural service providers. 345 The rural service provider bidding credit
(Continued from previous page)
28 GHz Upper Microwave Flexible Use Service Licenses (Auction 101), AU Docket No. 18-85, Public Notice, 34
FCC Rcd 4279, Attach. A (WTB/OEA 2019) (six of 33 winning bidders claimed eligibility for small business
bidding credits); Incentive Auction Closing and Channel Reassignment Public Notice, AU Docket No. 14-252,
Public Notice, 32 FCC Rcd 2786, Attach. B (IATF/MB/WTB 2017) (15 of 50 winning bidders for 600 MHz
licenses claimed eligibility for small business bidding credits).
338

See Auctions 101 and 102 Comment Public Notice, 34 FCC Rcd at Attach. A (20% of qualified bidders claimed
eligibility for a small business bidding credit); Auction of 24 GHz Upper Microwave Flexible Use Service Licenses
for Next Generation Wireless Services, AU Docket No. 18-85, Public Notice, 34 FCC Rcd 933, Attach. A
(WTB/OEA 2019) (just under 20% of qualified bidders claimed eligibility for a small business credit); Auction of 28
GHz Upper Microwave Flexible Use Service Licenses for Next Generation Wireless Services, AU Docket No. 1885, Public Notice, 33 FCC Rcd 10968, Attach. A (WTB/OEA 2018) (20% of qualified bidders claimed eligibility for
a small business bidding credit).
339

Lockheed Martin Comments at 15.

340

See 3.1-3.55 GHz R&O and FNPRM, 35 FCC Rcd at 11086-87, para. 21. The Commission noted that that Office
of Engineering and Technology staff have historically worked to mediate disputes between parties and will continue
to do so in the future. Id.
341

Regarding Moise Advisory’s proposal that we increase the bidding credit cap to a minimum of $200 million (see
Moise Advisory Comments at 2, 3), we will seek comment on the bidding credit cap in the Comment PN, consistent
with our typical practice.
342

See 3.1-3.55 GHz R&O and FNPRM, 35 FCC Rcd at 11115-16, para. 110; see also 47 CFR § 1.2110(f)(2)(i)(B),
(C).
343

WISPA Comments at 21.

344

3.1-3.55 GHz R&O and FNPRM, 35 FCC Rcd at 11115-16, para. 110; see, e.g., 3.7 GHz Service Order, 35 FCC
Rcd at 2374-76, paras. 65-68; Service Rules for Advanced Wireless Services in the 1.7 GHz and 2.1 GHz Bands, WT
Docket No. 02-353, Report and Order, 18 FCC Rcd 25162, 25220, para. 149 (2003) (AWS-1 Service Rules R&O);
AWS-4 Service Rules R&O, 27 FCC Rcd at 16185, para. 217 (adopting the AWS-1 size standards and associated
bidding credits for small businesses for any AWS-4 licenses awarded through competitive bidding).
345

3.1-3.55 GHz R&O and FNPRM, 35 FCC Rcd at 11115-16, para. 110.
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awards a 15% bidding credit to those that service predominantly rural areas and that have fewer than
250,000 combined wireless, wireline, broadband and cable subscribers. 346 As a general matter, the
Commission “has made closing the digital divide between Americans with, and without, access to modern
broadband networks its top priority . . . [and is] committed to ensuring that all Americans, including those
in rural areas, Tribal lands, and disaster-affected areas, have the benefits of a high-speed broadband
connection.” 347 WISPA supports this proposal as consistent with the Commission’s approach in other
flexible-use bands. 348
144.
We find that a targeted bidding credit will better enable entities already providing rural
service to compete for spectrum licenses at auction, and in doing so, will increase the availability of 5G
service in rural areas. Accordingly, we will apply the rural service provider bidding credit in auctions of
new licenses in this band.
G.

Relocation of Secondary Non-Federal Radiolocation Operations

145.
In the Report and Order, the Commission determined that the public interest would be
best served by relocating secondary non-federal radiolocation licensees from the 3.3-3.55 GHz band to
the 2.9-3.0 GHz band, in preparation for the new 3.45 GHz Service. The Commission simultaneously
sought comment on the timing and cost of this decision and on modifying the licenses pursuant to our
section 316 authority. 349 We discuss these issues in turn below.
1.

Timing of Relocation

146.
In the Report and Order, the Commission determined that secondary radiolocation
licensees would be relocated to the 2.9-3.0 GHz band. In the FNPRM, it proposed that authorization for
these secondary, non-federal radiolocation operations in the to-be-cleared spectrum would cease on a date
consistent with the first possible grant of flexible-use authorizations to new users in the band. 350 As an
example, the Commission noted that a licensing scheme that would result in an auction would see nonfederal radiolocation use sunset within 90 days of the close of the auction, 351 because that date is
“consistent with the first possible grant of flexible-use authorizations.” 352
147.
NBCUniversal and Nexstar Broadcasting argue that 90 days after the auction closes is
insufficient for them to take the steps needed relocate their Doppler radar systems.353 For example,
NBCUniversal projects that it will take 18 months total for its transition given the production and
procurement of equipment needed to transition NBCUniversal’s four Doppler weather radar sites to the
2.9-3.0 GHz band, labor to manufacture and install new equipment, and equipment certification testing
for its new operations. 354 NBCUniversal explains that, given its move below 3 GHz, equipment cannot be
346

Competitive Bidding Update Report and Order, 30 FCC Rcd at 7530, para. 88.

347
Inquiry Concerning Deployment of Advanced Telecommunications Capability to All Americans in a Reasonable
and Timely Fashion, GN Docket No. 18-238, 2019 Broadband Deployment Report, 34 FCC Rcd 3857, 3858, para. 1
(2019).
348

WISPA Comments at 21.

349

3.1-3.55 GHz R&O and FNPRM, 35 FCC Rcd at 11099, para. 59.

350

Id. at 11099, para. 60.

351

Id.

352

Id. at 11088, para. 26.

353

See NBCUniversal Comments at 5-6; NBCUniversal Reply at 5-6; Nexstar Comments at 8.

354

NBCUniversal Comments at 6. It notes that there is a long lead-time for some of the parts needed to relocate—
acquiring the klystron tubes typically takes up to ten months from the time the order is placed. Letter of Margaret L.
Tobey, Senior Vice President, NBCUniversal to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, WT Docket No. 19-348, pp. 23 (Feb. 17, 2021) (“NBCUniversal Ex Parte”).
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reused and new equipment must be procured and purchased, and notes that lead-time for production of
one key component for its radar system alone is 10 months. 355 Nexstar projects that its transition will take
12-15 months for its one radar system. 356 NBCUniversal and Nexstar argue that they should be permitted
to continue operations until such time that flexible-use licenses are prepared to deploy services in the
relevant markets, or in the alternative, asks the Commission to establish a sunset date of at least 180 days
(i.e., 6 months) after new flexible-use licenses in the relevant markets are granted. They argue that the
date licenses are granted is of more relevance to when new wireless operations can commence rather than
merely the close of an auction. Verizon and T-Mobile disagree and instead support sunsetting the
radiolocation services’ authorization within 90 days of the close of the auction, which they argue aligns
with when license grants often occur, consistent with the FNPRM’s proposal. 357
148.
We find persuasive the arguments raised by Nexstar and NBCUniversal regarding the
amount of time needed to successfully complete their transitions. We find the public interest will be best
served by adopting a sunset date of the secondary radiolocation authorization 180 days after the new
flexible-use licenses are granted. We also delegate authority to the Office of Engineering and Technology
to cease certifying radiolocation equipment for the 3.45 GHz band 180 days after the new flexible-use
licenses are granted. Secondary radiolocations users and the new flexible-uses licenses in a given market
may of course enter into private agreements to complete the relocation process sooner.
149.
The Commission sought comment in the FNPRM on interim timing and benchmarks for
the transitioning of secondary, non-federal radiolocation operations out of the 3.3-3.55 GHz band. No
commenter suggests any such specific interim benchmarks or deadlines 358 and we find no need to adopt
any given the limited number of licensees that need to be transitioned. Secondary, non-federal
radiolocation licensees must relocate their operations by the sunset date.
2.

Relocation Reimbursement

150.
In the FNPRM, the Commission sought comment on whether to require new flexible-use
licensees to reimburse secondary, non-federal radiolocation operators for their relocation costs pursuant to
our Emerging Technologies framework, despite the secondary status of these operations. 359 We find that,
in this unique instance, the public interest is served by requiring new flexible-use licensees to reimburse
secondary, non-federal radiolocation users for their reasonable relocation expenses, particularly given the
limited number of secondary radiolocation users, the public safety benefit their operations provide to
millions of Americans, and the relatively small relocation costs at issue. The Commission’s Emerging
Technologies framework represents a broad set of tools that the Commission uses to facilitate the process
of making spectrum available for new uses. 360 Generally, the Commission applies the framework when it

355

NBCUniversal Ex Parte at 2-3.

356

Nexstar Comments at 8.

357

T-Mobile Comments at 18; Verizon Comments at 21 (suggesting a deadline of 60 days after the close of the
auction).
358
While Verizon suggested that the Commission adopt such benchmarks to ensure timely relocation, it did not
provide any suggestions for what the benchmarks should be. Verizon Comments at 20-21.
359

3.1-3.55 GHz R&O and FNPRM, 35 FCC Rcd at 11100, para. 63. We recognize that secondary users, by their
very nature, are on notice that their investments have been made notwithstanding their secondary status in a given
band. We emphasize that our decision to apply this framework here is due to the unique circumstances of the 3.33.55 GHz band explained herein.
360

See Service Rules for Advanced Wireless Services in the 2000-2020 MHz and 2180-2200 MHz Bands et al., WT
Docket No. 12-70, Report and Order and Order of Proposed Modification, 27 FCC Rcd 16102, 16207, para. 289
(2012).
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is necessary to relocate incumbent licensees in order to introduce new services into a frequency band. 361
The application of specific relocation and cost-sharing processes under the framework varies for each
frequency band and is based on the types of incumbent licensees and the particular characteristics of the
band. In the FNPRM, the Commission noted that secondary users are normally not subject to
reimbursement because secondary users cannot claim protection from primary operations, including those
subsequently licensed by the Commission. 362
151.
In order to ensure the speedy clearing of the 3.3-3.55 GHz band and minimize disruptions
to the weather radar systems operated by secondary radiolocation users, we will require new flexible-use
licensees in the 3.45 GHz Service to reimburse secondary, non-federal radiolocation licensees for
reasonable costs related to the relocation of those operations to the 2.9-3.0 GHz band. Several factors
lead us to conclude that requiring reimbursement of these secondary, non-federal radiolocation users
supports the public interest in this specific instance. First, the operations of secondary radiolocation
licensees provide an important public safety service by informing broadcasters’ reports on severe, often
life-threatening weather events. As NBCUniversal explains, “millions of viewers benefit from often
critical and sometimes life-saving weather information that NBCUniversal’s [Doppler Weather Radar]
sites provide, especially in times of emergency.” 363 The high-power nature of their radars allows them to
cull weather data for large metro areas throughout the country 364 and the National Weather Service uses
these data to “enhance its ability to keep the public apprised of the information it needs to remain safe
during times of extreme weather.” 365 As both NBCUniversal and Nexstar note, their current transmitters
and related equipment must be replaced in order for their systems to work in the 2.9-3.0 GHz band; they
cannot simply be retuned. 366 Given the public interest value served by these Doppler radar networks, and
when combined with the limited number of networks at issue, we find that the public interest is served by
minimizing any transition-related disruption to these operations.
152.

Second, there are very few radiolocation licensees that need to be relocated. In fact, there

361

The Commission provides for the sunset of incumbent licensees and specifies that they may not cause
interference to new band entrants. The new entrants then negotiate with incumbents to gain entry into the band and,
if necessary, to relocate the incumbents to comparable facilities using alternate spectrum. In many instances, new
entrants are negotiating for early access to the band. See, e.g., 3.7 GHz Service Order, 35 FCC Rcd 2415-21, paras.
178-92; Improving Public Safety Communications in the 800 MHz Band; Consolidating the 800 and 900 MHz
Industrial/Land Transportation and Business Pool Channels et al., WT Docket No. 02-55, Fifth Report and Order,
Eleventh Report and Order, Sixth Report and Order, and Declaratory Ruling, 25 FCC Rcd 13874 (2010);
Amendment of Part 2 of the Commission’s Rules to Allocated Spectrum Below 3 GHz for Mobile and Fixed Services
to Support the Introduction of New Advanced Wireless Services, including Third Generation Wireless Systems, ET
Docket No. 00-258, Ninth Report and Order and Order, 21 FCC Rcd 4473, 4479, para. 11 (2006). In this case,
however, because the Commission has established a sunset date for incumbents that is soon after the close of the
auction, the early access element of the framework does not apply.
362

47 CFR § 2.104(d)(3).

363

NBCUniversal Comments at 1.

364

See NBCUniversal Comments at 2 (noting that data from the radar sites is used by NBCUniversal’s owned
television stations in New York, Dallas-Fort Worth, Chicago, and Miami-Fort Lauderdale to provide weather
forecast information to viewers via local news broadcasts and during emergency weather events); see also Nexstar
Comments at 2 (noting the importance of its “Max Defender 8” system to weather reporting in Central Florida). The
information NBCUniversal’s radar operations provide through NBC’s local news broadcasts is available to more 15
million households (and, as NBCUniversal notes, more benefit from the data these stations share with National
Weather Service). NBCUniversal Comments at 2.
365

NBCUniversal Comments at 2.

366

Id. at 9; Nexstar Comments at 8.
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are only a total of seven 367 licenses that need to relocate out of the band. Of these seven, four support
NBCUniversal’s weather radar system, which in turn informs the weather-related reporting of its owned
and operated broadcast networks. One license is held by Nexstar Broadcasting, also to support its
weather radar system. 368 Compared to other Commission relocation efforts, the number of licensees that
need to be moved out of the band here is significantly fewer, 369 and indeed is miniscule compared to the
number of flexible-use licenses that will be made available at auction.
153.
Third, the overall estimated costs of reimbursement for the weather radar systems to
relocate to the 2.9-3.0 GHz band is minimal and we do not believe that it will jeopardize the overall
success of the auction of flexible-use licenses. NBCUniversal estimates that it will cost $2.16 million to
relocate all four of its radar systems, inclusive of equipment and labor. 370 Nexstar estimates about $1
million for its systems’ relocation. 371 This is a total of just over $3 million dollars in relocation costs for a
band that is expected to generate much more in revenue at auction. Indeed, the record in this proceeding
indicates the significant interest in the band, particularly given the importance of 3 GHz spectrum to the
rollout of 5G and other next-generation services. We agree with NBCUniversal and Nexstar that
“reimbursement is unlikely to have any material impact on investment in the band for flexible use, given
the small number of non-federal incumbent Doppler Weather Radar licensees that would be eligible for
reimbursement and the correspondingly modest amount required for relocation expenses.” 372
154.
Fourth, we note that these secondary radiolocation users face relatively minimal
limitations from existing federal primary users, which are geographically concentrated in particular
locations. As such, the weather radar systems current operate as “functionally primary” users in practice,
without risk of harmful interference despite their secondary status. Nexstar notes that it does not receive
any interference from primary users in its location, 373 and NBCUniversal notes that its systems “operate
without any real-world expectation of harmful interference from other users in the band,” noting that they
are more akin to primary users. 374
155.
For all these reasons, we find that reimbursement of secondary radiolocation users is
appropriate in this specific instance. We stress, however, that secondary users generally are not entitled
to reimbursement for the expense of transitioning to another band. As a general matter, because such
users are not entitled to cause harmful interference to, or seek protection from, primary users, such users
have no reasonable expectation that their investments in a band will be reimbursed in a spectrum
367

Since the adoption of the Report and Order in this proceeding, the license held by the Town of Warrensburg,
New York, has been cancelled at the request of the licensee.
368

The remaining licenses are held by Air-Tel, LLC and IOU Acquisitions, Inc., which are the subject of an
enforcement proceeding related to their operations pursuant to these licenses. See Air-Tel and IOU NAL. Air-Tel
and IOU intentionally altered wireless equipment to operate outside of authorized frequency bands and used their
licenses to provide unauthorized wireless data transmission services, not radiolocation services, as authorized by
these licenses.
369

See, e.g., 3.7 GHz Service Order, 35 FCC Rcd at 2349, para. 11 (explaining that there are 89 fixed service
licensees and 66 satellites operating in the C-band subject to relocation, in addition to the “approximately 20,000
registered earth stations in the contiguous United States” (para. 179)); Incentive Auction Task Force and Media
Bureau Report on the Status of the Post-Incentive Auction Transition and Reimbursement Program, Public Notice,
DA 19-68, 34 FCC Rcd 304 (Feb. 11, 2019) (noting that 987 full power and Class A TV stations were assigned to
new channels as part of the repack).
370

NBCUniversal Comments at Appx. A.

371

Nexstar Comments at 8-9.

372

NBCUniversal Comments at 1.
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Nexstar Comments at 5.

374

NBCUniversal Comments at 14.
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transition under our Emerging Technologies framework. Indeed, absent the presence of all of the unique
factors described, we would not mandate reimbursement here. Consistent with the Commission’s
longstanding policy, secondary users should not expect that they will be reimbursed as part of a spectrum
band clearing.
3.

Cost Allocation Structure

156.
We will require that the reasonable relocation reimbursement costs be shared by all 3.45
GHz Service licensees, regardless of location, rather than only those whose licenses would otherwise have
been encumbered by the relocating incumbent operations. We find this to be the fairest and most efficient
approach given the high-powered nature of many of these radiolocation stations, and the engineering and
administrative difficulties inherent in attempting to determine which licensees would be directly affected
by their operations. Given the estimated cost of relocation for all secondary, non-federal radiolocation
licenses, the burden on each licensee will be small relative to the cost of the license itself. As discussed
above, NBCUniversal and Nexstar estimate that their total collective reimbursement costs will be just
over $3 million. 375 Further, even if not directly affected, all 3.45 GHz Service licensees will benefit from
a band fully cleared of secondary, non-federal incumbents. While this basic structure has now become
common in our application of the Emerging Technologies framework, our application in this instance
seeks to streamline reimbursement and minimize the burdens on both incumbents and incoming licensees.
157.
All new entrants to the band will be responsible for reimbursement of a pro rata share of
reasonable relocation costs of non-federal radiolocation operations. In other words, the total relocation
costs will be divided by the number of 3.45 GHz Service licenses and each licensee will be required to
pay their share based on the number of licenses they hold. If all licenses offered at auction are ultimately
issued, this will mean each license held will require payment of approximately 0.05% of the total
reimbursement costs. 376
158.
We find that this structure provides an efficient and equitable option given the limited
number of licensees requiring reimbursement and the complexity in determining which licenses are
affected by the high-powered radiolocation systems being relocated. It will ensure that non-federal
radiolocation licensees are able to continue their operations without service interruptions while fairly
distributing the costs of clearing the band across all new licensees. It also will avoid complex calculations
as to which licensees are affected by the non-federal radiolocation operations being relocated. These
operations are typically high-powered, which allows them to detect and monitor weather patterns over
hundreds of miles, but also have the potential to cause harmful interference to wireless broadband
operations across several PEAs and not only the one in which they are located. It will therefore speed the
process of clearing the band, making it available for deployment as soon after the grant of flexible-use
licenses as possible.

159. As the Commission has done in past proceedings, we delegate to the Wireless
Telecommunications Bureau authority to assign the administration of these cost-sharing rules to one or
more private not-for-profit clearinghouses. 377 These neutral entities will create and administer a costsharing plan for secondary, non-federal radiolocation incumbents, and the selection criteria will be
established by the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau, to which we delegate the authority to seek
notice and comment on the parameters of additional considerations that should inform the creation and
375

NBCUniversal and Nexstar estimate that the total cost of relocation for their 5 licenses will be approximately
$3.2 million. NBCUniversal Comments at Appx. A; Nexstar Comments at 8-9.
376

This figure is based on five 20 megahertz licenses available in each of 406 eligible PEAs.

377

3.1-3.55 GHz R&O and FNPRM, 35 FCC Rcd at 11101, para. 64-65. See also Amendment of Part 2 of the
Commission’s Rules to Allocate Spectrum Below 3 GHz for Mobile and Fixed Services to Support the Introduction
of New Advanced Wireless Systems, Ninth Report and Order and Order, ET Docket No. 00-258, 21 FCC Rcd 4473,
4518, para. 83 (2006).
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administration of the cost-sharing plan to help implement our decision here. We direct the Wireless
Telecommunications Bureau, consistent with the APA, to issue a public notice announcing the selection
criteria and soliciting proposals from qualified parties. After parties have submitted such proposals and a
period of public comment on them, the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau will make its selection.
Any disputes as to the reimbursement of particular expenses will be resolved by the Wireless
Telecommunications Bureau.
160.
3.45 GHz Service licensees will be required to pay their share of the reimbursement
obligations subject to procedures to be specified by public notice. Non-federal secondary radiolocation
licensees must submit their expenses for relocating operations authorized under their licenses and existing
as of the date of the Commission’s temporary freeze on non-federal applications in the 3.3-3.55 GHz
band 378 subject to procedures to be specified by public notice.
161.
Due to the timing of the relocation of secondary, non-federal radiolocation incumbents,
we agree with NBCUniversal that the reimbursement requirement should include reasonable expenses
incurred before the adoption of this Second Report and Order, provided that such expenses are legitimate,
documented, required by the transition, and occurred subsequent to the adoption of the first Report and
Order in this proceeding. 379 These expenses include radar components being replaced to accommodate
the stations’ new frequencies, installation costs, professional services such as engineering to ensure
coordination with incumbent operations in the 2.9-3.0 GHz band, and licensing costs related to the new
equipment and frequencies. 380 Expenses for other purposes, however, such as optional equipment
upgrades, will not be permitted. 381 The clearinghouse will have the authority to determine if expenses are
eligible for reimbursement, with any disputes to be resolved by the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau.
4.

Section 316 License Modification

162.
In the FNPRM, the Commission proposed to use its section 316 authority to modify
existing secondary, non-federal radiolocation licenses such that they are no longer authorized to operate
in the 3.3-3.55 GHz band and instead will be authorized for operation in the 2.9-3.0 GHz band. 382 We
adopt this proposal and today issue an Order of Proposed Modification under section 316 to modify these
licenses to operate on their new frequencies. 383 This license modification will allow us to clear the 3.33.55 GHz band for flexible-use operations while ensuring that these secondary, non-federal radiolocation
operations can continue to offer the same services as they do today. We find that the modification is in
the public interest, as it will spur investment in—and deployment of—next-generation wireless services,
while ensuring that incumbent space station services will be able to maintain the same services as they are
currently providing. We delegate authority to the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau to modify the
relevant licenses as needed to specify the new frequencies for each.
H.

Continued Operation of Amateur Stations in Part of the 3.3-3.45 GHz Band

163.

Bifurcation of the Amateur Band.—In the Report and Order, the Commission terminated

378

Temporary Freeze on Non-Federal Applications in the 3100-3550 MHz Band, WT Docket No. 19-39, Public
Notice, 34 FCC Rcd 19 (WTB Feb. 22, 2019).
379

NBCUniversal Comments at 5-6.
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See id. at Appendix A.
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See Expanding the Economic and Innovation Opportunities of Spectrum Through Incentive Auctions, GN Docket
No. 12-268, Report and Order, 29 FCC Rcd 6567, 6822-23, para. 624 (explaining that entities “may elect to
purchase optional equipment capability or make other upgrades at their own cost, but only the cost of the equipment
without optional upgrades is a reimbursable expense.”).
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3.1-3.55 GHz R&O and FNPRM, 35 FCC Rcd at 11100, para. 62.
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the allocation for secondary amateur operations in the 3.3-3.5 GHz band in order to clear the way for
flexible-use operations. 384 In the FNPRM, it proposed to bifurcate the sunset of this allocation in order to
allow amateur operations to continue for the time being in that portion of the band not yet ready for
commercial operations, while more rapidly clearing the portion necessary to accommodate the new 3.45
GHz Service. 385 This proposal would allow amateur operations to continue in the lower portion of the
band while the Commission, NTIA, and the DoD continue to analyze whether that spectrum can be
reallocated for flexible use. Specifically, the Commission proposed splitting the band at 3400 MHz,
which would allow amateur use in 100 megahertz while also providing a buffer to protect flexible-use
operations at the lower edge of the 3.45 GHz band, and it sought comment on this proposal.
164.
Commenters generally support allowing amateur use to continue in the lower portion of
the band. ARRL notes the ongoing utility of amateur operations and argues that, since the Commission is
only licensing new users in the 3.45 GHz band, there is “no reason to remove amateur secondary
operations” from the lower portion of the band. 386 Commenters are divided, however, on the frequency at
which to split the band. 5G Americas supports the Commission’s proposal to include a 50 megahertz
guard band to protect flexible-use operations. 387 CTIA similarly supports the Commission’s proposal to
allow amateur operations to continue in the 3.3-3.4 GHz band only. 388 ARRL argues that, contrary to the
Commission’s proposal, no guard band is needed to provide for this protection given the low power and
low bandwidth nature of amateur operations in this spectrum. 389 ARRL also notes that some amateur
equipment is unable to be retuned below 3400 MHz, meaning the 50 megahertz guard band would leave
this equipment unusable. 390 T-Mobile also supports amateur operations continuing in the 3.4-3.45 GHz
portion of the band. 391 Another commenter proposes that the guard band be reduced to 20 megahertz
(splitting the band at 3430 MHz) in order to accommodate real-world equipment usage. 392
165.
While we adopt our proposal to bifurcate the band, we adjust our proposal and set 3450
MHz as the frequency at which the band will be split. Based on the record, we find that this best supports
the public interest and continued amateur use below the 3.45 GHz band. While the FNPRM proposed a
guard band of 50 megahertz, the record demonstrates that such a guard band is unnecessary given the
nature of amateur operations in the band. 393 No commenter provides technical justification for a guard
band, and the Commission agrees with the ARRL’s assessment that the guard band is not necessary from
a technical standpoint. We also recognize that the nature of amateur equipment realities makes the 50
megahertz at 3400-3450 MHz particularly valuable to amateur operators because it means existing
equipment can continue to operate in the band for the time being. We therefore allow secondary amateur
operations to continue in the 3400-3450 MHz portion of the band. We emphasize, however, that amateur
licensees remain secondary users, and those that operate on frequencies close to the 3450 MHz band edge
must do so with particular caution to avoid causing harmful interference to flexible-use licensees in the
3.45 GHz Service, which hold primary status. In light of these considerations, while amateur operations
between 3450 MHz and 3500 MHz must cease within 90 days of the public notice announcing the close
384

3.1-3.55 GHz R&O and FNPRM, 35 FCC Rcd at 11090, para. 33
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of the auction for the 3.45 GHz Service, as specified in the Report and Order, amateur operations may
continue between 3300 MHz and 3450 MHz while the Commission, NTIA, and the DoD continue to
analyze whether that spectrum can be reallocated for commercial wireless use.
166.
We agree with T-Mobile that amateur operators that choose to remain in this band must
do so fully aware of the Commission’s ongoing efforts to clear the entire 3.1-3.45 GHz band for full
power commercial operations as soon as possible. 394 As the Commission stressed in the FNPRM, 395 any
amateur operations that continue to operate in the 3.3-3.45 GHz band do so on a secondary basis, with the
allocation subject to sunset at any time. There is no expectation that such operations will be
accommodated in future planning for commercial wireless operations in this spectrum, or that amateur
operators will receive more than a short period of notice before their operations must cease.
167.
Consistent with our FNPRM, we decline to provide reimbursement of “relocation costs”
of amateur operations in this band. ARRL suggests that some equipment might be “stranded” if the
Commission prohibited continued operations in the 3400-3450 MHz portion of the band and argued
reimbursement might be justified if equipment were stranded. 396 Because we today permit amateur
operations to continue on a secondary basis in the 3400-3450 MHz portion of the band, this specific
reimbursement issue is moot. More generally, we decline to require 3.45 GHz Service licensees to
reimburse amateur users for any potential costs related to their transitions to other amateur bands given
the vastly different situation of amateur operators as compared to secondary, non-federal radiolocation
operators in the band. As we noted above, requiring reimbursement of secondary users’ relocation
expenses is itself a departure from Commission precedent; we took this step for secondary, non-federal
radiolocation users given the very small number of licensees, the nature of the equipment they use for
their high-power weather radar systems, the public safety benefits they provide and the risk to life and
property from potential interruption to that service, 397 and the relatively minimal costs of relocating these
five incumbent systems as compared to the value of this spectrum for flexible-use services. Similar
exigent circumstances do not exist here with respect to the hundreds of amateur users in the band,
especially given that they have other options available to them within and outside the 3 GHz band.
168.
Section 316 Modification.—Finally, the FNPRM sought comment on whether the
Commission must modify amateur licenses pursuant to our section 316 authority in order to accomplish
our proposed changes to the amateur allocation. 398 No commenters addressed this question. In the
FNPRM, the Commission noted that, due to the unique nature of amateur licensing, there are no new
frequencies being specified for amateur operations; amateurs will instead be permitted to use any
frequency already allocated to amateur use. Amateur service operators are granted licenses of a particular
class, not a license to operate on particular frequencies.399 Further, because of this bifurcation of the
band, amateur operators should require only minimal software changes to their operations, if any changes
are required at all. For these reasons, we conclude that the changes to our part 2 and part 97 rules already
394
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While some amateur license holders provide some public safety communications services, see ARRL Comments
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adopted in this proceeding, along with the part 2 rule changes being adopted today, are sufficient to
effectuate this change, and no section 316 license modification is necessary.
IV.

ORDER ON RECONSIDERATION

169.
In the Report and Order, the Commission adopted its proposal from the 2019 Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking in this proceeding to sunset the secondary amateur allocation in the 3300-3500
MHz band in order to make way for the use of this spectrum for commercial wireless services.400 It noted
that clearing all secondary, non-federal operations, including those of amateur operators, will allow the
maximum use of the band by flexible-use licensees, and that clearing the entire band, rather than simply
the portion being reallocated immediately, will prevent adjacent-channel interference and facilitate future
clearing of the entire band for flexible use. 401 However, in order to ensure that spectrum continues to be
used efficiently, in the FNPRM the Commission proposed, and indeed adopted as part of the Second
Report and Order here, a bifurcated sunset date for that allocation to allow amateur use to continue below
3450 MHz. 402
170.
ARRL, The National Association for Amateur Radio, seeks reconsideration of the
decision in the Report and Order to sunset the amateur allocation in order to clear the 3.3-3.5 GHz band.
In its petition, ARRL argues that the nature of amateur use is such that it will not cause harmful
interference to commercial wireless operations in the 3.45 GHz Service and that the public interest is not
served by removing amateur operations from spectrum not being actively considered for commercial
wireless use. 403 These arguments reiterate points made by ARRL in its original comments in this
proceeding. 404 CTIA opposes this petition on the grounds that it repeats arguments the Commission
previously rejected in the Report and Order and that it fails on the merits. 405 We agree and deny ARRL’s
request. 406
171.
Reconsideration “may be appropriate when the petitioner demonstrates that the original
order contains a material error or omission, or raises additional facts that were not known or did not exist
until after the petitioner’s last opportunity to present such matters.” 407 Petitions for reconsideration that
do not warrant consideration by the Commission include those that: “[f]ail to identify any material error,
omission, or reason warranting reconsideration; [r]ely on facts or arguments which have not been
previously presented to the Commission; [r]ely on arguments that have been fully considered and rejected
by the Commission within the same proceeding;” or “[r]elate to matters outside the scope of the order for
which reconsideration is sought[.]” 408
172.
We dismiss ARRL’s petition as procedurally deficient. The petition fails to identify a
material error or omission, raise facts not known before the last opportunity to present such matters, or
demonstrate that reconsideration would be in the public interest. Instead, ARRL’s petition simply repeats
400
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arguments previously raised, considered, and rejected during the initial comment period in this
proceeding. CTIA asserts that the petition should be rejected because it “recycles the same arguments
that the Commission already considered and rejected in the Order.” 409 As our rules make clear, the
Commission need not consider petitions for reconsideration that “merely repeat arguments we previously
. . . rejected.” 410 Indeed, ARRL’s claim that the Commission’s “conclusion that amateur operations are
incompatible with mobile and fixed services intended to be provided by the new non-federal primary
licensees” is conclusory shows that ARRL recognizes that the Commission did address its concerns and
reach a conclusion regarding them. 411 Simply repeating its assertion that secondary amateur operations
can coexist with flexible-use operations, both during deployment and beyond, is not a ground for
reconsideration of the Commission’s decision in the Report and Order.
173.
As an alternate and independent basis for our decision, ARRL’s petition also fails on the
merits. First, ARRL argues that the Commission’s decision in the Report and Order leaves large amounts
of spectrum “vacant.” This is not the case. Under the rules adopted here, amateur use will be permitted
to continue in the 150 megahertz between 3.3 GHz and 3.45 GHz until the Commission acts to adopt
rules permitting commercial wireless use of that part of the band, and flexible-use operations will
commence in the spectrum between 3.45-3.55 GHz. All spectrum in which amateur operations are
ceasing operation will remain in use. The entire band will also continue to be used for federal operations.
CTIA agrees and states that the Commission has provided users “ample time to relocate because the
sunset date will not occur for the upper portion of the 3.3-3.5 GHz band until after the 3.45-3.55 GHz
band auction is completed” and amateur use in the lower portion may continue until a future date to be set
later in the proceeding. 412 As a result of this decision, no spectrum will be left “vacant,” and that which is
not actively in use at any particular time has been removed from amateur access in order to provide for
full flexibility in use by 3.45 GHz Service licensees.
174.
Second, ARRL argues that the Commission’s grounds for rejecting its claims were
“conclusory” and “depart[] from its earlier spectrum policy,” such as the Emerging Technology
framework, because the Commission in the Emerging Technologies Order encouraged spectrum sharing
and “did not sweep away incumbent users on a date certain as is done in this proceeding.” 413 We
disagree. While it is true that some band reallocations done under the Emerging Technologies framework
permitted incumbent operations to continue while new entrants deployed, the Emerging Technologies
framework represents a broad set of tools that the Commission uses to facilitate the process of making

409
CTIA Opposition to Petition for Reconsideration at 2, 3-5 (citing 3.1-3.55 GHz R&O and FNPRM, 35 FCC Rcd
at 11090-91, paras. 34, 37). Specifically, CTIA explains that the Commission rejected ARRL’s claim that amateur
operations should be permitted to continue unless and until an actual potential for interference exists because
“[d]oing so would be contrary to the Commission’s goal of auctioning spectrum that has been cleared to the greatest
extent possible to maximize its utility for flexible use.” See 3.1-3.55 GHz R&O and FNPRM, 35 FCC Rcd at 11090,
para. 34. CTIA also asserts that the Commission rejected ARRL’s claim that other bands are not sufficient to
accommodate those users by explaining that “[a]mateur stations are permitted to operate in many different bands;
amateur stations operating in the 3 GHz band have several other nearby bands available to them with similar
propagation characteristics.” Id. at 11091, para. 37.
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spectrum available for new uses. 414 The application of specific relocation and cost-sharing processes
under the framework generally varies for each frequency band and is based on the types of incumbent
licensees and the particular characteristics of the band. While we agree with ARRL that certain
provisions of the Emerging Technologies Order were “highly successful in accomplishing the transition
to PCS in the 2 GHz bands,” the Commission is required by the Administrative Procedure Act to “provide
the essential facts upon which its decisions are based and explanations with actual facts and evidence
beyond merely repeating conclusory statements,” as ARRL explains in its Reply. 415
175.
Contrary to ARRL’s claims that the Commission’s reasoning was “conclusory,” ARRL’s
proposal to apply certain provisions of the 1993 Emerging Technologies Order—without accounting for
the differences between the transition to PCS in the 2 GHz band and the 3.45 GHz reallocation—is
conclusory and unreasoned. In adopting a new framework for the 3.45 GHz band, the Commission did
just that: we considered the technical characteristics of the band, the feasibility of sharing spectrum
between incumbent and incoming operations, and the alternate spectrum available to those incumbents.
In this case, the rapid deployment of flexible-use operations in this band, and the provision of full
flexibility for new wireless broadband deployment, are critical to making the most of the extensive work
being done across the federal government to open this band for flexible use. The Commission’s decision
to sunset the secondary amateur allocation in the 3.3-3.5 GHz band in order to make way for the use of
this spectrum for flexible-use wireless services and to adopt a bifurcated sunset date to allow amateur use
to continue below 3450 MHz is supported by the unique circumstances and particular characteristics of
the band.
176.
Further, as noted in the Report and Order, amateur operators have alternate spectrum,
including in the 3 GHz band, in which to conduct their operations without creating interference concerns
and notification requirements for flexible-use wireless licensees. CTIA agrees with the Commission’s
reasoning that requires amateur operators to relocate by a sunset date, stating that this approach is
“entirely reasonable because amateur operators can move to myriad other bands that have an amateur
allocation.” 416 As the Commission explained in the Report and Order, the record strongly favored a full
clearing of the band before the grant of new flexible-use licenses in order to avoid reducing the
deployment flexibility of new flexible-use licensees. 417 This is due to the different nature of flexible-use
operations relative to federal radiolocation operations, and the different spectrum available for secondary
use with the change in primary user of this band. 418 With respect to this band, the Commission in the
Report and Order found, and we affirm here, that allowing amateur operations to continue until each
individual frequency is put in use by a new 3.45 GHz Service licensee in that specific location would
place an unnecessary burden on new licensees to ascertain the location and nature of amateur operations
and provide proper notice to them. The Commission agreed with the concerns about burdens on licensees
created by ARRL’s proposal and believed that relying on amateurs to design their systems so as not to
interfere with commercial operations would unreasonably restrain the flexibility commercial wireless
licensees expect when spectrum rights are awarded at auction and is not in the public interest. Allowing
414
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maximal flexibility in network design, deployment, and operation “will increase investment in
communications services and systems and technological development by providing maximum
opportunities for deployment of flexible-use services.” 419 We find that ARRL has offered nothing in its
petition to rebut the Commission’s conclusions.
177.
ARRL argues that alternative spectrum may not be suitable for several specific amateur
uses, including propagation studies and related weak signal and moon bounce operations, “since by their
nature they are dependent upon and studying the particular properties of the 3.3-3.5 GHz spectrum.” 420
As the Commission made clear in the Report and Order, amateur stations operating in the 3 GHz band
have several other nearby bands available to them with similar propagation characteristics. 421 ARRL
notes in its reply that some amateur uses cannot be replicated in the numerous other spectrum bands
available for amateur operations; to the extent that this is true, it is nonetheless outweighed by benefits of
full clearing of this spectrum—ensuring that the spectrum is used intensely and efficiently, creating a
spectral environment that will support wireless broadband operations, and promoting commercial interest
and investment in the band.
178.
The Commission made clear in the Report and Order that the full clearing of spectrum is
necessary to ensure the intensive and efficient use of spectrum, create a spectral environment that will
support wireless broadband operations, and promote commercial interest and investment in the band.” 422
ARRL has provided no new argument as to why this decision is incorrect or not in the public interest, and
we therefore deny its petition for reconsideration.
V.

PROCEDURAL MATTERS

179.
Ex Parte Presentations. The proceeding shall be treated as a “permit-but-disclose”
proceeding in accordance with the Commission’s ex parte rules. Persons making ex parte presentations
must file a copy of any written presentation or a memorandum summarizing any oral presentation within
two business days after the presentation (unless a different deadline applicable to the Sunshine period
applies). Persons making oral ex parte presentations are reminded that memoranda summarizing the
presentation must: (1) list all persons attending or otherwise participating in the meeting at which the ex
parte presentation was made, and (2) summarize all data presented and arguments made during the
presentation. If the presentation consisted in whole or in part of the presentation of data or arguments
already reflected in the presenter’s written comments, memoranda or other filings in the proceeding, the
presenter may provide citations to such data or arguments in his or her prior comments, memoranda, or
other filings (specifying the relevant page and/or paragraph numbers where such data or arguments can be
found) in lieu of summarizing them in the memorandum. Documents shown or given to Commission
staff during ex parte meetings are deemed to be written ex parte presentations and must be filed
consistent with rule 1.1206(b). In proceedings governed by rule 1.49(f) or for which the Commission has
made available a method of electronic filing, written ex parte presentations and memoranda summarizing
oral ex parte presentations, and all attachments thereto, must be filed through the electronic comment
filing system available for that proceeding, and must be filed in their native format (e.g., .doc, .xml, .ppt,
searchable .pdf). Participants in this proceeding should familiarize themselves with the Commission’s ex
parte rules.
180.
Comment Period and Filing Procedures. Pursuant to sections 1.415 and 1.419 of the
Commission’s rules, 47 CFR §§ 1.415, 1.419, interested parties may file protest of the proposed
modifications no later than thirty (30) days after publication of this Report and Order in the Federal
419
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Register. Protests may be filed using the Commission’s Electronic Comment Filing System (ECFS). See
Electronic Filing of Documents in Rulemaking Proceedings, 63 FR 24121 (1998).
•

Electronic filers: Comments may be filed electronically using the Internet by accessing
the ECFS: http://apps.fcc.gov/ecfs/.

•

Paper filers: Parties who choose to file by paper must file an original and one copy of
each filing.

•

All filings must be addressed to the Commission’s Secretary, Office of the Secretary,
Federal Communications Commission.

•

o

Commercial overnight mail (other than U.S. Postal Service Express Mail and
Priority Mail) must be sent to 9050 Junction Drive, Annapolis Junction, MD
20701.

o

U.S. Postal Service first-class, Express, and Priority mail must be addressed to 45
L St NE, Washington, DC 20554.

Effective March 19, 2020, and until further notice, the Commission no longer accepts any
hand or messenger delivered filings. This is a temporary measure taken to help protect
the health and safety of individuals, and to mitigate the transmission of COVID-19. See
FCC Announces Closure of FCC Headquarters Open Window and Change in HandDelivery Policy, Public Notice, DA 20-304 (March 19, 2020),
https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-closes-headquarters-open-window-and-changes-handdelivery-policy.
o

During the time the Commission’s building is closed to the general public and
until further notice, if more than one docket or rulemaking number appears in the
caption of a proceeding, paper filers need not submit two additional copies for
each additional docket or rulemaking number; an original and one copy are
sufficient.

o

After COVID-19 restrictions are lifted, the Commission has established that
hand-carried documents are to be filed at the Commission’s office located at
9050 Junction Drive, Annapolis Junction, MD 20701. This will be the only
location where hand-carried paper filings for the Commission will be accepted.423

181.
People with Disabilities. To request materials in accessible formats for people with
disabilities (braille, large print, electronic files, audio format), send an e-mail to fcc504@fcc.gov or call
the Consumer & Governmental Affairs Bureau at 202-418-0530 (voice), 202-418-0432 (tty).
182.
Regulatory Flexibility Act. The Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980, as amended (RFA),
requires that an agency prepare a regulatory flexibility analysis for notice and comment rulemakings,
unless the agency certifies that “the rule will not, if promulgated, have a significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities.” Accordingly, we have prepared a Final Regulatory Flexibility
Analysis (FRFA) concerning the potential impact of rule and policy changes adopted in the Report and
Order on small entities. The FRFA is set forth in Appendix B.
183.
Paperwork Reduction Act Analysis. This Report and Order contains new or modified
information collection requirements subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (PRA), Public Law
104-13. Further, it does contain any new or modified information collection burden for small business
concerns with fewer than 25 employees, pursuant to the Small Business Paperwork Relief Act of 2002,
Public Law 107-198, see 44 U.S.C. § 3506(c)(4).

423
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184.
Congressional Review Act. [The Commission will submit this draft Second Report and
Order, Order on Reconsideration, and Order of Proposed Modification to the Administrator of the Office
of Information and Regulatory Affairs, Office of Management and Budget, for concurrence as to whether
this rule is “major” or “non-major” under the Congressional Review Act, 5 U.S.C. § 804(2).] The
Commission will send a copy of this Second Report and Order, Order on Reconsideration, and Order of
Proposed Modification to Congress and the Government Accountability Office pursuant to 5 U.S.C. §
801(a)(1)(A).
185.
Further Information. For additional information on this proceeding, contact Joyce Jones
of the Mobility Division, Wireless Telecommunication Bureau, at joyce.jones@fcc.gov or (202) 4181327 or Ira Keltz of the Office of Engineering and Technology, at ira.keltz@fcc.gov or (202) 418-0616.
VI.

ORDERING CLAUSES

186.
IT IS ORDERED, pursuant to sections 1, 4(i), 157, 301, 303, 307, 308, 309, 310, 316, of
the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, as well as the Commercial Spectrum Enhancement Act,
Pub. L. 108-494, 118 Stat. 3986 (Dec. 23, 2004) as amended, and the MOBILE NOW Act, Pub. L. 115141, 132 Stat. 1098, Div. P, Title VI, § 603 (Mar. 23, 2018), 47 U.S.C. §§ 151, 154(i), 157, 301, 303, 307,
308, 309, 310, 316, 923(g), and 928 and 1502, and by the Beat China by Harnessing Important, National
Airwaves for 5G Act of 2020, Pub. L. 116-260, Division FF, Title IX, Sec. 905 that this Second Report
and Order, Order on Reconsideration, and Order of Proposed Modification IS ADOPTED.
187.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the rules and requirements as adopted herein ARE
ADOPTED, effective sixty (60) days after publication in the Federal Register; and that the Order of
Proposed Modification is effective as of the date of publication in the Federal Register; provided
however, that sections 2.106, 27.14, 27.1603, 27.1605, and 27.1607 of the Commission’s rules, which
contain new or modified information collection requirements that require review by the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) under the Paperwork Reduction Act, will not become effective until the
effective date for those information collections is announced in a document published in the Federal
Register after the Commission receives OMB approval. The Commission delegates authority to the
Wireless Telecommunications Bureau to issue such document and to cause sections 2.106, 27.14,
27.1603, 27.1605, and 27.1607 to be revised accordingly.
188.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, pursuant to Sections 309 and 316 of the
Communications Act of 1934, as amended, 47 U.S.C. §§ 309 and 316, in the Order of Proposed
Modification the Commission proposes that the licenses and authorizations of all secondary, non-federal
radiolocation licenses in the 3.3-3.55 GHz band will be modified pursuant to the conditions specified in
this Second Report and Order at paragraph [162]. These modification conditions will be effective 60 days
after publication of this Second Report and Order, Order on Reconsideration, and Order of Proposed
Modification in the Federal Register, provided, however, that in the event any secondary, non-federal
radiolocation licensee who believes that its license or permit would be modified by this proposed action,
seeks to protest this proposed modification pursuant to the procedures above, the proposed license
modifications specified in this Second Report and Order, Order on Reconsideration, and Order of
Proposed Modification and contested by the licensee shall not be made final as to such licensee unless
and until the Commission orders otherwise. Pursuant to section 316(a)(1) of the Communications Act of
1934, as amended, 47 U.S.C. § 316(a)(1), publication of this Second Report and Order in the Federal
Register shall constitute notification in writing of our Order proposing the modification of the secondary,
non-federal radiolocation licenses, and of the grounds and reasons therefore, and those licenses and any
other party seeking to file a protest pursuant to section 316 shall have 30 days from the date of such
publication to protest such Order.
189.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, pursuant to sections 309 and 316 of the
Communications Act of 1934, as amended, 47 U.S.C. §§ 309 and 316, that following the final
modification of each secondary, non-federal radiolocation license, the Wireless Telecommunications
Bureau shall modify each such license as necessary in order to provide for its new frequency assignment.
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190.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Commission’s Consumer and Governmental
Affairs Bureau, Reference Information Center, SHALL SEND a copy of this Second Report and Order,
Order on Reconsideration and Order of Proposed Modification including the Final Regulatory Flexibility
Analysis, to the Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the Small Business Administration.
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Marlene H. Dortch
Secretary
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APPENDIX A
Final Rules
The Federal Communications Commission amends 47 CFR parts 1, 2, and 27 as follows:
PART 1 – PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
1.

The authority citation for Part 1 continues to read as follows:

AUTHORITY: [TO BE INSERTED PRIOR TO PUBLICATION OF SUMMARY IN FEDERAL
REGISTER.].
2.
follows:

Amend § 1.907 by revising the definition of “Covered geographic licenses” to read as

§ 1.907 Definitions.
*****
Covered geographic licenses. Covered geographic licenses consist of the following services: 1.4
GHz Service (part 27, subpart I of this chapter); 1.6 GHz Service (part 27, subpart J); 24 GHz Service and
Digital Electronic Message Services (part 101, subpart G of this chapter); 218-219 MHz Service (part 95,
subpart F, of this chapter); 220-222 MHz Service, excluding public safety licenses (part 90, subpart T, of
this chapter); 600 MHz Service (part 27, subpart N); 700 MHz Commercial Services (part 27, subparts F
and H); 700 MHz Guard Band Service (part 27, subpart G); 800 MHz Specialized Mobile Radio Service
(part 90, subpart S); 900 MHz Specialized Mobile Radio Service (part 90, subpart S); 900 MHz
Broadband Service (part 27, subpart P); 3.45 GHz Service (part 27, subpart Q); 3.7 GHz Service (part 27,
subpart O); Advanced Wireless Services (part 27, subparts K and L); Air-Ground Radiotelephone Service
(Commercial Aviation) (part 22, subpart G, of this chapter); Broadband Personal Communications
Service (part 24, subpart E, of this chapter); Broadband Radio Service (part 27, subpart M); Cellular
Radiotelephone Service (part 22, subpart H); Citizens Broadband Radio Service (part 96, subpart C, of
this chapter); Dedicated Short Range Communications Service, excluding public safety licenses (part 90,
subpart M); Educational Broadband Service (part 27, subpart M); H Block Service (part 27, subpart K);
Local Multipoint Distribution Service (part 101, subpart L); Multichannel Video Distribution and Data
Service (part 101, subpart P); Multilateration Location and Monitoring Service (part 90, subpart M);
Multiple Address Systems (EAs) (part 101, subpart O); Narrowband Personal Communications Service
(part 24, subpart D); Paging and Radiotelephone Service (part 22, subpart E; part 90, subpart P); VHF
Public Coast Stations, including Automated Maritime Telecommunications Systems (part 80, subpart J, of
this chapter); Upper Microwave Flexible Use Service (part 30 of this chapter); and Wireless
Communications Service (part 27, subpart D of this chapter).
*****
3.

Amend § 1.9005 by

a. Removing the word “and” at the end of paragraph (ll);
b. Removing the period at the end of paragraph (mm) and adding a semi-colon;
*

This document has been circulated for tentative consideration by the Commission at its March 2021 open meeting.
The issues referenced in this document and the Commission’s ultimate resolution of those issues remain under
consideration and subject to change. This document does not constitute any official action by the Commission.
However, the Acting Chairwoman has determined that, in the interest of promoting the public’s ability to understand
the nature and scope of issues under consideration, the public interest would be served by making this document
publicly available. The FCC’s ex parte rules apply and presentations are subject to “permit-but-disclose” ex parte
rules. See, e.g., 47 C.F.R. §§ 1.1206, 1.1200(a). Participants in this proceeding should familiarize themselves with
the Commission’s ex parte rules, including the general prohibition on presentations (written and oral) on matters
listed on the Sunshine Agenda, which is typically released a week prior to the Commission’s meeting. See 47 CFR
§§ 1.1200(a), 1.1203.
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c. Removing the period at the end of the paragraph (nn) and adding a semi-colon;
d. Removing the period at the end of paragraph (oo) and adding and “; and” in its place; and
e. Adding paragraph (pp).
The addition reads as follows:
§ 1.9005 Included services.
*****
(pp) The 3.45 GHz Service in the 3.45-3.55 GHz band (part 27 of this chapter).
PART 2 – FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS AND RADIO TREATY MATTERS; GENERAL
RULES AND REGULATIONS
4.

The authority citation for part 2 continues to read as follows:

AUTHORITY: [TO BE INSERTED PRIOR TO PUBLICATION OF SUMMARY IN FEDERAL
REGISTER.].
5.
Amend § 2.106 by revising pages 40 and 41 of the Table of Frequency Allocations,
adding footnotes US103 and US431B, and revising footnote US108 in the list of United States (US)
Footnotes to read as follows:
§ 2.106 Table of Frequency Allocations.
*****

66

2670-2690
FIXED 5.410
MOBILE except aeronautical
mobile 5.384A
Earth exploration-satellite
(passive)
Radio astronomy
Space research (passive)

2670-2690
FIXED 5.410
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
(space-to-Earth) 5.208B 5.415
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
5.384A
Earth exploration-satellite (passive)
Radio astronomy
Space research (passive)

5.149 5.412
5.149
2690-2700
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (passive)
RADIO ASTRONOMY
SPACE RESEARCH (passive)

2670-2690
FIXED 5.410
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space) 5.415
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile 5.384A
MOBILE-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
5.351A 5.419
Earth exploration-satellite (passive)
Radio astronomy
Space research (passive)
5.149

US205
US385
2690-2700
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (passive)
RADIO ASTRONOMY US74
SPACE RESEARCH (passive)

5.340 5.422
2700-2900
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION 5.337
Radiolocation

US246
2700-2900
METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION 5.337 US18
Radiolocation G2

5.423 5.424
2900-3100
RADIOLOCATION 5.424A
RADIONAVIGATION 5.426

5.423 G15
2900-3100
RADIOLOCATION 5.424A G56
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION

5.423 US18
2900-3100
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION
Radiolocation US44

5.425 5.427
3100-3300
RADIOLOCATION
Earth exploration-satellite (active)
Space research (active)

5.427 US44 US316
3100-3300
RADIOLOCATION G59
Earth exploration-satellite (active)
Space research (active)

5.427 US316
3100-3300
Earth exploration-satellite (active)
Space research (active)
Radiolocation

US342
3300-3500
RADIOLOCATION G2

US342
3300-3450

5.149 5.428
3300-3400
RADIOLOCATION

5.149 5.429 5.429A 5.429B
5.430
3400-3600
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(space-to-Earth)
MOBILE except aeronautical
mobile 5.430A
Radiolocation

3300-3400
RADIOLOCATION
Amateur
Fixed
Mobile

3300-3400
RADIOLOCATION
Amateur

5.149 5.429C 5.429D
3400-3500
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
5.431A 5.431B
Amateur
Radiolocation 5.433

5.149 5.429 5.429E 5.429F
3400-3500
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)
Amateur
Mobile 5.432 5.432B
Radiolocation 5.433

5.282

5.282 5.432A

US103 US108 US342
3450-3600
FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
US103 US108 US342 US431B

5.341
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2700-2900

US103 US105 US108 US433
US431B

Aviation (87)

Maritime (80)
Private Land Mobile
(90)
Private Land Mobile
(90)

Wireless Communications (27)
Citizens Broadband
(96)
Page 40

Table of Frequency Allocations
Region 1 Table
3400-3600 MHz: see
previous page

3600-4200
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(space-to-Earth)
Mobile

International Table
Region 2 Table
3500-3600
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(space-to-Earth)
MOBILE except aeronautical
mobile 5.431B
Radiolocation 5.433
3600-3700
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(space-to-Earth)
MOBILE except aeronautical
mobile 5.434
Radiolocation 5.433

3500-5460 MHz (SHF)
Region 3 Table
3500-3600
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
5.433A
Radiolocation 5.433
3600-3700
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
Radiolocation

5.435
3700-4200
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile

United States Table
Non-Federal Table
3450-3600 MHz: see previous page

Federal Table
3500-3550
RADIOLOCATION G59
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
(ground-based) G110
US103 US108 US431B
3550-3650
RADIOLOCATION G59
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
(ground-based) G110

US105 US107 US245 US433
3650-3700

US109 US349
3700-4200

4200-4400
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R) 5.436
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION 5.438
5.437 5.439 5.440
4400-4500
FIXED
MOBILE 5.440A
4500-4800
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) 5.441
MOBILE 5.440A
4800-4990
FIXED
MOBILE 5.440A 5.441A 5.441B 5.442
Radio astronomy

4200-4400
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION

5.149 5.339 5.443
4990-5000
FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
RADIO ASTRONOMY
Space research (passive)
5.149

5.339 US342 US385 G122
4990-5000
RADIO ASTRONOMY US74
Space research (passive)

5.440 US261
4400-4940
FIXED
MOBILE

US113 US245 US342
4940-4990

US246
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3600-3650
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) US107
US245
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
US105 US433
3650-3700
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) NG169
NG185
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
US109 US349
3700-4000
FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
NG182 NG457A
4000-4200
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) NG457A
NG182

Page 41
FCC Rule Part(s)

Satellite
Communications (25)
Citizens Broadband (96)

Wireless
Communications (27)
Satellite
Communications (25)
Aviation (87)

4400-4500
4500-4800
FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth)
5.441 US245
4800-4940
US113 US342
4940-4990
FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
5.339 US342 US385

Public Safety Land
Mobile (90Y)
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*****
UNITED STATES (US) FOOTNOTES
*****
US103 In the band 3300-3550 MHz, non-Federal stations in the radiolocation service that were
licensed (or licensed pursuant to applications accepted for filing) before February 22, 2019 may continue
to operate on a secondary basis until 180 days after the issuance of the first flexible-use licenses in the
3.45 GHz Service. No new assignments shall be made. In the band 3300-3500 MHz, stations in the
amateur service may continue to operate on a secondary basis until new flexible-use licenses are issued
for operation in the band in which they operate. Amateur operations between 3450 MHz and 3500 MHz
must cease within 90 days of the public notice announcing the close of the auction for the 3.45 GHz
Service. Stations in the amateur service may continue to operate in the band 3300-3450 MHz on a
secondary basis while the band’s future uses are finalized, but stations in the amateur service may be
required to cease operations in the band 3300-3450 MHz at any time if the amateur service causes
harmful interference to flexible use operations.
*****
US108 In the band 10-10.5 GHz, survey operations, using transmitters with a peak power not to
exceed five watts into the antenna, may be authorized for Federal and non-Federal use on a secondary
basis to other Federal radiolocation operations.
*****
US431B The band 3450-3550 MHz is allocated on a primary basis to the Federal radiolocation
service and to the non-Federal fixed and mobile, except aeronautical mobile, services on a nationwide
basis. Federal operations in the band 3450-3550 MHz shall not cause harmful interference to non-Federal
operations, except under the following circumstances.—
Cooperative Planning Areas. Cooperative Planning Areas are geographic locations in which nonFederal operations shall coordinate with Federal systems in the band to deploy non-Federal operations in
a manner that shall not cause harmful interference to Federal systems operating in the band. In addition,
operators of non-Federal stations may be required to modify their operations (e.g., reduce power, filtering,
adjust antenna pointing angles, shielding, etc.) to protect Federal operations against harmful interference
and to avoid, where possible, interference and potential damage to the non-Federal operators’ systems. In
these areas, non-Federal operations may not claim interference protection from Federal systems. Federal
and non-Federal operators may reach mutually acceptable operator-to-operator agreements to permit more
extensive non-Federal use by identifying and mutually agreeing upon a technical approach that mitigates
the interference risk to Federal operations. To the extent possible, Federal use in Cooperative Planning
Areas will be chosen to minimize operational impact on non-Federal users. Appendix A to part 2
identifies the locations of Cooperative Planning Areas, including, for information, those with high
powered Federal operations. Cooperative Planning Areas may also be Periodic Use Areas as described
below. Coordination between Federal users and non-Federal licensees in Cooperative Planning Areas
shall be consistent with rules and procedures established by the FCC and NTIA.—
Periodic Use Areas. Periodic Use Areas are geographic locations in which non-Federal operations in
the band shall not cause harmful interference to Federal systems operating in the band for episodic
periods. During these times and in these areas, Federal users will require interference protection from
non-Federal operations. Operators of non-Federal stations may be required to temporarily modify their
operations (e.g., reduce power, filtering, adjust antenna pointing angles, shielding, etc.) to protect Federal
operations from harmful interference, which may include restrictions on non-Federal stations’ ability to
radiate at certain locations during specific periods of time. During such episodic use, non-Federal users in
Periodic Use Areas must alter their operations to avoid harmful interference to Federal systems’
temporary use of the band, and during such times, non-Federal operations may not claim interference
protection from Federal systems. Federal and non-Federal operators may reach mutually acceptable
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operator-to-operator agreements such that a Federal operator may not need to activate a Periodic Use
Area if a mutually agreeable technical approach mitigates the interference risk to Federal operations. To
the extent possible, Federal use in Periodic Use Areas will be chosen to minimize operational impact on
non-Federal users. Coordination between Federal users and non-Federal licensees in Periodic Use Areas
shall be consistent with rules and procedures established by the FCC and NTIA. While all Periodic Use
Areas are co-located with Cooperative Planning Areas, the exact geographic area used during periodic use
may differ from the co-located Cooperative Planning Area. The geographic locations of Periodic Use
Areas are identified in Appendix A to part 2. Restrictions and authorizations for the Cooperative
Planning Areas remain in effect during periodic use unless specifically relieved in the coordination
process.
*****
6. Add Appendix A to part 2 to read as follows
Appendix A to part 2 – Table: Department of Defense Cooperative Planning Areas and Periodic
Use Areas
The following table identifies the coordinates for the location of each Cooperative Planning Area (CPA)
and Periodic Use Area (PUA) described in US431B in the list of United States (U.S.) Footnotes in
Section 2.106 of this part. An area may be represented as either a polygon made up of several
corresponding coordinates or a circle represented by a center point and a radius. If a CPA has a
corresponding PUA, the PUA coordinates are provided. A location marked with an asterisk (*) indicates
a high-power federal radiolocation facility. If a location includes a Shipboard Electronic Systems
Evaluation Facility (SESEF) attached to a homeport, it specifies the associated SESEF.
For the CPA at Little Rock, AR, after approximately 12 months from the close of the auction, nonFederal operations shall coordinate with Federal systems in only the 3450-3490 MHz band segment and
the 3490-3550 MHz band segment will be available for non-federal use without coordination. At Fort
Bragg, NC, non-Federal operations shall coordinate with Federal systems in only the 3450-3490 MHz
band segment.

Location name
Little Rock

State

CPA

PUA

Latitude

Longitude

AR

Yes

-

37° 28’ 34”
37° 42’ 55”
36° 38’ 29”
34° 57’ 57”
32° 09’ 36”
31° 51’ 52”
32° 12’ 11”
33° 42’ 22”
35° 17’ 35”
36° 12’ 18”

94° 28’ 24”
88° 54’ 36”
87° 52’ 34”
88° 09’ 26”
92° 06’ 54”
93° 10’ 35”
94° 37’ 07”
95° 49’ 52”
96° 23’ 06”
96° 08’ 46”
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Radius
(km)
N/A
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State

CPA

PUA

Latitude

Longitude

Yuma Complex
(includes Yuma Proving
Grounds and MCAS Yuma)

AZ

Yes

Yes

Camp Pendleton
Edwards Air Force Base

CA
CA

Yes
Yes

Yes

National Training Center

CA

Yes

Yes

Naval Air Weapons Station,
China Lake*

CA

Yes

Yes

Point Mugu
San Diego*
(includes Point Loma SESEF
range)

CA
CA

Yes
Yes

Yes
-

Twentynine Palms

CA

Yes

-

33° 36' 44"
34° 03' 08"
34° 03' 56"
33° 26' 54"
32° 51' 17"
32° 16' 54"
32° 14' 39"
32° 20' 06"
32° 28' 30"
32° 53' 20"
33° 21’ 46”
35º 19’ 16”
35º 17’ 54”
35º 11’ 43”
35º 00’ 52”
34º 44’ 17”
34º 34’ 16”
34º 26’ 55”
34º 28’ 59”
34º 41’ 36”
35º 07’ 32”
36°0 3' 31"
36° 03' 09"
35° 41' 46"
35° 07' 24"
34° 42' 43"
34° 44' 22"
35° 02' 28"
35° 34' 49"
36º 36’ 42”
35º 54’ 45”
35º 00’ 01”
34º 54’ 34”
35º 44’ 22”
36º 30’ 18”
34° 06’ 44”
33° 4' 10"
32° 27' 19"
32° 33' 29"
32° 47' 16"
33° 1' 20"
33° 20' 36"
33° 24' 36"
32° 52' 54"
33° 04' 10"
34° 06’ 44”

115° 10' 44"
114° 41' 08"
114° 05' 56"
113° 03' 54"
113° 02' 17"
113° 45' 54"
114° 40' 39"
114° 55' 06"
115° 02' 30"
115° 09' 20"
117° 25’25”
118º 03’ 16”
117º 26’ 54”
117º 15’ 43”
117º 10’ 52”
117º 10’ 17”
117º 19’ 16”
117º 47’ 55”
118º 16’ 59”
118º 28’ 36”
118º 25’ 32”
117° 00' 45"
116° 20' 43"
115° 44' 31"
115° 44' 09"
116° 17' 58"
117° 05' 19"
117° 35' 18"
117° 27' 37"
117º 20’ 42”
116º 31’ 45”
116º 39’ 01”
117º 26’ 34”
118º 17’ 22”
118º 07’ 18”
119° 06’ 36”
117° 35' 40"
118° 0' 37"
116° 51' 8"
116° 28' 5"
116° 31' 5"
116° 47' 10"
117° 0' 51"
117° 9' 35"
117° 35' 40"
116° 06' 36"
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Radius
(km)
N/A

50
N/A

N/A

N/A

38
N/A
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State

CPA

PUA

Latitude

Longitude

Eglin Air Force Base (includes
Santa Rosa Island & Cape San
Blas site)

FL

Yes

Yes

Eglin and Santa
Rosa Island:
30º 29’ 28.5”
Cape San Blas:
29º 40’ 37”

Mayport* (includes Mayport
SESEF range)
Pensacola*
Joint Readiness Training Center

FL

Yes

-

30° 23’ 42”

Eglin and
Santa Rosa
Island:
86º 45’ 00”
Cape San
Blas:
85º 20’ 50”
81° 24’ 41”

FL
LA

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

MD
MD

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

MD

Yes

Yes

30° 20' 50
31° 54' 23"
31° 50' 54"
31° 18' 13"
30° 46' 33"
30° 29' 14"
30° 46' 22"
31° 25' 16"
38° 39' 24"
38° 26' 22"
38° 51' 51"
38° 28' 11"
38° 03' 40"
37° 45' 33"
37° 34' 34"
37° 38' 10"
38° 09' 32"
38° 18' 46"
38° 26' 59"
38° 33’ 38”
39° 11’ 10”
38° 38’ 51”
37° 52’ 13”
37° 29’ 44”
37° 10’ 24”
37° 20’ 05”
38° 01’ 11”
38° 20’ 54”
38° 35’ 47”
38° 08' 41"

87° 18' 40"
93° 20' 53"
92° 52' 46"
92° 26' 31"
92° 28' 32"
93° 4' 1"
93° 41' 26"
94° 3' 19"
76° 31' 41"
76° 14' 12"
75° 48' 34"
75° 28' 53"
75° 30' 31"
75° 45' 50"
76° 20' 09"
76° 44' 37"
76° 29' 28"
76° 34' 36"
76° 26' 27"
76° 07’ 29”
75° 29’ 28”
75° 00’ 40”
75° 03’ 24”
75° 22’ 25”
76° 16’ 42”
77° 06’ 52”
76° 36’ 06”
76° 46’ 41”
76° 30’ 02”
76° 26' 03"

Chesapeake Beach*
Naval Air Station, Patuxent
River

CPA

PUA

St. Inigoes*
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Radius
(km)
35

64
93
N/A

95
N/A
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State

CPA

PUA

Latitude

Longitude

Bath*

ME

Yes

Yes

Pascagoula*
Camp Lejeune
Cherry Point
Fort Bragg

MS
NC
NC
NC

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
-

44° 02' 29"
43° 52' 27"
43° 48' 53"
43° 32' 50"
43° 27' 16"
43° 44' 26"
43° 54' 57"
44° 06' 56"
44° 17' 2"
44° 26' 54"
44° 36' 16"
44° 33' 45"
44° 57' 05"
44° 56' 27"
44° 32' 13"
44° 24' 08"
44° 02' 29"
30° 20' 42"

70° 10' 41"
70° 10' 29"
70° 01' 6"
69° 57' 30"
69° 42' 52"
69° 13' 52"
69° 24' 50"
69° 25' 13"
69° 16' 56"
69° 45' 13"
69° 56' 50"
70° 04' 01"
70° 14' 55"
70° 19' 38"
70° 08' 17"
70° 36' 36"
70° 10' 41"
88° 34' 17"

34° 37’ 51”
34° 54’ 57”
37° 35’ 01”
37° 45’ 56”
37° 22’ 33”
36° 38’ 56”
34° 43’ 13”
33° 29’ 44”
33° 24’ 04”
34° 01’ 05”
35° 27’ 24”
36° 27’ 46”

77° 24’ 28”
76° 53’ 24”
79° 31’ 19”
77° 14’ 14”
76° 18’ 30”
75° 51’ 26”
76° 15’ 37”
78° 29’ 53”
80° 29’ 07”
81° 23’ 49”
81° 37’ 00”
81° 22’ 49”

73

Radius
(km)
N/A

80
54
38
N/A
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State

CPA

PUA

Latitude

Longitude

Portsmouth*

NH

Yes

Yes

Moorestown*

NJ

Yes

Yes

42° 23' 06"
42° 25' 05"
42° 21' 36"
42° 18' 28"
42° 13' 01"
42° 06' 30"
42° 02' 54"
42° 08' 03"
42° 10' 25"
42° 15' 39"
42° 22' 44"
42° 34' 56"
42° 52' 26"
43° 13' 48"
43° 31' 21"
43° 45' 21"
43° 59' 20"
43° 36' 10"
43° 49' 27"
43° 27' 40"
43° 00' 57"
42° 44' 40"
42° 51' 47"
42° 33' 46"
42° 24' 24"
42° 23' 06"
40° 27' 26"
40° 02' 54"
39° 48' 19"
39° 38' 27"
39° 24' 59"
39° 17' 18"
39° 22' 16"
39° 29' 35"
39° 54' 43"
40° 15' 03"
40° 23' 29"
40° 42' 46"
40° 50' 59"
40° 52' 49"
40° 47' 42"
40° 33' 25"
40° 27' 26"

71° 10' 23"
71° 05' 43"
71° 00' 54"
70° 54' 35"
70° 44' 53"
70° 41' 11"
70° 37' 44"
70° 33' 35"
70° 20' 54"
70° 02' 39"
69° 48' 42"
69° 36' 01"
69° 26' 24"
69° 28' 18"
69° 40' 13"
70° 01' 31"
70° 30' 21"
70° 52' 5"
71° 15' 22"
71° 24' 47"
71° 53' 01"
71° 56' 37"
71° 27' 07"
71° 27' 12"
71° 21' 10"
71° 10' 23"
75° 42' 60"
75° 55' 12"
75° 55' 55"
75° 51' 48"
75° 21' 41"
74° 54' 9"
74° 27' 56"
74° 12' 59"
74° 00' 05"
74° 06' 20"
74° 08' 28"
74° 2'1 54"
74° 31' 36"
74° 42' 53"
75° 03' 00"
75° 28' 15"
75° 42' 60"

74

Radius
(km)
N/A

N/A
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Location name

State

CPA

PUA

Latitude

Longitude

White Sands Missile Range

NM

Yes

Yes

Nevada Test and Training
Range

NV

Yes

Yes

Fort Sill

OK

Yes

Yes

Tobyhanna Army Depot

PA

Yes

-

34° 35' 05"
34° 43' 50"
34° 43' 17"
34° 26' 28"
32° 36' 02"
31° 45' 47"
31° 18' 18"
31° 27' 23"
32° 38' 49"
33° 32' 40"
35° 58' 48"
36° 38' 22"
36° 22' 37"
36° 54' 03"
37° 58' 01"
38° 59' 48"
38° 58' 35"
37° 52' 34"
36° 20' 30"
36° 21' 15"
35° 03' 39"
35° 10' 31"
34° 42' 54"
34° 13' 49"
34° 13' 46"
34° 38' 26"
41° 30' 25"
41° 38' 51"
41° 31' 41"
41° 11' 31"
40° 52' 07"
40° 44' 53"
40° 51' 43"
41° 07' 40"

107° 06' 05"
106° 46' 50"
106° 03' 17"
105° 26' 28"
104° 55' 02"
105° 22' 47"
106° 06' 18"
106° 54' 23"
107° 25' 49"
107° 27' 40"
115° 31' 55"
116° 23' 51"
117° 41' 35"
117° 59' 18"
118° 01' 17"
116° 46' 01"
114° 49' 25"
113° 35' 46"
113° 39' 51"
115° 14' 23"
99° 02' 38"
98° 05' 47"
97° 45' 20"
98° 05' 49"
98° 56' 09"
99° 16' 57"
75° 51' 60"
75° 26' 33"
75° 1' 39"
74° 50' 07"
75° 1' 2"
75° 23' 50"
75° 48' 52"
76° 00' 38"

75

Radius
(km)
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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State

CPA

PUA

Latitude

Longitude

Dahlgren*

VA

Yes

Yes

Newport News*
Norfolk* (includes Fort Story
SESEF range)
Wallops Island*
Bremerton*

VA
VA

Yes
Yes

Yes
-

38° 23' 10"
38° 41' 25"
38° 46' 14"
38° 49' 37"
38° 50' 16"
38° 46' 30"
38° 49' 42"
38° 54' 42"
38° 55' 37"
38° 56' 05"
38° 44' 45"
38° 44' 22"
38° 35' 14"
38° 51' 04"
38° 26' 52"
38° 22' 59"
37° 59' 27"
37° 47' 08"
37° 54' 01"
38° 23' 10"
36° 58' 24"

76° 23' 21"
76° 35' 56"
76° 44' 44"
76° 54' 57"
76° 58' 18"
77° 01' 57"
77° 04' 08"
77° 7' 35"
77° 12' 04"
77° 23' 5"
77° 25' 23"
77° 28' 48"
77° 36' 11"
78° 12' 06"
78° 29' 02"
77° 42' 19"
77° 28' 26"
76° 53' 47"
76° 06' 14"
76° 23' 21"
76° 26' 07"

36° 56’ 24”

76° 19’ 55”

VA
WA

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

37° 51' 25"
47° 28' 40"
47° 31' 16"
47° 31' 13"
47° 34' 12"
47° 45' 36"
47° 59' 07"
48° 12' 20"
47° 39' 46"
47° 39' 12"
47° 45' 23"
47° 44' 48"
47° 57' 40"
47° 31' 15"
47° 35' 53"
47° 27' 33"
47° 27' 07"
47° 24' 25"
47° 23' 07"
47° 28' 33"
46° 50' 25"
46° 53' 09"
47° 28' 40"

75° 27' 59"
122° 31' 22"
122° 31' 26"
122° 32' 37"
122° 31' 52"
121° 32' 28"
121° 34' 09"
121° 44' 51"
122° 29' 60"
122° 34' 35"
122° 38' 09"
122° 45' 18"
122° 59' 06"
123° 16' 23"
122° 49' 28"
122° 55' 25"
122° 46' 16"
122° 42' 48"
122° 39' 18"
122° 33' 44"
121° 49' 24"
121° 44' 01"
122° 31' 22"

76

Radius
(km)
N/A

93
74
76
N/A
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Location name

State

CPA

PUA

Latitude

Longitude

Everett* (includes Ediz Hook
SESEF range)

WA

Yes

-

47° 51' 11"
47° 25' 13"
47° 54' 45"
47° 36' 60”
47° 51' 57"
48° 35' 49"
48° 00' 8"
47° 51' 10"

122° 57' 47"
123° 18' 6"
122° 10' 13"
121° 37' 60"
121° 22' 57"
122° 08' 13"
123° 29' 33"
122° 57' 47"

Radius
(km)
N/A

PART 27 – MISCELLANEOUS WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
7.

The authority citation for part 27 continues to read as follows:

AUTHORITY: [TO BE INSERTED PRIOR TO PUBLICATION OF SUMMARY IN FEDERAL
REGISTER.]
8.

Amend § 27.1 by adding paragraph (b)(17) to read as follows:

§ 27.1 Basis and purpose.
*****
(b) * * *
(17) 3450-3550 MHz.
*****
9.
Amend § 27.4 by adding in alphabetical order the definition for “3.45 GHz Service” to
read as follows:
§ 27.4 Terms and definitions.
3.45 GHz Service. A radiocommunication service licensed under this part for the frequency
bands specified in § 27.5(o) (3450-3550 MHz band).
*****
10.

Amend § 27.5 by adding paragraph (o) to read as follows:

§ 27.5 Frequencies.
*****
(o) 3450-3550 MHz band. The 3.45 GHz Service is licensed as five individual 20 megahertz
blocks available for assignment in the contiguous United States on a Partial Economic Area basis, see
§ 27.6(n).
11.

Amend § 27.6 by adding paragraph (n) to read as follows:

§ 27.6 Service areas.
*****
(n) 3450-3550 MHz Band. Service areas in the 3.45 GHz Service are based on Partial Economic
Areas (PEAs) as defined by appendix A to this subpart 27.
12.

Amend § 27.11 by adding paragraph (m) to read as follows:
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§ 27.11 Initial authorization.
*****
(m) 3450-3550 MHz band. Authorizations for licenses in the 3.45 GHz Service will be based on
Partial Economic Areas (PEAs), as specified in § 27.6(n), and the frequency blocks specified in § 27.5(o).
13.

Amend § 27.13 by adding paragraph (o) to read as follows:

§ 27.13 License period.
*****
(o) 3450-3550 MHz Band. Authorizations for licenses in the 3.45 GHz Service in the 3450-3550
MHz band will have a term not to exceed fifteen (15) years from the date of issuance.
14.
Amend § 27.14 by revising the first sentences of paragraphs (a) and (k), and adding
paragraph (w) to read as follows:
§ 27.14 Construction requirements.
(a) AWS and WCS licensees, with the exception of WCS licensees holding authorizations for the
600 MHz band, Block A in the 698-704 MHz and 728-734 MHz bands, Block B in the 704-710 MHz and
734-740 MHz bands, Block E in the 722-728 MHz band, Block C, C1 or C2 in the 746-757 MHz and
776-787 MHz bands, Block A in the 2305-2310 MHz and 2350-2355 MHz bands, Block B in the 23102315 MHz and 2355-2360 MHz bands, Block C in the 2315-2320 MHz band, Block D in the 2345-2350
MHz band, in the 3450-3550 MHz band, and in the 3700-3980 MHz band, and with the exception of
licensees holding AWS authorizations in the 1915-1920 MHz and 1995-2000 MHz bands, the 2000-2020
MHz and 2180-2200 MHz bands, or 1695-1710 MHz, 1755-1780 MHz and 2155-2180 MHz bands, must,
as a performance requirement, make a showing of “substantial service” in their license area within the
prescribed license term set forth in § 27.13.* * *
*****
(k) Licensees holding WCS or AWS authorizations in the spectrum blocks enumerated in
paragraphs (g), (h), (i), (q), (r), (s), (t), (v), and (w) of this section, including any licensee that obtained its
license pursuant to the procedures set forth in paragraph (j) of this section, shall demonstrate compliance
with performance requirements by filing a construction notification with the Commission, within 15 days
of the expiration of the applicable benchmark, in accordance with the provisions set forth in § 1.946(d) of
this chapter. * * *
*****
(w) The following provisions apply to any licensee holding an authorization in the 3450-3550
MHz band:
(1) Performance Requirements. Licensees in the 3.45 GHz Service must meet the following
benchmarks, based on the type of service they provide.
(a) Mobile/Point-to-Multipoint Service. Licensees relying on mobile or point-to-multipoint
service shall provide reliable signal coverage and offer service within four (4) years from the date of the
initial license to at least forty-five (45) percent of the population in each of its license areas (“First
Performance Benchmark”). Licensees shall provide reliable signal coverage and offer service within
eight (8) years from the date of the initial license to at least eighty (80) percent of the population in each
of its license areas (“Second Performance Benchmark”).
(b) Point-to-Point Service. Licensees relying on point-to-point service shall demonstrate within
four (4) years of the license issue date that, if the population within the license area is equal to or less than
268,000, they have four links operating and either providing service to customers or for internal use. If
the population is greater than 268,000, they shall demonstrate they have at least one link in operation and
providing service to customers or for internal use per every 67,000 persons within a license area (“First
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Performance Benchmark”). Licensees shall demonstrate within eight (8) years of the license issue date
that, if the population within license area is equal to or less than 268,000, they have eight links operating
and providing service to customers or for internal use. If the population within the license area is greater
than 268,000, they shall demonstrate they have at least two links in operation and providing service to
customers or for internal use per every 67,000 persons within a license area (“Second Performance
Benchmark”).
(c) Internet of Things Service. Licensees offering Internet of Things-type services shall provide
geographic area coverage within four (4) years from the date of the initial license to thirty-five (35)
percent of the license (“First Performance Benchmark”). Licensees shall provide geographic area
coverage within eight (8) years from the date of the initial license to sixty-five (65) percent of the license
(“Second Performance Benchmark”).
(2) Failure to Meet Performance Requirements. If a licensee fails to establish that it meets the
First Performance Benchmark for a particular license area, the licensee’s Second Performance Benchmark
deadline and license term will be reduced by one year. If a licensee fails to establish that it meets the
Second Buildout Requirement for a particular license area, its authorization for each license area in which
it fails to meet the Second Performance Benchmark shall terminate automatically without Commission
action, and the licensee will be ineligible to regain it if the Commission makes the license available at a
later date.
(3) Compliance Procedures. To demonstrate compliance with these performance requirements,
licensees shall use the most recently available decennial U.S. Census Data at the time of measurement and
shall base their measurements of population or geographic area served on areas no larger than the Census
Tract level. The population or area within a specific Census Tract (or other acceptable identifier) will be
deemed served by the licensee only if it provides reliable signal coverage to and offers service within the
specific Census Tract (or other acceptable identifier). To the extent the Census Tract (or other acceptable
identifier) extends beyond the boundaries of a license area, a licensee with authorizations for such areas
may include only the population or geographic area within the Census Tract (or other acceptable
identifier) towards meeting the performance requirement of a single, individual license. If a licensee does
not provide reliable signal coverage to an entire license area, the license must provide a map that
accurately depicts the boundaries of the area or areas within each license area not being served. Each
licensee also must file supporting documentation certifying the type of service it is providing for each
licensed area within its service territory and the type of technology used to provide such service.
Supporting documentation must include the assumptions used to create the coverage maps, including the
propagation model and the signal strength necessary to provide reliable service with the licensee's
technology.
15.

Amend § 27.50 by adding paragraph (k) to read as follows:

§ 27.50 Power limits and duty cycle.
*****
(k) The following power requirements apply to stations transmitting in the 3450-3550 MHz band:
(1) The power of each fixed or base station transmitting in the 3450-3550 MHz band and located
in any county with population density of 100 or fewer persons per square mile, based upon the most
recently available population statistics from the Bureau of the Census, is limited to an equivalent
isotropically radiated power (EIRP) of 3280 Watts/MHz. This limit applies to the aggregate power of all
antenna elements in any given sector of a base station.
(2) The power of each fixed or base station transmitting in the 3450-3550 MHz band and situated
in any geographic location other than that described in paragraph (k)(1) of this section is limited to an
EIRP of 1640 Watts/MHz. This limit applies to the aggregate power of all antenna elements in any given
sector of a base station.
(3) Mobile devices are limited to 1Watt (30 dBm) EIRP. Mobile devices operating in these bands
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must employ a means for limiting power to the minimum necessary for successful communications.
(4) Equipment employed must be authorized in accordance with the provisions of § 27.51. Power
measurements for transmissions by stations authorized under this section may be made either in
accordance with a Commission-approved average power technique or in compliance with paragraph
(k)(5) of this section. In measuring transmissions in this band using an average power technique, the
peak-to-average ratio (PAR) of the transmission may not exceed 13 dB.
(5) Peak transmit power must be measured over any interval of continuous transmission using
instrumentation calibrated in terms of an rms-equivalent voltage. The measurement results shall be
properly adjusted for any instrument limitations, such as detector response times, limited resolution
bandwidth capability when compared to the emission bandwidth, sensitivity, and any other relevant
factors, so as to obtain a true peak measurement for the emission in question over the full bandwidth of
the channel.
16.

Amend § 27.53 by

a. Renumbering existing paragraph (n) as (o); and
b. Adding new paragraph (n).
The addition reads as follows:
§ 27.53 Emission limits.
*****
(n) 3.45 GHz Service. The following emission limits apply to stations transmitting in the 34503550 MHz band:
(1) For base station operations in the 3450-3550 MHz band, the conducted power of any
emission outside the licensee’s authorized bandwidth shall not exceed −13 dBm/MHz. Compliance with
the provisions of this paragraph (n)(1) is based on the use of measurement instrumentation employing a
resolution bandwidth of 1 megahertz or greater. However, in the 1 megahertz bands immediately outside
and adjacent to the licensee's frequency block, a resolution bandwidth of at least one percent of the
emission bandwidth of the fundamental emission of the transmitter may be employed, but limited to a
maximum of 200 kHz. The emission bandwidth is defined as the width of the signal between two points,
one below the carrier center frequency and one above the carrier center frequency, outside of which all
emissions are attenuated at least 26 dB below the transmitter power. Notwithstanding the channel edge
requirement of -13 dBm per megahertz, for base station operations in the 3450-3550 MHz band, the
conducted power of any emission below 3440 MHz or above 3560 MHz shall not exceed -25 dBm/MHz,
and the conducted power of emissions below 3430 MHz or above 3570 MHz shall not exceed -40
dBm/MHz.
(2) For mobile operations in the 3450-3550 MHz band, the conducted power of any emission
outside the licensee’s authorized bandwidth shall not exceed −13 dBm/MHz. Compliance with this
paragraph (n)(2) is based on the use of measurement instrumentation employing a resolution bandwidth of
1 megahertz or greater. However, in the 1 megahertz bands immediately outside and adjacent to the
licensee's frequency block, a resolution bandwidth of at least one percent of the emission bandwidth of
the fundamental emission of the transmitter may be employed, but limited to a maximum of 200 kHz. In
the bands between 1 and 5 MHz removed from the licensee’s frequency block, the minimum resolution
bandwidth for the measurement shall be 500 kHz. The emission bandwidth is defined as the width of the
signal between two points, one below the carrier center frequency and one above the carrier center
frequency, outside of which all emissions are attenuated at least 26 dB below the transmitter power.
17.

Amend § 27.55 by adding paragraph (e) to read as follows:

§ 27.55 Power strength limits.
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*****
(e) Power flux density for stations operating in the 3450-3550 MHz band. For base and fixed
stations operation in the 3450-3550 MHz band in accordance with the provisions of § 27.50(k), the power
flux density (PFD) at any location on the geographical border of a licensee’s service area shall not exceed
−76 dBm/m2/MHz. This power flux density will be measured at 1.5 meters above ground. Licensees in
adjacent geographic areas may voluntarily agree to operate under a higher PFD at their common
boundary.
18.

Amend § 27.57 by revising paragraph (c) to read as follows:

§ 27.57 International coordination.
*****
(c) Operation in the 1695-1710 MHz, 1710-1755 MHz, 1755-1780 MHz, 1915-1920 MHz, 19952000 MHz, 2000-2020 MHz, 2110-2155 MHz, 2155-2180 MHz, 2180-2200 MHz, 3450-3550 MHz, and
3700-3980 MHz bands is subject to international agreements with Mexico and Canada.
19.

Add new Subpart Q to read as follows:

Subpart Q – 3.45 GHz Service (3450-3550 MHz)
Sec.
27.1600
27.1601
27.1602
27.1603
27.1604
27.1605
27.1606
27.1607

3450-3550 MHz band subject to competitive bidding.
Designated entities in the 3450-3550 MHz band.
Incumbent federal operations.
Coordination procedures.
Reimbursement of relocation expenses of non-federal radiolocation incumbents.
Reimbursement clearinghouse.
Aggregation of 3450-3550 MHz band licenses.
Information sharing for Time Division Duplex synchronization.

§ 27.1600 3450-3550 MHz band subject to competitive bidding.
Mutually exclusive initial applications for 3450-3550 MHz band licenses are subject to
competitive bidding. The general competitive bidding procedures set forth in 47 CFR part 1, subpart Q of
this chapter will apply unless otherwise provided in this subpart.
§ 27.1601 Designated entities in the 3450-3550 MHz band.
(a) Eligibility for small business provisions. (1) Definitions—(i) Small business. A small
business is an entity that, together with its affiliates, its controlling interests, and the affiliates of its
controlling interests, has average gross revenues not exceeding $55 million for the preceding five (5)
years.
(ii) Very small business. A very small business is an entity that, together with its affiliates, its
controlling interests, and the affiliates of its controlling interests, has average gross revenues not
exceeding $20 million for the preceding five (5) years.
(2) Bidding credits. A winning bidder that qualifies as a small business, as defined in this section,
or a consortium of small businesses as provided in § 1.2110(c)(6) of this chapter, may use the bidding
credit of 15 percent, as specified in § 1.2110(f)(2)(i)(C) of this chapter, subject to the cap specified in §
1.2110(f)(2)(ii) of this chapter. A winning bidder that qualifies as a very small business, as defined in this
section, or a consortium of very small businesses as provided in § 1.2110(c)(6) of this chapter, may use
the bidding credit of 25 percent, as specified in § 1.2110(f)(2)(i)(B) of this chapter, subject to the cap
specified in § 1.2110(f)(2)(ii) of this chapter.
(b) Eligibility for rural service provider bidding credit. A rural service provider, as defined in
§1.2110(f)(4)(i) of this chapter, that has not claimed a small business bidding credit, or a consortium of
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rural service providers as provided in § 1.2110(c)(6) of this chapter, may use the bidding credit of 15
percent specified in §1.2110(f)(4) of this chapter.
§ 27.1602 Incumbent federal operations.
Regarding incumbent federal operations in the 3450-3550 MHz band, 3.45 GHz Service licensees
must comply with footnote US431B of the Table of Frequency Allocations.
§ 27.1603 Coordination procedures.
(a) Prior to operation of any 3.45 GHz Service license in a Cooperative Planning Area or Periodic
Use Area, a 3.45 GHz Service licensee must successfully coordinate such operation with any federal
incumbents in the Cooperative Planning Area or Periodic Use Area. The coordination procedures
contained in this part shall apply unless the 3.45 GHz Service licensee and the federal incumbent(s) have
reached a mutually acceptable operator-to-operator coordination agreement that provides otherwise.
(b) Informal Discussions. Before a 3.45 GHz Service licensee submits a formal coordination request,
it may share and discuss draft proposals with federal incumbent coordination staff. These discussions are
voluntary, informal, and non-binding and can begin at any time.
(c) Formal Coordination. The 3.45 GHz Service licensee shall initiate coordination by formally
requesting access to operate within a Cooperative Planning Area and/or Periodic Use Area directly
through the Department of Defense’s online portal.
(d) Initiation, Timing, and Affirmative Concurrence. A 3.45 GHz Service licensee must initiate a
formal coordination request through the online portal provided by the Department of Defense. Unless
otherwise agreed between a 3.45 GHz Service licensee and the relevant federal incumbent(s), no formal
coordination requests may be submitted until nine (9) months after the date of the auction closing Public
Notice. 3.45 GHz Service licensees may request informal discussions (through the point of contact
identified in the applicable Transition Plan) during this nine-month time period. Unless otherwise agreed
to in writing, the requirement to reach a coordination arrangement is satisfied only by obtaining the
affirmative concurrence of the relevant federal incumbent(s) via the portal. This requirement is not
satisfied by omission.
(e) Submission Information. To submit a formal coordination request, the 3.45 GHz Service licensee
must include information about the technical characteristics for the 3.45 GHz Service base stations and
associated mobile units relevant to operation within the Cooperative Planning Area and/or Periodic Use
Area. This information should be provided in accordance with the instructions provided in the portal
user’s guide provided by the Department of Defense. 3.45 GHz Service licensees must prioritize their
deployments in the Cooperative Planning Area for each federal incumbent when submitting a formal
coordination request. If a 3.45 GHz Service licensee is seeking to coordinate with multiple systems or
multiple locations of operation controlled by one federal incumbent, the licensee must specify the order in
which it prefers the federal incumbent process the request (i.e., the order of systems or geographic
locations).
(f) Coordination Analysis. If a 3.45 GHz Service licensee has questions about the result of a
coordination request, it may contact the federal incumbent to propose network design modifications to
help address issues raised by the federal incumbent. Once the 3.45 GHz Service licensee has revised its
network design, it must resubmit a formal coordination request, and the 3.45 GHz Service formal
coordination process begins again.
(g) Interference resolution process. In instances of identified harmful interference occurring between
a federal and non-federal operator not otherwise addressed by the coordination procedures or operator-tooperator agreements, the 3.45 GHz Service licensee shall first attempt to resolve the interference directly.
If that effort is unsuccessful, the 3.45 GHz Service licensee, if adversely affected may escalate the matter
to the Commission.
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§ 27.1604 Reimbursement of relocation expenses of non-federal radiolocation incumbents.
(a) Relocation Reimbursement Contribution. An applicant for an initial license (not a renewal)
resulting from the initial auction in the 3.45 GHz Service (Applicant) must pay a pro rata portion to
reimburse the costs incurred by authorized non-federal, secondary radiolocation licensees for relocating
from the 3.3-3.55 GHz band.
(b) Pro Rata Share. An Applicant’s pro rata share of relocation costs will be determined by dividing
the total actual costs of such relocation, as approved by the clearinghouse selected by the Wireless
Telecommunications Bureau pursuant to section 27.1605, by the total number of 3.45 GHz Service
licenses granted, multiplied by the number of such licenses the Applicant will hold.
(c) Timing of Payment. An Applicant’s relocation reimbursement contribution share must be paid to
the clearinghouse by the date(s) and subject to procedures specified by public notice.
§ 27.1605 Reimbursement clearinghouse.
(a) The Wireless Telecommunications Bureau, under delegated authority, must select an entity to
operate as a neutral, not-for-profit clearinghouse to manage the reimbursement process. This
clearinghouse shall determine the reimbursement obligations of each Applicant pursuant to section
27.1604.
(1) The clearinghouse must be a must be a neutral, independent entity with no conflicts of interest (as
defined in section 27.1414(b)), on the part of the organization or its officers, directors, employees,
contractors, or significant subcontractors.
(2) The clearinghouse must be able to demonstrate that it has the requisite expertise to perform the
duties required, which will include collecting and distributing reimbursement payments, auditing
incoming and outgoing estimates, mitigating cost disputes among parties, and generally acting as a
clearinghouse.
(3) The clearinghouse must comply with, on an ongoing basis, all applicable laws and Federal
Government guidance on privacy and information security requirements such as relevant provisions in the
Federal Information Security Management Act, National Institute of Standards and Technology
publications, and Office of Management and Budget guidance.
(4) The clearinghouse must provide quarterly reports to the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau
that detail the status of reimbursement funds available, the payments issued, the amounts collected from
licensees, and any information filed by incumbents. The reports must account for all funds spent,
including the clearinghouse’s own expenses. The report shall include descriptions of any disputes and the
manner in which they were resolved.
(b) Non-federal secondary radiolocation licensees in the 3.3-3.55 GHz band that seek reimbursement
of their expenses for relocating operations authorized under their licenses and existing as of February 22,
2019, must submit invoices or other appropriate documentation of such expenses to the clearinghouse no
later than a date to be specified by public notice.
(c) Expenses must be reasonably related to the relocation from the 3.3-3.55 GHz band to the 2.9-3.0
GHz band, may be future expenses or expenses already incurred, and no expenses for other purposes will
be subject to reimbursement. Ineligible expenses include, but are not limited to, those related to upgrades
or improvements. The clearinghouse shall have the authority to determine whether particular expenses are
eligible for reimbursement.
(d) The Wireless Telecommunications Bureau is responsible for resolving any disputes arising from
decisions by the clearinghouse and shall specify by public notice when the clearinghouse’s
responsibilities have terminated.
§ 27.1606 Aggregation of 3450-3550 MHz band licenses.
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(a) 3.45 GHz Service licensees may aggregate up to 40 megahertz of 3450-3550 MHz band licenses
across both license categories in any service area at any given time for four years after the close of the
auction. After four years post-auction, no such aggregation limit on 3450-3550 MHz licenses shall apply.
(b) The criteria in §20.22(b) of this chapter will apply in order to attribute partial ownership and
other interests for the purpose of applying the aggregation limit in paragraph (a) of this section.
§ 27.1607 Information sharing for Time Division Duplex synchronization.
(a) 3.45 GHz Service licensees must provide information to requesting Citizens Broadband Radio
Service (part 96 of this chapter) operators to enable time division duplex (TDD) synchronization.
Negotiations over the information must be conducted in good faith, with the goal of enabling
synchronization between the relevant systems.
(1) A Citizens Broadband Radio Service operator, whether a Priority Access Licensee or a General
Authorized Access user (§ 96.1(b)), may request information from a 3.45 GHz Service licensee to enable
cross-service TDD synchronization if it provides service, or intends to provide service, in the same or
adjacent geographic area as a 3.45 GHz Service licensee.
(2) Upon request by an eligible Citizens Broadband Radio Service operator, the 3.45 GHz Service
licensee must provide sufficient technical information to allow the Citizens Broadband Radio Service
operator to synchronize its system with the 3.45 GHz band system. The 3.45 GHz Service licensee must
keep this information current if its network operations change.
(b) 3.45 GHz Service licensees are under no obligation to make any changes to their operations or
proposed operations to enable TDD synchronization.
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APPENDIX B
Final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis
1.
As required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980, as amended (RFA), 1 an Initial
Regulatory Flexibility Analysis (IRFA) was incorporated in the Report and Order and Further Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (3.1-3.55 GHz R&O and FNPRM) released in October 2020. 2 The Commission
sought written public comment on the proposals in the 3.1-3.55 GHz R&O and FNPRM, including
comment on the IRFA. No comments were filed addressing the IRFA. This present Final Regulatory
Flexibility Analysis (FRFA) conforms to the RFA.3
A.

Need for, and Objectives of, the Final Rules

2.
The Second Report and Order adopted by the Commission today takes steps to advance
Congressional and Commission objectives to make more mid-band spectrum available for fifth generation
wireless services, or 5G. It allocated the 3.45 GHz band to add a co-primary non-federal fixed and
mobile (except aeronautical mobile) allocation and creates a new 3.45 GHz Service for this spectrum, and
adopted technical, licensing, and competitive bidding rules for this service largely consistent with its rules
for other flexible-use wireless spectrum bands. The Commission did so with cooperation from the
Department of Defense (DoD) to ensure that these operations will not cause harmful interference to
ongoing federal spectrum use. While the majority of the federal operations in this band will be relocated
to alternate spectrum, some operations will continue and must be protected from harmful interference
through a system of coordination in specific Cooperative Planning Areas and Periodic Use Areas,
described in the Second Report and Order and now contained in our rules. 4 The competitive bidding
rules adopted for the 3.45 GHz Service will ensure that, pursuant to the Commercial Spectrum
Enhancement Act, the full cost of the relocation of federal operations in this band is covered by auction
revenues. 5
3.
The addition of non-federal fixed and mobile (except aeronautical mobile) services to the
U.S. Table of Frequency Allocations meets the requirements for allocating flexible use spectrum under
Section 303(y) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended: (1) the allocation is in the public
interest; (2) the allocation does not deter investment in communications services, systems, or the
development of technologies; and (3) such use would not result in harmful interference among users. 6
4.
This Second Report and Order is consistent with the Beat CHINA for 5G Act of 2020’s
direction that the Commission auction and license the 3.45 GHz band for flexible use. 7 It also is
consistent with the Commission’s responsibilities, as specified in the MOBILE NOW Act, to work with
the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) to identify spectrum for new
mobile and fixed wireless use and, specifically, to work in consultation with NTIA to evaluate the

1

See 5 U.S.C. § 603. The RFA, 5 U.S.C. §§ 601-612, has been amended by the Small Business Regulatory
Enforcement Fairness Act of 1996, (SBREFA) Pub. L. No. 104-121, Title II, 110 Stat. 857 (1996).
2

See Facilitating Shared Use in the 3100-3550 MHz Band, WT Docket No. 19-348, Report and Order and Further
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 35 FCC Rcd 11078 Appendix B, Paras. 1-27 (2020) (3.1-3.55 GHz R&O and
FNPRM). For purposes of this document the Further Notice of Proposed Rule will be referenced as FNPRM.
3

See 5 U.S.C. § 604.

4

US Footnote US431B to the Table of Allocations describes and lists Cooperative Planning Areas and Periodic Use
Areas where the Department of Defense will require continued access to the band. See Appendix A.

5

47 U.S.C. § 309(j)(3)(F).

6

See 47 CFR § 303(y).

7
Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021, Pub. L. 116-260, Division FF, Title IX, Sec. 905 (the Beat China by
Harnessing Important, National Airwaves for 5G Act of 2020 or Beat CHINA for 5G Act of 2020).
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feasibility of allowing commercial wireless services to share use of spectrum between 3.1 and 3.55 GHz. 8
Continued technological developments make 3 GHz spectrum ideal for next generation wireless services,
including 5G, and the repurposing of 3.5 GHz and 3.7 GHz band spectrum near the 3.45 GHz band
presents an opportunity to make a large contiguous block of mid-band spectrum available. Collectively,
the 3.45 GHz band and neighboring 3.5 GHz and 3.7 GHz bands could offer 530 megahertz of contiguous
mid-band spectrum for flexible use. The Second Report and Order also resolved outstanding issues
related to prior non-federal, secondary incumbents of this spectrum, adopting rules for the relocation and
reimbursement of non-federal radiolocation operations and finalizing the bifurcation of the amateur band
in this spectrum, allowing these operators to continue to access the lower portion of the band while
flexible use licensing efforts continue.
5.
Our actions in the Second Report and Order to finalize the rules governing flexible use of
this band will increase investment in communications services and systems and technological
development by providing maximum opportunities for deployment of flexible-use services while
continuing to provide protection from harmful interference between these operations and those pursuant
to flexible use licenses in the new 3.45 GHz band.
B.

Summary of Significant Issues Raised by Public Comments in Response to the IRFA

6.
There were no comments filed that specifically addressed the proposed rules and policies
presented in the IRFA.
C.

Response to Comments by Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the Small Business
Administration

7.
Pursuant to the Small Business Jobs Act of 2010, which amended the RFA, the
Commission is required to respond to any comments filed by the Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the
Small Business Administration (SBA), and to provide a detailed statement of any change made to the
proposed rules as a result of those comments. 9
8.
proceeding.
D.

The Chief Counsel did not file any comments in response to the proposed rules in this
Description and Estimate of the Number of Small Entities to Which The Rules Will
Apply

9.
The RFA directs agencies to provide a description, and where feasible an estimate, of the
number of small entities that may be affected by rules adopted herein. 10 The RFA generally defines the
term “small entity” as having the same meaning as the terms “small business,” “small organization,” and
“small governmental jurisdiction.” 11 In addition, the term “small business” has the same meaning as the
term “small business concern” under the Small Business Act. 12 A “small business concern” is one which:
(1) is independently owned and operated; (2) is not dominant in its field of operation; and (3) satisfies any

8

See Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2018, P.L. 115-141, Division P, the Repack Airwaves Yielding Better
Access for Users of Modern Services (RAY BAUM’S) Act, Title VI (the Making Opportunities for Broadband
Investment and Limiting Excessive and Needless Obstacles to Wireless Act or MOBILE NOW Act).

9

5 U.S.C. § 604 (a)(3).

10

5 U.S.C. § 604(a)(4).

11

5 U.S.C. § 601(6).

12
5 U.S.C. § 601(3) (incorporating by reference the definition of “small-business concern” in the Small Business
Act, 15 U.S.C. § 632). Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 601(3), the statutory definition of a small business applies “unless an
agency, after consultation with the Office of Advocacy of the Small Business Administration and after opportunity
for public comment, establishes one or more definitions of such term which are appropriate to the activities of the
agency and publishes such definition(s) in the Federal Register.”
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additional criteria established by the Small Business Administration (SBA). 13
10.
Small Businesses, Small Organizations, and Small Governmental Jurisdictions. Our
action may, over time, affect small entities that are not easily categorized at present. We therefore
describe here, at the outset, three broad groups of small entities that could be directly affected herein. 14
First, while there are industry specific size standards for small businesses that are used in the regulatory
flexibility analysis, according to data from the SBA’s Office of Advocacy, in general a small business is
an independent business having fewer than 500 employees. 15 These types of small businesses represent
99.9 percent of all businesses in the United States, which translates to 30.7 million businesses. 16
11.
Next, the type of small entity described as a “small organization” is generally “any notfor-profit enterprise which is independently owned and operated and is not dominant in its field.” 17 The
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) uses a revenue benchmark of $50,000 or less to delineate its annual
electronic filing requirements for small exempt organizations.18 Nationwide, for tax year 2018, there
were approximately 571,709 small exempt organizations in the U.S. reporting revenues of $50,000 or less
according to the registration and tax data for exempt organizations available from the IRS. 19
12.
Finally, the small entity described as a “small governmental jurisdiction” is defined
generally as “governments of cities, counties, towns, townships, villages, school districts, or special
districts, with a population of less than fifty thousand.” 20 U.S. Census Bureau data from the 2017 Census
of Governments 21 indicate that there were 90,075 local governmental jurisdictions consisting of general
purpose governments and special purpose governments in the United States. 22 Of this number there were

13

15 U.S.C. § 632.

14

See 5 U.S.C. § 601(3)-(6).

15

See SBA, Office of Advocacy, “What’s New With Small Business?”, https://cdn.advocacy.sba.gov/wpcontent/uploads/2019/09/23172859/Whats-New-With-Small-Business-2019.pdf (Sept 2019).
16

Id.

17

5 U.S.C. § 601(4).

18

The IRS benchmark is similar to the population of less than 50,000 benchmark in 5 U.S.C § 601(5) that is used to
define a small governmental jurisdiction. Therefore, the IRS benchmark has been used to estimate the number small
organizations in this small entity description. See Annual Electronic Filing Requirement for Small Exempt
Organizations — Form 990-N (e-Postcard), "Who must file,"

https://www.irs.gov/charities-non-profits/annual-electronic-filing-requirement-for-small-exempt-organizationsform-990-n-e-postcard. We note that the IRS data does not provide information on whether a small exempt
organization is independently owned and operated or dominant in its field.
19

See Exempt Organizations Business Master File Extract (EO BMF), "CSV Files by Region,"
https://www.irs.gov/charities-non-profits/exempt-organizations-business-master-file-extract-eo-bmf. The IRS
Exempt Organization Business Master File (EO BMF) Extract provides information on all registered taxexempt/non-profit organizations. The data utilized for purposes of this description was extracted from the IRS EO
BMF data for Region 1-Northeast Area (76,886), Region 2-Mid-Atlantic and Great Lakes Areas (221,121), and
Region 3-Gulf Coast and Pacific Coast Areas (273,702) which includes the continental U.S., Alaska, and Hawaii.
This data does not include information for Puerto Rico.
20

5 U.S.C. § 601(5).

21

See 13 U.S.C. § 161. The Census of Governments survey is conducted every five (5) years compiling data for
years ending with “2” and “7”. See also Census of Governments, https://www.census.gov/programssurveys/cog/about.html.
22

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 Census of Governments – Organization Table 2. Local Governments by Type and
State: 2017 [CG1700ORG02]. https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2017/econ/gus/2017-governments.html. Local
(continued….)
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36,931 general purpose governments (county 23, municipal and town or township 24) with populations of
less than 50,000 and 12,040 special purpose governments - independent school districts 25 with enrollment
populations of less than 50,000. 26 Accordingly, based on the 2017 U.S. Census of Governments data, we
estimate that at least 48,971 entities fall into the category of “small governmental jurisdictions.” 27
13.
Wireless Telecommunications Carriers (except Satellite). This industry comprises
establishments engaged in operating and maintaining switching and transmission facilities to provide
communications via the airwaves. Establishments in this industry have spectrum licenses and provide
services using that spectrum, such as cellular services, paging services, wireless internet access, and
wireless video services. 28 The appropriate size standard under SBA rules is that such a business is small
if it has 1,500 or fewer employees. 29 For this industry, U.S. Census Bureau data for 2012 show that there
were 967 firms that operated for the entire year. 30 Of this total, 955 firms had employment of 999 or
fewer employees and 12 had employment of 1000 employees or more. 31 Thus under this category and the
associated size standard, the Commission estimates that the majority of Wireless Telecommunications
Carriers (except Satellite) are small entities.
(Continued from previous page)
governmental jurisdictions are made up of general purpose governments (county, municipal and town or township)
and special purpose governments (special districts and independent school districts). See also Table 2.
CG1700ORG02 Table Notes_Local Governments by Type and State_2017.
23
See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 Census of Governments - Organization, Table 5. County Governments by
Population-Size Group and State: 2017 [CG1700ORG05]. https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2017/econ/gus/2017governments.html. There were 2,105 county governments with populations less than 50,000. This category does not
include subcounty (municipal and township) governments.
24
See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 Census of Governments - Organization, Table 6. Subcounty General-Purpose
Governments by Population-Size Group and State: 2017 [CG1700ORG06].
https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2017/econ/gus/2017-governments.html. There were 18,729 municipal and
16,097 town and township governments with populations less than 50,000.
25
See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 Census of Governments - Organization, Table 10. Elementary and Secondary
School Systems by Enrollment-Size Group and State: 2017 [CG1700ORG10].
https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2017/econ/gus/2017-governments.html. There were 12,040 independent school
districts with enrollment populations less than 50,000. See also Table 4. Special-Purpose Local Governments by
State Census Years 1942 to 2017 [CG1700ORG04], CG1700ORG04 Table Notes_Special Purpose Local
Governments by State_Census Years 1942 to 2017.
26

While the special purpose governments category also includes local special district governments, the 2017 Census
of Governments data does not provide data aggregated based on population size for the special purpose governments
category. Therefore, only data from independent school districts is included in the special purpose governments
category.
27

This total is derived from the sum of the number of general purpose governments (county, municipal and town or
township) with populations of less than 50,000 (36,931) and the number of special purpose governments independent school districts with enrollment populations of less than 50,000 (12,040), from the 2017 Census of
Governments - Organizations Tables 5, 6, and 10.
28

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 NAICS Definition,“517312 Wireless Telecommunications Carriers”(except
Satellite)”, https://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?code=517312&search=2017%20NAICS%20Search.

29

See 13 CFR § 121.201, NAICS Code 517312 (previously 517210).

30

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 Economic Census of the United States, Table ID: EC1251SSSZ5, Information:
Subject Series: Estab and Firm Size: Employment Size of Firms for the U.S.: 2012, NAICS Code 517210,
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?text=EC1251SSSZ5&n=517210&tid=ECNSIZE2012.EC1251SSSZ5&hidePrev
iew=false&vintage=2012.
31

Id. Available U.S. Census Bureau data does not provide a more precise estimate of the number of firms that meet
the SBA size standard.
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14.
Radio Frequency Equipment Manufacturers (RF Manufacturers). Neither the
Commission nor the SBA has developed a small business size standard applicable to Radio Frequency
Equipment Manufacturers (RF Manufacturers). There are several analogous SBA small entity categories
applicable to RF Manufacturers -- Fixed Microwave Services, Other Communications Equipment
Manufacturing, and Radio and Television Broadcasting and Wireless Communications Equipment
Manufacturing. A description of these small entity categories and the small business size standards under
the SBA rules are detailed below.
15.
Fixed Microwave Services. Microwave services include common carrier, 32 privateoperational fixed, 33 and broadcast auxiliary radio services. 34 They also include the Upper Microwave
Flexible Use Service 35, Millimeter Wave Service 36, Local Multipoint Distribution Service (LMDS), 37 the
Digital Electronic Message Service (DEMS), 38 and the 24 GHz Service, 39 where licensees can choose
between common carrier and non-common carrier status. 40 There are approximately 66,680 common
carrier fixed licensees, 69,360 private and public safety operational-fixed licensees, 20,150 broadcast
auxiliary radio licensees, 411 LMDS licenses, 33 24 GHz DEMS licenses, 777 39 GHz licenses, and five
24 GHz licenses, and 467 Millimeter Wave licenses in the microwave services.41 The Commission has
not yet defined a small business with respect to microwave services. The closest applicable SBA
category is Wireless Telecommunications Carriers (except Satellite) 42 and the appropriate size standard
for this category under SBA rules is that such a business is small if it has 1,500 or fewer employees. 43
For this industry, U.S. Census Bureau data for 2012 show that there were 967 firms that operated for the
entire year. 44 Of this total, 955 firms had employment of 999 or fewer employees and 12 had
employment of 1000 employees or more. 45 Thus under this SBA category and the associated size
standard, the Commission estimates that a majority of fixed microwave service licensees can be
considered small.
32

See 47 CFR part 101, Subparts C and I.

33

See 47 CFR part 101, Subparts C and H.

34
Auxiliary Microwave Service is governed by Part 74 of Title 47 of the Commission’s Rules. See 47 CFR part 74.
Available to licensees of broadcast stations and to broadcast and cable network entities, broadcast auxiliary
microwave stations are used for relaying broadcast television signals from the studio to the transmitter, or between
two points such as a main studio and an auxiliary studio. The service also includes mobile TV pickups, which relay
signals from a remote location back to the studio.
35

See 47 CFR part 30.

36

See 47 CFR part 101, Subpart Q.

37

See 47 CFR part 101, Subpart L.

38

See 47 CFR part 101, Subpart G.

39

See id.

40

See 47 CFR §§ 101.533, 101.1017.

41

These statistics are based on a review of the Universal Licensing System on September 22, 2015.

42

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 NAICS Definition, “517312 Wireless Telecommunications Carriers (except
Satellite)”, https://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?code=517312&search=2017%20NAICS%20Search.
43

See 13 CFR § 121.201, NAICS Code 517312 (previously 517210).

44

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 Economic Census of the United States, Table ID: EC1251SSSZ5, Information:
Subject Series, Estab and Firm Size: Employment Size of Firms for the U.S.: 2012, NAICS Code 517210,
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?text=EC1251SSSZ5&n=517210&tid=ECNSIZE2012.EC1251SSSZ5&hidePrev
iew=false&vintage=2012.
45
Id. Available U.S. Census Bureau data does not provide a more precise estimate of the number of firms that that
meet the SBA size standard.
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16.
The Commission does not have data specifying the number of these licensees that have
more than 1,500 employees, and thus is unable at this time to estimate with greater precision the number
of fixed microwave service licensees that would qualify as small business concerns under the SBA’s
small business size standard. Consequently, the Commission estimates that there are up to 36,708
common carrier fixed licensees and up to 59,291 private operational-fixed licensees and broadcast
auxiliary radio licensees in the microwave services that may be small and may be affected by the rules
and policies discussed herein. We note, however, that the microwave fixed licensee category includes
some large entities.
17.
Other Communications Equipment Manufacturing. This industry comprises
establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing communications equipment (except telephone
apparatus, and radio and television broadcast, and wireless communications equipment). 46 Examples of
such manufacturing include fire detection and alarm systems manufacturing, Intercom systems and
equipment manufacturing, and signals (e.g., highway, pedestrian, railway, traffic) manufacturing. 47 The
SBA has established a size standard for this industry as all such firms having 750 or fewer employees. 48
U.S. Census Bureau data for 2012 show that 383 establishments operated in that year. 49 Of that number,
379 operated with fewer than 500 employees and 4 had 500 to 999 employees. 50 Based on this data, we
conclude that the majority of Other Communications Equipment Manufacturers are small.
18.
Radio and Television Broadcasting and Wireless Communications Equipment
Manufacturing. This industry comprises establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing radio and
television broadcast and wireless communications equipment. 51 Examples of products made by these
establishments are: transmitting and receiving antennas, cable television equipment, GPS equipment,
pagers, cellular phones, mobile communications equipment, and radio and television studio and
broadcasting equipment. 52 The SBA has established a size standard for this industry of 1,250 employees
or less. 53 U.S. Census Bureau data for 2012 show that 841 establishments operated in this industry in that
year. 54 Of that number, 828 establishments operated with fewer than 1,000 employees, 7 establishments

46

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 NAICS Definition, “334290 Other Communications Equipment Manufacturing”,
https://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?input=334290&search=2017+NAICS+Search&search=2017.

47

Id.

48

See 13 CFR 121.201, NAICS Code 334290.

49

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 Economic Census of the United States, Table ID: EC1231SG2, Manufacturing:
Summary Series: General Summary: Industry Statistics for Subsectors and Industries by Employment Size: 2012,
NAICS Code 334290,
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?text=EC1231SG2&n=334290&tid=ECNSIZE2012.EC1231SG2&hidePreview=
false&vintage=2012.
50

Id. The available U.S. Census Bureau data does not provide a more precise estimate of the number of firms that
meet the SBA size standard.
51

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2017 NAICS Definition, “334220 Radio and Television Broadcasting and Wireless
Communications Equipment Manufacturing” https://www.census.gov/cgibin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?code=334220&search=2017.
52

Id.

53

See 13 CFR § 121.201, NAICS Code 334220.

54

See U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 Economic Census of the United States, Table ID: EC1231SG2, Manufacturing:
Summary Series: General Summary: Industry Statistics for Subsectors and Industries by Employment Size: 2012,
NAICS Code 334220,
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?text=EC1231SG2&n=334220&tid=ECNSIZE2012.EC1231SG2&hidePreview=
false.
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operated with between 1,000 and 2,499 employees and 6 establishments operated with 2,500 or more
employees. 55 Based on this data, we conclude that a majority of manufacturers in this industry are small.
E.

Description of Projected Reporting, Recordkeeping, and Other Compliance
Requirements for Small Entities

19.
The rules adopted in the Second Report and Order to create a new 3.45 GHz Service
operating between 3.45-3.55 GHz will impose new and/or additional reporting or recordkeeping and/or
other compliance obligations on small entities as well as other applicants and licensees. Given the
proximity of the 3.45 GHz band to the 3.7 GHz band, in many instances, the adopted reporting,
recordkeeping, and other compliance requirements mirror and align with requirements the Commission
adopted in the reallocation of the 3.7 GHz band for fixed and mobile use. The reporting, recordkeeping
and other compliance obligations adopted for small entities and other licensees are described below.
20.
Cooperative Sharing in the 3.45 GHz Band. In the Second Report and Order, we adopted
a cooperative sharing regime for the 3.45GHz band where non-federal systems generally will have
unencumbered full-power use of the entire band across the contiguous United States and, with limited
exceptions, federal systems operating in the band may not cause harmful interference to non-federal
operations in the band. In limited circumstances and locations where federal systems will remain in the
band, non-federal systems will not be entitled to protection against harmful interference from federal
operations (and limited restrictions may be placed on non-federal operations). Under the following
circumstances: (1) in Cooperative Planning Areas; and (2) in Periodic Use Areas, 56 incumbent federal
operations 57 and new non-federal fixed and mobile operations must coordinate with each other to
facilitate shared use of the band in these specified areas and during specified time periods.
21.
The coordination procedures include various requirements that impose reporting,
recordkeeping and other compliance obligations on 3.45 GHz Service licensees. For example, a 3.4 GHz
Service licensee must submit a formal request to the relevant federal incumbent requesting access to
operate within a Cooperative Planning or Periodic Use Area, which must include information about the
technical characteristics for the 3.45 GHz Service base stations and associated mobile units relevant to
operation within the Cooperative Planning Area or Period Use Area. In addition, we established
compliance obligations for submission of information; coordination analysis; and interference resolution
processes. To ensure compliance with Cooperative Planning and Periodic Use Areas we included a
detailed list of such areas in part 2 of the Commission’s rules. 58
22.
The 3.45 GHz Band Plan. In the Second Report and Order, we allocated the 3.45 GHz
band as an unpaired band to be licensed on an exclusive, geographic license area basis using Partial
Economic Areas (PEAs) in 20 megahertz blocks. We did not impose any guard bands.
23.
Licensing and Operating Rules. The Second Report and Order required that licensees in
the 3.45 GHz Service comply with certain licensing and operating rules applicable to all part 27
services, 59 including assignment of licenses by competitive bidding, 60 flexible use, 61 regulatory status, 62
55

Id. The available U.S. Census Bureau data does not provide a more precise estimate of the number of firms that
meet the SBA size standard.
56

See US431B, Appendix A.

57

Incumbent operations include all current and planned federal use in the 3.45 GHz band.

58

See 47 CFR part 2, Appendix A.

59

The WRS Renewal 2nd R&O and FNPRM adopted a unified framework for construction, renewal, and service
continuity rules for flexible use geographic licenses in the Wireless Radio Services. See Amendment of Parts 1, 22,
24, 27, 74, 80, 90, 95, and 101 To Establish Uniform License Renewal et al., WT Docket No. 10-112, Second
Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and Order, 32 FCC Rcd 8874 (2017) (WRS Renewal
Reform 2nd R&O and FNPRM).

60

47 U.S.C. § 309(j); 47 CFR §§ 1.2101-1.2114.
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foreign ownership reporting, 63 compliance with construction notification requirements, 64 renewal
criteria, 65 permanent discontinuance of operations, 66 partitioning and disaggregation, 67 and spectrum
leasing. 68 In addition, small entities and other future 3.45 GHz band licensees have to comply with
service-specific requirements for the band addressing eligibility, mobile spectrum holdings policies,
license term, performance requirements, renewal term construction obligations, and other licensing and
operating rules some of which include reporting and recordkeeping obligations. Licensees in this band
will also be required to negotiate in good faith with operators in the neighboring Citizens Broadband
Radio Service regarding information sharing which will enable time division duplex synchronization
across services.
•
Eligibility, License Term and Renewal. The Second Report and Order adopted an open
eligibility standard has been adopted for licensing in the 3.45 GHz Service, along with a 15-year initial
term for new flexible-use licenses. We also applied our general part 27 renewal requirements for wireless
licenses as the renewal standard for the 3.45GHz band, as the Commission did in the 3.7 GHz Service and
the 3.5 GHz band orders.
•
Performance Benchmark Requirements. We adopted reporting on performance metrics
similar to those adopted in the order for the 3.7 GHz service, but with shorter deadlines. Specifically, we
required 3.45 GHz licensees offering mobile or point-to-multipoint services to provide reliable signal
coverage and offer service to at least 45% of the population in each of their license areas within four years
of the license issue date (first performance benchmark), and to at least 80% of the population in each of
their license areas within eight years from the license issue date (second performance benchmark). We
also adopted alternative metrics for point-to-point services and Internet-of-Things services under these
same timelines.
•
Failure to Meet Performance Requirements. Along with performance benchmarks, we
required that, in the event a licensee fails to meet the first performance benchmark, the licensee’s second
benchmark and license term would be reduced by one year, thereby requiring it to meet the second
performance benchmark one year sooner (at 7 years into the license term) and reducing its license term to
14 years. If a licensee fails to meet the second performance benchmark for a particular license area, its
authorization for each license area in which it fails to meet the performance requirement shall terminate
automatically without Commission action. In the event a 3.45 GHz Service licensee’s authority to
operate terminates, its spectrum rights should become available for reassignment pursuant to the
competitive bidding provisions of section 309(j). Further, consistent with the Commission’s rules for

(Continued from previous page)
61
47 CFR §§ 2.106, 27.2, 27.3. Section 303(y) of the Act provides the Commission with authority to provide for
flexibility of use if: “(1) such use is consistent with international agreements to which the United States is a party;
and (2) the Commission finds, after notice and an opportunity for public comment, that (A) such an allocation would
be in the public interest; (B) such use would not deter investment in communications services and systems, or
technology development; and (C) such use would not result in harmful interference among users.” Balanced Budget
Act of 1997, Pub. L. No. 105-33, 111 Stat. 251, 268-69; 47 U.S.C. § 303(y).
62

47 CFR § 27.10.

63

47 U.S.C. § 310; 47 CFR § 27.12.

64

47 CFR § 27.14(k).

65

Id. § 1.949.

66

Id. § 1.953.

67

Id. § 1.950.

68

Id. § 1.9001 et seq.
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other part 27 licenses, any 3.45 GHz band flexible use licensee that forfeits its license for failure to meet
its performance requirements is precluded from regaining that license. 69
•
Compliance Procedures. In addition to compliance procedures applicable to all part 27
licensees, we adopted a rule requiring the submission of electronic coverage maps that accurately depict
both the boundaries of each licensed area and the coverage boundaries of the actual areas to which the
licensee provides service or in the case of a fixed deployment, the locations of the fixed transmitters
associated with each link. If a licensee does not provide reliable signal coverage to an entire license area,
it must provide a map that accurately depicts the boundaries of the area or areas within each license area
not being served. Each licensee must file supporting documentation certifying the type of service it is
providing for each licensed area within its service territory and the type of technology used to provide
such service. Supporting documentation must include the assumptions used to create the coverage maps,
including the propagation model and the signal strength necessary to provide reliable service with the
licensee’s technology. We specifically requested comments on whether there are special or unique issues
that small entities face with respect to the transition which would necessitate additional time for them to
comply, but we did not receive any such comments.
•
Competitive Bidding Procedures. The Second Report and Order adopted rules governing
auctions for licenses in the 3.45 GHz Service in conformity with the general competitive bidding rules set
forth in Part 1, subpart Q, of the Commission’s rules and consistent with the competitive bidding
procedures used in previous auctions. 70 In addition, we made bidding credits available for the 3.45 GHz
Service, for entities designated as very small businesses, small businesses and rural service providers. For
small entities, as proposed in the FNPRM, we adopted the same definitions that the Commission has used
in recent years, for other flexible use licenses, bidding credits for the two larger designated entity business
sizes provided in the Commission’s part 1 standardized schedule of bidding credits. Specifically, a small
business is an entity with average gross revenues for the preceding five years not exceeding $55 million,
and such an entity is eligible for a bidding credit of 15%. A very small business is an entity with average
gross revenues for the preceding five years not exceeding $20 million and is eligible for a bidding credit
of 25%. 71 The adopted bidding credit for rural service providers awards a 15% bidding credit to those
entities that service predominantly rural areas and have fewer than 250,000 combined wireless, wireline,
broadband and cable subscribers.
21.
Technical Rules. Small entities and other licensees are also subject to certain technical
rules established to maximize flexible use of the 3.45 GHz band while minimizing the impact on adjacent
band incumbents and ongoing federal operations in the band, consistent with the public interest. In that
context, we aligned the technical rules for this band with those adopted in the 3.7 GHz band in order to
promote maximum flexibility for 5G deployments. We adopted technical rules regarding power limits,
69
Our decision comports with actions taken for other licenses. See, e.g., 47 CFR § 27.14(a) (AWS-1 and AWS-3),
(q)(6) (AWS-4), (r)(4) (H Block), 3.7 GHz Service Order, 35 FCC Rcd at 2389, para. 103.
70

See 47 CFR §§ 1.2101-1.2114.

71

The standardized schedule of bidding credits provided in Section 1.2110(f)(2)(i) defines small businesses based
on average gross revenues for the preceding three years. In December 2018, Congress revised the standard set out in
the Small Business Act for categorizing a business concern as a “small business concern,” by changing the annual
average gross receipts benchmark from a three-year period to a five-year period. Thus, as a general matter, a federal
agency cannot propose to categorize a business concern as a “small business concern” for Small Business Act
purposes unless the size of the concern is based on its annual average gross receipts “over a period of not less than 5
years.” 15 U.S.C. § 632(a)(2)(C)(ii)(II), as amended by Small Business Runway Extension Act of 2018, Pub. L.
115-324 (Dec. 17, 2018). We therefore propose to adopt the Small Business Act’s revised five-year average gross
receipts benchmark for purposes of determining which entities qualify for small business bidding credits. But
because the SBA has not yet revised its regulations to update the definition of “small business concern,” for
purposes of compliance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act, the Commission will continue to use the SBA’s current
definitions of “small business,” which is based on a three-year benchmark.
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out-of-band emissions limits, antenna height limits, service area boundary limits, international
coordination requirements, and any other technical rules that will maximize flexible use of the band while
protecting non-federal licensees and federal incumbents in adjacent bands and in Cooperative Planning
Areas and Periodic Use Areas.
22.
Non-Federal Incumbents. Finally, in the Second Report and Order, we adopted rules
finalizing the clearing of non-federal, secondary incumbents from the 3.45 GHz band, which includes
non-federal radiolocation and amateur operations. Secondary, non-federal radiolocation licensees must
relocate their operations by the sunset date of the secondary radiolocation authorization, which is 180
days after the new flexible-use licenses are granted. In order to ensure the speedy clearing of the 3.3-3.55
GHz band and to minimize disruptions to the weather radar systems operated by secondary radiolocation
users, new flexible-use licensees in the 3.45 GHz Service are required to reimburse secondary, nonfederal radiolocation licensees for reasonable costs related to the relocation of those operations to the 2.93.0 GHz band. Relocation reimbursement costs will be shared by all 3.45 GHz Service licensees,
regardless of location, rather than only those whose licenses would otherwise have been encumbered by
the relocating incumbent operations. All new entrants to the band will be responsible for reimbursement
of a pro rata share of reasonable relocation costs of non-federal radiolocation operations. In other words,
the total relocation costs will be divided by the number of 3.45 GHz Service licenses and each licensee
will be required to pay their share based on the number of licenses they hold.
23.
Amateur operators holders will be permitted to continue use of the spectrum between 3.33.45 GHz while Commission planning for future flexible-use licensing in this spectrum continues,
because we adopted our proposal to bifurcate the band and adjusted our proposal setting 3450 MHz as the
frequency at which the band will be split. Amateur licensees remain secondary users, and those that
operate on frequencies close to the 3450 MHz band edge must do so with particular caution to avoid
causing harmful interference to primary status, flexible-use licensees in the 3.45 GHz Service. Amateur
operations between 3450 MHz and 3500 MHz must cease within 90 days of the public notice announcing
the close of the auction for the 3.45 GHz Service, as specified in the Second Report and Order, and will
not receive relocation reimbursement costs. Because amateur operations already occur in this spectrum,
there are no new burdens associated with these decisions by the Commission.
24.
To comply with these rules, small entities may be required to hire attorneys, engineers,
consultants, or other professionals. In particular, for small entities that are not existing operators and do
not have existing staffing dedicated to regulatory compliance, engineering and legal expertise may be
required to make the requisite filings and to demonstrate compliance with the proposed performance
obligations. No comments were filed regarding the cost implications of our proposals on small entities.
Thus, while the Commission cannot quantify the cost of compliance with the rule adopted for the 3.45
GHz Service, we note that many of the requirements are consistent with and mirror existing requirements
policies for other bands and other part 27 flexible use licenses. Therefore, small entities with existing
licenses in other bands may already be familiar with such policies and requirements and have the
processes and procedures in place to facilitate compliance, resulting in minimal incremental costs to
comply with similar requirements adopted for the 3.45 GHz Service.
F.

Steps Taken to Minimize the Significant Economic Impact on Small Entities, and
Significant Alternatives Considered

25.
The RFA requires an agency to describe any significant, specifically small business,
alternatives that it has considered in reaching its approach, which may include the following four
alternatives (among others): “(1) the establishment of differing compliance or reporting requirements or
timetables that take into account the resources available to small entities; (2) the clarification,
consolidation, or simplification of compliance or reporting requirements under the rule for small entities;
(3) the use of performance, rather than design, standards; and (4) an exemption from coverage of the rule,
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or any part thereof, for small entities.” 72
26.
The Commission has taken steps to minimize the economic burden on small entities from
the rule changes and approaches adopted in the Second Report and Order. More specifically, we apply
existing requirements applicable in other spectrum bands to the 3.45 GHz Service wherever possible.
Given the 3.45 GHz band’s proximity to and possibility of aligning with the Commission’s recent
reallocation of the 3.7 GHz band for fixed and mobile use, we apply many of the rules recently adopted
for that band in order to facilitate efficiencies and synergies with the 3.7 GHz band. This should lessen
the compliance costs for small entities that are already subject to these requirements and have processes
and procedures in place for compliance. As such, these entities may only incur incremental costs to scale
their operations for 3.45 GHz Service compliance. Below we describe areas where we have taken such an
approach.
•
Allocation. We provided flexibility for new 3.45 GHz Service licensees to tailor the use
of the band to their specific operational needs and to maximize network efficiency. 73
•
Spectrum Block Size. Given the 3.45 GHz band’s proximity to and possibility of aligning
with the Commission’s recent reallocation of the 3.7 GHz band for fixed and mobile use, we adopted 20
megahertz blocks for this band in order to facilitate efficiencies and synergies with the 3.7 GHz band. We
considered but declined an alternative proposal by commenters to adopt 10 megahertz blocks instead of
20 megahertz blocks for this spectrum. We disagree with commenters that licensing this spectrum in 10
megahertz blocks is necessary to preserve opportunities for small carriers to compete with the dominant
nationwide carriers and to promote broadband deployment of this spectrum in rural areas. As we have
done in other bands, we adopted bidding credits for both small and rural carriers, creating a more level
playing field for these entities to compete in the spectrum auction. Further, 20 megahertz blocks increase
the possibilities for spectrum aggregation and equipment harmonization across the core 5G bands, as
these are consistent with the 3.7 GHz Service. We also found that it is appropriate to adopt a bright-line,
pre-auction limit of 40 megahertz in the 3.45 GHz band. We concluded that an in-band spectrum
aggregation limit will help to promote spectrum access and encourage competition in the provision of 5G
services, while still supporting the efficient and intensive use of spectrum.
•
Spectrum Block Configuration. To promote a consistent spectral environment with the
nearby mid-band allocations in the 3.5 GHz and 3.7 GHz bands, which are used as unpaired spectrum in
the United States, we allocated the 3.45 GHz Service as an unpaired band. We considered but declined
commenters suggestion to require Time Division Duplex (TDD) synchronization between networks
operating in different blocks in this band and those in adjacent bands. While we recognize that TDD
synchronization may assist in ensuring non-interference between operations, we believe that the decision
whether to adopt such synchronization should be left to inter-system coordination efforts. We therefore
required only good faith negotiations over information sharing to enable such synchronization, with no
requirement that 3.45 GHz licensees modify their operations.
•
Use of Geographic Licensing. Consistent with our approach in several other bands used
to provide fixed and mobile services, we licensed the 3.45 GHz Service on an exclusive, geographic area
basis.
•
Geographic License Area Size. We find that Partial Economic Areas are the appropriate
license area for the technical rules we adopt in this band. Given our decision to adopt higher-powered
operation in this band, PEAs will better assist carriers in making the most of the capabilities of 5G
networks and encourage investment in furtherance of the goals found in section 303(y) of the
Communications Act. These higher power levels allow larger coverage areas and encourage providers to
take advantage of macro-cell deployments where possible, which are better suited to PEAs than a smaller
72

5 U.S.C. § 604(a)(6).
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See 47 CFR § 2.106.
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license area. The availability of spectrum aggregation across other bands with similar technical rules
make PEAs a better choice for the 3.45 GHz Service. While we recognize that there are benefits of
smaller license areas as a general matter, we decline to adopt license areas smaller than PEAs for the 3.45
GHz band, given our decision to allow higher-powered operations in this band. In the Second Report and
Order, we provide other means for small and rural entities to face a more level playing field in the 3.45
GHz band auction, including by adopting a 40-megahertz in-band spectrum aggregation limit and bidding
credits for small and rural entities.
•
License Term. We are cognizant that small entities must allocate resources carefully over
the length of their license term and have more limited funds should they be required to compete at auction
for a particular license. We therefore believe that our decision to apply a 15-year license term will
provide the certainty of a longer license term which should give small entities sufficient incentive to make
the long-term investments necessary for compliance. We declined suggestions to align the 3.45 GHz
licensing rules with Citizen Broadband Radio Service which has 10-year license terms. We do not
believe a shorter license term is appropriate here.
•
Renewal. Consistent with the renewal standard for the 3.7 GHz Service and the Citizens
Broadband Radio Service, we apply our general part 27 renewal requirements for wireless licenses to the
3.45 GHz Service and include the 3.45 GHz Service in the unified renewal framework for Wireless Radio
Services.
•
Performance Requirements, Failure Penalties, and Compliance Procedures. The
requirements and procedures adopted in the Second Report and Order in these areas are based on existing
part 27 reporting, recordkeeping and compliance requirements that apply for 3.7 GHz Service.
•
Technical Rules. Many of the technical rules adopted in the Second Report and Order
based on the rules adopted for the 3.7 GHz band or for other mid-band spectrum, which are similar to the
3.45 GHz band. For example, we adopted base station power levels which are the same as those adopted
for the 3.7 GHz Service. We considered alternative arguments for lower levels but determined the power
level adopted for the 3.4 GHz Service will provide licensees with the flexibility to optimize their network
design for wide area coverage while still enabling successful coexistence with incumbent and adjacent
band operations. Similarly, consistent with the part 27 AWS rules for antenna height limits, we did not
restrict antenna heights for 3.4 GHz band operations beyond the requirements necessary to ensure
physical obstructions do not impact air navigation safety.
•
Competitive Bidding and Bidding Credits for Small Entities. The Commission
administers bidding credit programs to promote small business service provider participation in auctions
and in the provision of spectrum-based services. Based our analysis of past auction data, the relative
costs of participation are lowered for small businesses that take full advantage of the bidding credit
programs. Consistent with our approach for the 3.7 GHz Service and other flexible use bands, we will
conduct an auction for licenses for the 3.45 GHz Service in conformity with the general competitive
bidding rules set forth in Part 1, Subpart Q, of the Commission’s rules and use competitive bidding
procedures used by the Commission in previous auctions. 74 Similarly, for the 3.45 GHz Service we apply
the definition of a qualifying “small business” and a “very small business” 75 and the definition of a rural
74
75

See 47 CFR §§ 1.2101-1.2114.

The standardized schedule of bidding credits provided in Section 1.2110(f)(2)(i) defines small businesses based
on average gross revenues for the preceding three years. In December 2018, Congress revised the standard set out in
the Small Business Act for categorizing a business concern as a “small business concern,” by changing the annual
average gross receipts benchmark from a three-year period to a five-year period. Thus, as a general matter, a
Federal agency cannot propose to categorize a business concern as a “small business concern” for Small Business
Act purposes unless the size of the concern is based on its annual average gross receipts “over a period of not less
than 5 years.” 15 U.S.C. § 632(a)(2)(C)(ii)(II), as amended by Small Business Runway Extension Act of 2018, Pub.
L. 115-324 (Dec. 17, 2018). We therefore propose to adopt the Small Business Act’s revised five-year average
gross receipts benchmark for purposes of determining which entities qualify for small business bidding credits. But
(continued….)
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service provider and utilize the associated bidding credits for these categories consistent with past
auctions in flexible use bands.
Report to Congress
21.
The Commission will send a copy of the Second Report and Order, Order on
Reconsideration and Order of Proposed Modification, including this FRFA, in a report to Congress
pursuant to the Congressional Review Act. 76 In addition, the Commission will send a copy of the Second
Report and Order, Order on Reconsideration and Order of Proposed Modification, including this FRFA,
to the Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the SBA. A copy of the Second Report and Order, Order on
Reconsideration and Order of Proposed Modification and FRFA (or summaries thereof) will also be
published in the Federal Register. 77

(Continued from previous page)
because the SBA has not yet revised its regulations to update the definition of “small business concern,” for
purposes of compliance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act, the Commission will continue to use the SBA’s current
definitions of “small business,” which is based on a three-year benchmark.
76

See 5 U.S.C. § 801(a)(1)(A).
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See 5 U.S.C. § 604(b).
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APPENDIX C
List of Commenters
Comments
5G Americas
Aerospace Industries Association
American Petroleum Institute (API)
ARRL, the National Association for Amateur Radio
AT&T Services, Inc.
CBRS Alliance
Charter Communications, Inc. (Charter)
CommScope, Inc.
Competitive Carriers Association (CCA)
Cox Communications, Inc. (Cox)
CTIA
Dynamic Spectrum Alliance
Dynetics, Inc.
Ericsson
Federated Wireless, Inc.
Google LLC
Lockheed Martin Corporation
Microsoft Corporation
Moise Advisory
NBCUniversal Media, LLC
NCTA – The Internet & Television Association (NCTA)
New America’s Open Technology Institute (OTI)
Nexstar Broadcasting, Inc. (Nexstar)
Nokia
NTCA – The Rural Broadband Association (NTCA)
Public Knowledge
Qualcomm Inc.
Regulatory and Technology Committee of the Energy Telecommunications and Electrical Association
(ENTELEC)
Robert Pestolesi
Ron Economos
The Rural Wireless Association (RWA)
Sony Electronics Inc.
Southern Communications Services, Inc. (d/b/a Southern Linc)
Stephen Williams
T-Mobile USA, Inc.
Verizon
William R. Farrer
The Wireless Innovation Forum
Wireless Internet Service Providers Association (WISPA)
U.S. Territories Service Providers (AST Telecom d/b/a BlueSky and DOCOMO Pacific, Inc.)
Reply Comments
5G Americas
Aerospace Industries Association
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AT&T Services, Inc.
Competitive Carriers Association (CCA)
CTIA
Dynamic Spectrum Alliance
Federated Wireless, Inc.
Lockheed Martin Corporation
NBCUniversal Media, LLC
NCTA – The Internet & Television Association (NCTA)
NTCA – The Rural Broadband Association (NTCA)
Sony Electronics Inc.
Southern Communications Services, Inc. (d/b/a Southern Linc)
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